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PRE FA CE 

There is nothing absolute about the existence of a species. Every species epithet published 
represents an opinion held by its author, and is validated or invalidated by the opinions of other 
authors and the opinions of stilllater authors concerning the validity of the opinions of their pred
ecessors. In preparing this check list, your editors were faced with the fact that in many cases 
the exact status of a species, subspecies or variety had not been determined by a consensus of 
expert opinions. An excellent statement of the problem is contained in "Classification of Eupogon 
Irises," L. F.Randolph and G. H.M. Lawrence, published in the AIS Bulletin No.148, January 
1958, p. 9, reprinted here with the kind permission of the authors and of AIS. 

"It is with definite reservations concerning their taxonomic status that various species are 
listed as distinct entities in this classification rather than being considered as synonyms of oth
er species. Most species of the Subsection Iris are sufficiently well known to place them with 
assurance in the appropriate Series as they are here defined; but their evaluation as good species 
is often hampered by inadequate descriptions, insufficient herbarium material, or lack of fa
miliarity with the range of variability exhibited by the plants in their native habitats. Bearded 
iris species as a group are extremely variable and much of this variability is heritable as shown 
by their breeding behavior, by differences among clones grown side by side in cultivation, and 
by the prevalence in wild populations of variation in flower color, form of spathes, leaf shape, 
and other traits not easily influenced by environment. Conclusions based on observations of a 
few clones or a few her barium specimens can be and often are misleading. Until a thorough re
vision of the genus Iris is undertaken at the species level the status of many species will remain 
in doubt." 

We could not make definitive judgments ourselves without stopping to get degrees in tax
onomy, making original collections and conducting a thorough study of all material in European 
herbaria. On the other hand, some judgments were unavoidable; in making them, we have gath
ered the available information, and then done the best we could. Clones are listed under the 
preferred species, subspecies or variety, with references elsewhere to that listing. Where we 
have indicated disagreement among the authorities, readers should remember that later judg
ments are more likely to be correct-particularly when based on chromosome counts. Dykes, 
to whom we owe a debt of gratitude for his early monumental work on the species, depended 
largely on other collectors' herbarium specimens and plants grown in a few English gardens 
{he rarely visited the sites himself), and he did not have the benefit of chromosome counts nor 
of modern cytological techniques. There can be no doubt that he would have been the first to re
joice over these present-day sources of information and the last to say that newer decisions on 
taxonomy should be set aside simply because "they conflict with Dykes." 

In compiling this list the editors have received generous assistance from a large number of 
iris fanciers. First and foremost, our gratitude goes to L. F. {Fitz) Randolph, whose collecting 
and distributing of the species plants made this volume necessary, and to Mrs Randolph, who 
kept the records ·Of these collections and made them available to us; their professional advice 
and supervision during the tedious preparation of the data herein assembled has preserved us, 
we hope, from serious blundering in treatment of our confused and confusing assortment of 
bearded species. We greatly appreciate Dr Randolph1 s expert editorial advice and assistance 
in preparation of the final copy. 

We also owe particular thanks to foreign iris collectors, Eckard Berlin, Milan Blazek, 
Rudolf Hanselmayer, Ivo Horvat, Franz Kurzmann, George Rodionenko, Wilhelm Schacht, Peter 
Werckmeister and others, who have made many important contributions of rare or little-known 
species and have been generous with information about them. To all the growers and hybridi
zers who have furnished data, we express here our profound gratitude; and particularly to the 
first president of the Median Iris Society, Earl R.Roberts, who produced for us from his volu
minous notes a wealth of horticultural descriptions of the many species clones he has grown at 
the Society1 s Central Test Garden; and to Jerry Flintoff who compiled the excellent listing . of 
additional reference citations on page 45, and additional references on page 47. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For those who want to grow the best possible form of any species, as well as 
for those who use them for hybridization, clonal identification is of the utmost im- · 
portance, particularly in the case of such polymorphic species as those of bearded 
irises. This was brought home to members of the Northeast Median Group in 1956 
when Dr Randolph brought to a meeting several large flats filled with blooming 
plants of the previously unfamiliar species which he had collected in 1954. In the 
flats, with various clones of l. attica and a number of other species, were seven 
clones of l_. pseudopumila, covering the range of variation of this very polymorphic 
species. 

Luckily for us Dr Irene van de Water was present, for while we mostly stood 
gasping or pleading for pollen, Irene insisted that we must forthwith make detailed 
descriptions of the clones. Thu·s we were impressed with the vital realization, which 
Dr Randolph perfectly well intended to convey, that each species clone is as much 
an individual as a single seedling from one of our crosses, and that it was every bit 
as important to preserve its individual identification. From that realization has 
grown our trials at hybridizing with these species, and finally, the present listing 
of those clones whose identifications, numbers or nicknames, have become as dear 
and familiar to us as the names of such good hybrid parents as Baria and Green Spot. 

In the Clonal Listing we have relied heavily on the numbered references (in 
parentheses in the test) to supply much of the data concerning publication of the spe
cies taxa themselves. We have tried to give in one or two brief paragraphs the au
thor and original publication, the references which have given us pertinent informa
tion, the horticultural class and chromosome number, a brief outline of habitat, 
and some descriptive matter. 

In the clonal listings, registered names or names approved by AIS in its check 
lists are in full caps (e.g. CRETICA); nonregistered names are capitalized (e.g. 
Sulina); latinized species names are underlined (e. g. 1 pumila) indicating italics; 
vernacular names are in quotation marks (e.g. "Dark Violet"); and dubious species 
terms are in lower case enclosed in quotation marks (e. g. "lutea" ). 

Descriptions of the individual clones have emphasized horticultural character
istics rather than definitive taxonomic traits; on the other hand, we have not tried 
to give cultural instructions for American gardeners because that would require 
space-and time-for another volume. Many of the large species will grow in most 
gardens of temperate climates. The small ones in the main flourish b_est in rock 
gardens. Some are very difficult and do not adjust well to garden culture, but all 
are worth any effort they require. 



THE CLONAL LIS T ING 

albertii ALBICA NS alexeenkoi AMAS 1 

albertii Regel, Acta Hort. Petrop. 5: 260, 1877. (1) with *f. erythrocarpa Rod. BIS 1967: 101 (1). Hort. 
Class: BB, 2n=24 (S, R). Collected in the mountains of Turkestan near Wernoje by Fetissow and Regel 
and introduced into England by Sir Michael Foster, it most resembles l: pallida with the same scarious 
spathe valves. It has flowers which lack the clarity of color of the blue-lavender pallidas but are dis
tinguished by abrupt termination of the haft lines at the outer· end of the beard, and has three terminal 
buds. A yellow .form was given to Dykes by Foster (AIS 2: 21). Plants brought by Rand. from Kew gar
dens and from Russia were the first typical specimens grown in North America. 

Blazek: USSR, BG Leningrad, plants sent by Dr Rodionenko, "typical form." To JGW 1969: "Has dark 
blue flowers not at all colored and marked as in Dykes. " 

1)3.rby clone: not authentic. Rand.: "A hybrid having superficial resemblance to the species." 
Hanselmayer clone: widely distributed. Rand.: "Did not conform in any way to the true species." 
Leningrad clones: USSR, Turkestan. Blue-purple. Rod. 466-A. BR 1960. Rod. toEB, to ERo 1963. 
Randolph K-4: from Kew BG, 1954. Resembled Dykes' plate (2). Purple with abrupt termination of 

haft veining at tip of beard. S heavily veined at base. 
Randolph R-4: Rod. #466-A-1. A collection of plants obtained by Rand. from Rod. of the Komarov BG 

at Leningrad, USSR. Collected at Uzbek, Lake Sary, Chilek, USSR, alt 7200 among scrub. More 
than one clone may have been distributed. · 
R-4A: MIS auct. 1962. ERo: "It is the wildest-looking thing imaginable." _PH says this is the 

ugliest iris she has ever seen, but close to an everblooming iris, a tremendous grower. Has 
only two terminal flowers. Rundlett #ER 110. Hans. to Meg. 

ALBICANS (1 albicans Lange, Medd. Naturh. For. Kobenhavn 2, AArt 1: 76, 1860. (1) Hist. #22. Hort. Class: 
intermediate bearded (IB), 2n=44 (S, R). Widely distributed and naturalized throughout the Mediterranean 
world and the southern part of North America, is now recognized as a natural hybrid. Sometimes listed 
as a variety of L. florentina but is distinguished by its conspicuous whiteness, much shorter bloom stalks, 
fewer buds and sessile flowers. Hist. 22 describes specimens ofALBICANS includingfive gathered from 
Arizona gardens and cemeteries by Louise Hopper, one from North Carolina, others from Mississippi 
and east Texas. Formerly seen frequently in public gardens of Southern California and Mexico City. 
In typical clones the tips of Sand F are slightly emarginate, and there are yellow-green markings at 
the haft. 

MADONNA: blue form supposedly sport of ALBICANS (2). 

Blazek: two plants collected in Yugoslavia in a church garden not much distant from Makarska, near 
houses. Two big plants bloomed in September four months after transplanting. 

Randolph A-27: from BG Vienna (see 1._germanica). 2n=44. 
Randolph C-9: Cyprus 1954. Dry steep slopes near the 

Bellapais Abbey. Early white, short blunt leaves. 
Randolph K-1: Kew BG, England. 
Randolph OT-2: Ootacamund, India. Probably carried to 

India from elsewhere, as the Mohammedans carried 
this wherever they went to plant on their graves. 

alexeenkoi Grossheim, Not. Syst. Herb. Inst. Bot. Akad. Sci. 
URSS 13: 6, 1950. Rod. BIS 1967: 100. Hort. Class: mini
ature dwarf bearded, chromosome count unknown. Rod. 
says similar in its main characteristics to I. pumila from 
which it differs in having larger leaves and flowers. 

Schreiner clone: distinguished by narrow perianth seg-
ments, longtube, falcatefoliage, extremely long sta
mens with filament and anther of equal length. Vio
let color. (MIS 11: 1970). RS to BW 1968. 

AMAS: Foster JRHS 1513, Oct. 1889. Hort. Class: BB (5), 
2n=48. A collected clone from Amasia. "A short form 
of MACRANTHA, which is 28 in whereas AMAS is 22 in. 
Cornell Mem. 100: "The sturdiest, but nQt the tallest of 1. Iris ambertellon 



2 AMAS ambertellon aphylla 

the Germanica forms. S very light blue-purple, almost circular, with scattered yellow-tipped hairs on 
haft. F deep blue-purple. Beard broad, bluish-white, tipped with orange. This variety is conspicuous 
in color, size of bloom, and early flowering. " Rand. : "Distinct from the much taller bluish lavender 
mesopotamica, AMAS is a bluish-purple bitone. 11 MIS auct. 1963. 
Blazek: '?AMAS. From villages near Skopje, an obviously tetraploid clone with germanica branching, 

broad flowers, and hairs in standards. 

ambertellon { '?Prodan '?edit). Not listed by (1). Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=24 {R), 2n=42 (Y). Received by 
Hans. from Topa, Cluj. Only a purple form circulated in N.America but Hans. recordedin 1961 from 
Romania: a) white-yellow; b) sulphur; c) golden. 

Hanselmayer clone: "Original Hanselmayer clones, 11 to ERo: "Lookedlike a charnaeiris." 2n=42 {Y). 
Hanselmayer seedling: yellow, included in Hans. list 1960. To ERo 1961. 
Randolph A-38: supposedly same as above, but Rand. says of the clone cultivated in Vienna under this 

name, possibly untrue: "The chromosome count, 2n=24, indicates that itis a member of the reich
enbachii complex. Color reddish purple, S closed, stem 2-4 in, two-flowered. Light yellow beard. 
Spathes sharply keeled. 11 

aphylla Linne, Sp. pl. ed. 1, 38 {1753) (1, 2) MIS 8: 56-66, 9: 61-69. (6-I-31). Hort. Class: SDB, 2n=48, how
ever, some forms are MDB and occasionally they reach IB. With synonyms L bohemica Schmidt,Fl. 
Bohem •. inch. Cent. 4: 5, 1794; L hungarica Waldst & Kit., Pl. rar. Hung. 3: 251, t. 226, 1812; and 112Q
lonica Blocki ex A 478; and vars. fieberi Seidl. (I, fieberi) in Opiz, Naturalien 128, 1823; and monantha 
Schur, Enum. Pl. Transs. 655, 1866. Since all of these exceptfieberi and monanthalook very much alike 
in American gardens they are here listed as synonyms. AlthoughL._fieberi is listed as a synonym of 
I. aphylla by many authorities {Ascherson, Dykes (2), IK) it seems sufficiently distinct to modern auth
orities to be given at least varietal status. Var. monantha has been published as a var. of I. fieberi, but 
is treated here as a var. of 1. aphylla because it bears little morphological resemblance to 1. fieberi. 
As Rand. says: "L fieberi is one of the largest of the aphylla complex whereas var. monantha is one 
of the smallest. 11 

2. Iris aphylla L. var. fieber.i Seidl. 
Randolph A-28A 

3. Iris aphylla L. var. monantha Schur 
Randolph 61-78A 

There is no record of any occurrence of yellow coloring in this species, but white or near-white 
has been reported though it appears extremely rare. EB reports thousands of plants in all shades of 
purple growing near the Turda Schlucht, a government reservation in Romania, "From pale lilac and 
lilac-rose to the deepest purple, with white·beards, blue beards, yellow beards. 11 Rand. was impressed 
by "the uniformity in growth habit, height, and medium-purple color of the Turda populations." 

; 
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aphylla 3 

The following are among "aphyllas" widely distributed which have been found by recent investiga
tors to be hyrids (2n=44): "germatica" or "germanica," Aphylla Coerulea, and GRACILIS. THISBE ,. 
a volunteer in Dykes' aphylla patch, is a tetraploid (2n=48)~ (PYRAMIS also appeared in Dykes' patch of 
aphylla). 

We have followed nearly all authorities in assigning L bohemiGq. Schmidt, J. h:iJ..ng_~rica Wallst & Kit. , 
and]. polonica Blocki as synonyms of J. aphylla L. , and accordingly have listed clones distributed under 
these synonymous terms in the general aphylla clonal listing. Actually, differences among them are so 
slight that collectors tend to assign all clones collected in Czechoslovakia as "bohemica, "all collected 
in Hungary to "hungarica," and all collected in Poland to "Rolonica." The firstclones of bohemica were 
sent to hybridizers by Rudolf Hanselmayer who obtained them from Frohnleiten and the Lempergcollec
tion. In 1957 he listed two clones from Lemperg. in 1960 three clones. The darkest of these was des
cribed by Gr as "Blackish violet with white beard." Clones of "hungarica" first distributed were known 
as "aphylla hungarica," and were not considered as distinct species. Of polonica Gr says: "Not half 
as nice as hungarica," and RS: "Poor form, dog-eared and ragged-looking." 

Registered and authorized clones: 

APHYLLA HUNGARY (Randolph r. 1958) SDB-L-VlD, 10 in, 2n=48. Clone A-3 acquired from Rudolf 
Hanselmayer, Graz, Austria by L.F.and Fannie R.Randolph, 1954. "From more than a dozen 
chiefly typical forms of 1. aphylla received from Hans. in 1954, we named APHYLLA HUNGARY 
(A-3) as the best." Very similar to APHYLLA WINE-RED of van Nes, but is slightly less thrifty 
(LM) and has a reciprocal translocation in its chrs. not found in APHYLLA WINE-RED (KH). Ex
cellent coloring and fine form for an aphylla. (Illus. #4). 

APHYLLA WINE-RED (Warburton for vanNes dee. r.1970) Received by vanNes from Kaiser and Sei
bert nursery as "wine-red." Widely distributed by Hans. and is probably his H-10 which he called 
his "dark violet." Smooth red-purple self with self beard, 10 in, branching from the rhizome, 
spathes rounded and inflated, greenish. 

DACIA (Hanselmayer r. 1958): formerly "taochia," was not that species from south Russia. "DACIA 
is slightly larger than APHYLLA WINE-RED, is of poor form, same reddish-purple self with 
deeper purple line down center of falls. beard near lavender, 11 in, branched at rhizome, leaves 
short, spathes inflated and greenish. " 

- .. 

4. APHYLLA HUNGARY 

GRACILIS (Berg 183!)) (4) Not 1 gracilis. 2n 
=44 (R&M). Pale grayish yellow irregu
larly splashed with purple. Branches to 
ground. · 

PRODAN (Hanselmayer r. 1958) #A-15. A 
large form of L aphylla registered and 
distributed to hybridizers. Reddish-purple 
self, 25 in. Originally sent out as _1imbri
cata var. talyschii, and referred to as the 
"purple talysc hii. " 

Collected clones and clones from collected seed: 
Berlin Cl-1: collected 1961, Turda Schlucht, 

Romania. ERo 1963. 
Berlin Cl-2: collected 1961, Turda Schlucht, 

Romania. ERo 1963. 
Blazek #1: (not Blazek number): PC to ERo 

1964; #2) PC to ERo 1964, BW 1968. #3) 
Karlstehn. 

Bouchard: Dr Bouchard, France. To W 1960 . 
?var. biflora. 

Chuchle: collection from Chuchle Valley, 
Czech. Blazek to GD 1958. (var. bohem
ica). BS to ERo 1962. Same as that in the 
Rand. collection. 

"Coerulea": Hans. #7, 1954. Dorn Aachen, gray-blue self, poor form. 
Cook: 1939 seed from Rex Pearce. 1112 to 15 sdgs in all, most of which by Sept. 1st had lost their 

leaves. Some of the very small plants resembled bulbs rather than rhizomes." This latter is a 
characteristic of new aphylla seedlings. (Seed labeled 1 hungarica). 

"I:ark Violet": See APHYLLA WINE-RED. 
Franklin Gardens: clone listed by the Grapes, of Franklin Gardens, Nebr. "Aphylla, presumablyahy

brid, was one of a group of dubious origin mostly 2n=44, in general circulation before newly collec
ted varieties became available. Similar to "Caerulea," pale gray-blue, about 14 in, not branch
ed from the rhizome. 



4 aphyila 
Frohnleiten (Hanselmayer}: Purple self, beard pale lavender; branched at rhizome, 11 in, quite simi

lar to aphylla "Taochia." To ERo 1955, BW 1960. 
Germany, Germania, Germanica, Germatica: clones from Hanselmayer, probably identical, desig

nations garbled. Much alike, typical purple aphylla _forms. Sometimes described as red-violet, 
sometimes as "deep lavender." Branched at rhizome, spathes green with some purple shadings. 
From BG, Frohnleiten or Blaschy Gottingen. 

Grapes: "Aphylla" ... see Franklin Gardens. 
Greenlee: #lM and #6M: "Hungarica selfed gave improved form: From Hanselmayer #1 and #2. 
Hamblin: clone raised from seed of BG exchange by Professor Steven Hamblin, Lexington BG. Slen-
. der stems, branched and rebranched, large flowers, huge seedpods. Clear bright red-violet. Re

sembles PRODAN. BW. 
Hanselmayer #1: Distributed by Gr 1955. Small rather washy color. 2n=44. 

#2: (L aphylla hungarica} - large form coll. in Romania. Widely distributed. 
Hanselmayer H-1: reddish-lavender. German form, Blaschy-Gottingen. Rand. 1956, MIS auct. 1960. 
Hanselmayer H-2: Bohemia, Lemperg. Flowers grayish. Rand. 1956, MIS auct. 1960. 
Hanselmayer H-3: Rand.: "Somewhat earlier than APHYLLA HUNGARY and a better than average 

clone." 
Hanselmayer H-4: (hungarica} Vienna. Rand. 1956, Randolph #3. 
Hanselmayer H-5: (polonica} Lemperg. Rand. 1956. ERo: "Another purple form of aphylla but not 

as deep in color, almost .a white beard with some markings at haft, falls semiflaring, S open, 
branched at rhizome, longest leaves reach the tops of S, outer leaves somewhat falcate. Spathes 
somewhat greenish. " 2n=48. 

Hanselmayer H-6: (polonica} Frohnleiten. 
Hanselmayer H-7: (Coerulea} Dorn Aachen. MIS auct. 1960. COG: "Lavender-gray, violet flecking." 
Hanselmayer H-8: ERo 1959. 
Hanselmayer H-9: H.B. Frohnleiten. Whitish, labeled as !. virescens. 
Hanselmayer H-10: MIS auct. 1960. Hans. told Ru this was received as "taochia." He called it his 

"dark violet" and Ru references in 1957 are to this. Variously color-described as "red-purple" 
or "dark violet." Could be same clone as the "darkviolet" of hybridizingfame which was received 
from Hans. by BW and others without number. 

Hanselmayer H-11: similar to #10, H.B. Frohnleiten, labeled_!, taochia. 
Hanselmayer H-12: H.B. Frohnleiten, received by Hans. labeled as "Iris species," very small. 
Hanselmayer H-16: from Romania, originally from Hungary. ERo 1959. 
Hanselmayer H-17: COG: "Pale smoky blend, lightly tipped lavender, yellow beard, purple markings 

at base of S, fine brownish veins on F." Others described this as gray-lilac, or as "yellowish. 11 

H.B. Styriac: Hans. to Ru 1956, illegible label, possibly austriaca. Not distributed. 
Jonas: (Clarence Jonas, Ind. dee.} The so-called" Jonas" form which was distributed from his garden, 

probably originally from Paul Cook's collection, perhaps I. polonica or possibly a Cook seedling; 
probably two clones under this designation. 1) large-flowered, pale purple or deep lavender, F 
slightly da;rker than S, beard white, orange inside throat, S domed, closed; F semi-flaring, branched 
at rhizome; and 2) small deep red-purple resembling the forms distributed in early fifties~ 

Kutylowski: collected clone from southwest Poland, northern range of the species. Very short purple 
form. ERo 1965. 

Prague: Patton, BIS Species Group, Bull. #2, p. 2; pure white, rather short, 6-8 in. 
Propkop: collection for RS from the Propkop Valley, Czech. Not Blazek. To ERo 1962. 
Propske Udoli: Blazek to GD 1968. 
Randolph AH-1: (1_ aphylla hungarka} - Hanselmayer-Cook. Violet. 
Randolph A-1: Hanselmayer's garden, from Bohemia. Could be H-2. 
RandolphA-2: Hanselmayer's garden, from Germany. (Could be "germatica" and/or H-1). 
Randolph R-4: Rodionenko collection W655, Leningrad, from Veronezh region, Kammenaya Steppe, 

outskirts of woods2. 1959. R-4A: ERo, MIS auct. 1962. 
RanctoipnA-3: APHYLLA HUNGARY 
Randolph A-4: (hungarica} Hanselmayer' s garden 1954, from Lemperg collection. 
Randolph A-40: (b aphylla hungarica} Cluj, from Hanselmayer' s garden. 
Randolph F-14: Simonet #973, Berkmuller 1935. Inflated spathe, tube purple, not very long. 
Randolph F-25: Simonet' s garden, from Budapest. (bohemica}. 
Randolph K-3: Kew, Christie-Miller 271 
Randolph K-5: Kew, from Fothergill. 
Randolph R-4: Rodlonenko collection W655, Leningrad, from voronezn region, Kammenaya Steppe, 

outskirts of woods, 1959. R-4A: ERo, MIS auct. 1962. 
Randolph R-5: Rodionenko collection N655, (or W655}, from Veronezh region. 
Randolph S-2: Geneva. 2n=48. Deep lavender self with a few small white haft markings, white beard 

with slight yellow in throat, good form, S domed, closed; F semi-flaring, leaves rather broader 
than usual. MIS auct. 1960, 1962. 

Randolph T-3: Ankara, Turkey. ?2n=48. 
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Randolph T-11: Ankara, Turkey 1954. Rand.: "Has the short low-branched bloomstalks typical of the 
Balkan aphyllas. Was sent me by a plant collector who got it not far from Ankara. 11 BW 1956. 

Randolph 61-56: Turda, Romania. Dry sandy hillside 3 km west of Torda, 25 km from Cluj. 2n=48. 
A through F distributed at MIS auct 1962. 3 clones offered at MIS sale 1966. 
61-56A: Fl 1969. 

Randolph 61-73D: (bohemica) Milesov, Czech. PH 1969. 
Randolph 61-75: collection from cliffs at Chuchle, suburb of Prague. 2n=48. Three clones offered at 

. MIS sale 1966. 
61-75D: PH 1969 . 

Randolph 61-76: from Blazek garden, Chuchle, Prague. 2n=48. 
Randolph 61-78: var. monantha q. v. 
Randolph 61-79: (ssp. bohemica) from Milesov, Czech. 2n=48. "Growing in heavy leaf mold, dense 

woodland, mountainside above Milesov." MIS auct. 1962, 3 clones MIS sale 1966. 
Randolph 61-80: (ssp.bohemica) from Lavas, Czech. 2n=48. "Dry rocky ledges, exposed southern 

slope of mountain near crest, but below trail to summit." Lavas opp. Milesov. RM, ERo, 1964. 
Clones B and C to IM. 

Rodionenko W655: see Randolph R-4. Rodionenko N655, see Randolph R-5. 
Romanian (unidentified): collected in Romania, Hans. to ERo 1959. 
Russian: (unidentified): DS to W, RS, ERo. 
Schreiner: collected for BS near Prague 1961. "Not at all like the form (of bohemica) from Hans., 

these have definite white zones and almost white beards. " 
Schreiner #1: (hungarica, no source). Heliotrope, something like TB SAVAGE but with less brown or 

yello'¥. 
Schreiner #2: from Dykes' collection, from Spender. Dark form with narrow segments and tendency 

to rebloom. "Deepest Hungarian form, blacker than anything I got from Hans." and "Hungarian 
form which had a cast of wine to its color. " Widely distributed. 

Schreiner #3: from Hans. : "One of the finest I have seen for form and width of petals, the conventional 
violet." In 1957 Hans said this had come from Vienna (as L hungarica). 

Schreiner: twoclones of "polonica" sent from Warsaw, collected eastern Poland. Warzyski #1 and #2 . 
"taochia": see DACIA, Hanselmayer H-10 and H-11. 
"Tiberica'.': BR, Royal Hort. BG, Hamilton, Ont., Canada. "Tiberia A-28"? 
Turda Schlucht: (canyon or gorge): a government reservation near Cluj, Romania. Cluj-1 (Cl-1) and 

Cluj-2 (Cl-2) collected by EB 1961. 30 aphyllas collected: "All 10-12 in in height, most with poor 
form but 2-3 with good shape, some dark, some blue with stripes, some red-purple, all with dif
ferent beards. " 

Werckmeister: two clones distributed by Hans. "Werckmeister form" to Ru 1959. 
Witt V3: one clone raised from seed (planted 1957) from Paris Musee ct' Histoire Naturelle. 
Witt V4: (1 aphylla polonica) - Paris Museum of Natural History. 
Yasi: two clone's from Karl Ajdovic to W. ( ?Iasi, Iassi, Jassy, Romania). 

var. fieberi: the following clones have been distributed as 1 fieberi Seidl. in Opiz, Naturalien 126, 
1823. In (1) = 1 aphylla var. fieberi Seidl. In (2, 4) given as synonym of 1 aphyllg L. Rand. says 
he brought from Vienna BG a plantlabeled aphylla fieberi with the basal branching typical of aphylla 
but much taller andcoarser, which hadpresumably been identified by Stapf, a distinguished taxono
mist. He found this had 48 chrs andretained the unusual growth habit it had in Vienna. He had not 
distributed this because he did not know whether to treat it as a syn. of _aI?hylla, or as a distinct spe
cies. "I am inclined to believe fiebert deserves at least subspecific status if my plant, which is 
taller and coarser than the type but resembles it in branching, etc. , conforms to Reichenbach' s 
description which I haven't seen." 

A&G divided the species 1 aphyl_l~ into three main headings: typica, fieberi, and hungarica. 
Their typical plant of 1 aphylla has a hexagonal ovary, while fieberi and hungaric:3: are said to agree 
in the possession of trigonal ovaries and to differ chiefly in that _hungarica has a slightly longer tube 
in comparison with fieberi. However, recent collectors have found single populations to vary in 
these particulars. 

FIEBERI: DB-E-B7D (coll. Reicbb. 1847). A tall coarse grayish-blue, aphylla branched. 
Randolph A-28: clones from BG Vienna. 

A-28A: (Illus). IB-E-VlM, 20-24 in. Bloomstalks and broad leaves of approximately the 
same height. BW 1957. 

A-28B: BW 1957. 
Randolph K-3: differed from the Vienna plant, being more like aphylla in appearance. 

var. monantha Schur: is, in someways the most distinct of theaphyllas. Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=48. It 
is under 10 in tall, with wiry stems branched in the aphylla manner, and seems to produce white 
mutants more often than other aphylla forms. 



6 aphylla attica 

Randolph 61-78: Litrnorice, Czec~ Moist grassy open thickets, wooded hillside between Krabcic~ 
and Randince near Litrnorice in northwest Czec~ Three clones in MIS auct. 1962. ERo, BW 
1962: "Tiny six-inch wiry stems with aphylla-type basal branching, small bright purple flow
ers. " (Illus). 
61-78A: PH 1969. 

attica Boiss.& Heldr. Pl. Or. Ser. 2, 4, 91, 1859. (1) MIS 7: 74. Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=l6 (S, R&R). Distri
bution, Greece and Yugoslavia. Rand. : "Distinguished from L :gseudopumila Tin. even in the transi
tion region of Apulia and Zadar (formerly connected by a land bridge) by acorn-shaped capsule, blunt
tipped, almost mucronate; the pod of 1 pseudOJ?J1-!ll!l§: from Zadar as well as from ItalyandSicily is 
either fusiform-cylindrical and acuminate at the apex, or lanceolate-cylindrical. The typical 1. attica 
from Mt. Parnes in Greece has short, narrow pointed and mostly falcate leaves; stem absent or rarely 
exceeding 1/2 to 1 in." Once considered as a yellow-flowered form of .1 pumila (Baker), it is now known 
to be a distinct species as polymorphic as l, pumila itself. Rand. : "Listed by Dykes as a synonym of 
I. pumila but differs in chromosome number, in more miniature size and in distribution restricted to 
Greece; there are authentic records of the species from northern Greece and Yugoslavia where it prob
ably hybridized in earlier times with 1. pseudopumila T~neo followed by chromosome doubling to produce 
the 32-chromosome Iris pumila_ L. " (3). Distributions have been fairly reliable except for apparent 
substitution of a more robust pumila form of similar coloring for the "Herrick" clone, and a few un
authenticated clones from BG collections. 
ATTICA PARNES (Randolph r. 1957) MDB-E-VlD. Coll. Mt. Parnes, Greece, by Rand. 1954. 2n=l6. 

(R) BW 1966: "Known as the 'black attica,' Sand F both dark violet with darker velvet spot on F. 
Foliage 4 in, new growth falcate, perianth tube 3 in. Form good for species, pointed S slightly ad
pressed, F slightly tucked." COG 1963: "Tiny, brilliant violet-purple, S high, thin, open; F nar
row, long, tucked. Entire purple beard, white veining at haft." Very sweetly fragrant. (Illus) 

Blazek: Yugoslavia, studenciste Mt, Ohrid. Not seen in flower. 
Blazek: Yugo., Zeden Mt near Skopje, a dull variegata. 
Darby clones: 1) Lemon self (#604 ?), Ru 1955. 2) Yellow, en

tire yellow beard. W, Ru 1955. One was given to Darbyby 
Miss Soper. 

Tu.rby D-3: coll. Tu.rby, Mt Hymettus, Greece. To Rand. 
Tu.rby: "attica Darby" (? #2 above, yellow with yellow beard.) 
Tu.rby: tetraploid attica, colchicine induced, 2n=30. W (d). 
grandiflora: large form. Hans to W 1953. ?authenticity. 
Hanselmayer, BIS 1955: "I am growing four color forms. Three 

show the sickle-shaped leaves, but one has the slender leaves 
and narrow flowers like the Russian pumilas." 

Hanselmayer 1/2: pale variegata. ERo 1958: "Not,known if 
true." 
l/2a: clean white self. ERo (d). l/2d: ERo, DIS 1963: "Yel

low with brown spot, white mark at center of haft, white 
beard." 

Hanselmayer 2/3: ERo 1959: "Yellow S, green-brown F, white 
5. ATTICA PARNES to yellow beard, flared. Best of the so-called attica forms 

but not known if true. " 
Hanselmayer #1 (H-1): Frohnleiten. ERo 1956: "Whitish, Scream, F brownish flushed, light yellow 

edge, beard white." W 1957. 
H-lb: ERo 1959: "Not known if true. Appears identical to 2/3." 

Hanselmayer #2 (H-2): Frohnleiten, supposedly from Crimea. S 30 x 30 mm, midrib green; haft brown
veined. Flight yellow, red-brown spot. If source is right is certainly 1 pumila. DS 1965. Hans. 
to W 1957. 

Hanselmayer #3 (H-3): Frohnleiten, similar to H-2, but color not so deep, flower very small, anthers 
very large. Hans. list 1954, , ERo 1959: "Not known if true." 

Hanselmayer #4 (H-4): See 1 pumila DR LEMPERG. 
H-4a: Rand. P-2. H-4b: Rand. P-5; H-4c: Rand. P-9. 

Hanselmayer #5 (H-5): ERo 1960. 
Hanselmayer 18150: ERo 1957: "Contrasty variegata, neat shape, wide. Probably 1 pumila, not 

checked." 
Herrick clone: first clone of 1 attica known in N. America, given to Rand. in England, 1951, by A. C. 

Herrick, Hon. Seery BIS. Descriptions vary: "Yellow with purple falls edged in a narrow band of 
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bright yellow. : "Clear lemon-yellow with a brownish spot that fades after the flower is open a day." 
"Broad primrose S, rather narrow F of greenish-yellow slightly flushed purple in center and curled 
under the flower. Ht 3 1/2 in." Later breeding tests indicated that it had become mixed with a 
similar 1 pumila clone which was much more vigorous and was widely distributed. 

Lemperg: see I. pumila DR LEMPERG 
Neel clone: description from JG slide: "Big plum-purple S, closed, small tucked F same color. Deep-

er spot below lavender beard. Foliage falcate. Low. " 
Randolph A-16: Hans. garden from Lemperg collection, yellow, brown F, very falcate foliage. 
Randolph G-8: collection from Mt Hymettus, Greece, 1958 . 
Randolph G-9: collection from Mt Hymettus, Greece, 1956. Forms somewhat different from those on 

Mt Parnes. 
Randolph G-10: collection from Mt Hymettus, Greece, 1958. 
Randolph P-: collection from Mt Parnes, 1954, with Prof. Critopoulos. Three different clones offered 

in MIS sale 1966. 
P-1: Dull red-purple. Nos. 1-12 are all from first population. 
P-2: Hans. # 4a. Dull red-purple or brown-violet. 
P-3: W 1955: "Brighter red-purple. " 
P-4: like P-3. 
P-5: Hans. # 4b. Bright deep blue-purple, blue beard, small. 
P-6: like P-5 but larger. 
P-7: medium large purple. Open S. 
P-8: A 'ITICA PARNES. 
P-9: Mt Parnes 1954. Hans. # 4c. Rand.: "Red-brown, blue beard." W 1955. 
P-10: Mt Parnes 1954. Lighter blue-purple. 
P-11: Mt Parnes 1954. Pale variegata. W 1955, ERo 1956. 
P-12: Mt Parnes 1954. Totally white, white beard. Rand.: "Clear creamy white, no anthocy

anin." Difficult to grow, probably all stock (d). 
P-13: P-13 to 17 collected roadside below hospital. NE mtg 1956: "Large open S of medium vi

olet and tucked F with copper spot. Blue haft, darker blue lines, blue beard, heavy-sweet 
fragrance. Foliage 3 in and falcate. 11 

P-14: Mt Parnes 1954. Small deep blue-purple. 
P-15: Mt Parnes 1954. Red-purple, blue beard. 
P-16: Mt Parnes 1954. NE mtg 1956: "Neat plant, falcate foliage, brown-purple, Nick. 7. 5 3/9. 

Entire matching beard. 11 ERo 1956. 
P-17: Mt Parnes 1954. Brown-red, brown beard, narrow segments, open erect stands, long peri

anth tube. Re to W 1962. 
P-18: from steep rocky slope near crest of Mt Parnes. Dull red-purple. 

Randolph P-19: collection, Mt Parnes near Athens, 18 Sept. 1958. 40+ clones from previous locations, 
near hospital. 

Randolph P-20: collection from old location by hospital, 1960. 
P-20A: CW: "Its narrow open flower is a vibrantdark purple; overall height of 5 in bringing the 

flower well above the foliage." 
P-20E: tiny tucked violet, redder falls, pale lavender silky beards. 

Randolph P-22: collection from dry rocky slopes near woodland. 
Randolph P-58A: Mt Parnes 1959. P-58A-1 and 2, BW. 
Randolph P-59C: Mt Hymettus 1959. P-59C-1 = P-20E 7 _BW 1959. 
Randolph T-22: "Attica AtWa," obtained as L mellita from the head gardener, Attila, at Istanbul BG. 

"A very nice brown variegata that I have been calling 'Attica Attila' but haven't registered. It is a 
better grower than most of the atticas. " Gr or ERo. 

Randolph 61-41: collected from rocky hillside east shore of Lake Ohrid near the Alb8.nian border, type 
localityforf. ochraceaorf. ochridiae (1_pumilavar. attica f. ochracea or ochridiae, ?auct.) Rand.: 
"A collection chiefly of pale yellow clones, more vigorous than most collections of this species. 
They look bigger and healthier than other atticas but have the same (2n=16) chromosome number." 
MIS sale 1966, three clones. 
61-41A: violet, 6 in tall. ERo 1964. 
61-41B: cream. ERo in DIS 1963:- "Slight yellow with green ribs, overlapped. F flared with 

lilt, brown spot, bushy white beard tipped cream. " COG: "S pale lemon with purplish veining, 
F yellow with purple spot. Pale lemon beard. 3 1/2-4 in. Falcate leaves, tiny." ERo 1964. 

61-41C: plum variegata. ERo 1964. 
61-41F: Fl 1969. 
61-41H: like B, very falcate foliage, pale yellow beard. Greenish brown-tan F, ruffled S, long 

perianth tube. 



8 attica balkana barthii 

Randolph 61-48: listed by RM. 
Sounion: "Attica Sounion," collected on slopes below the Temple of Athena, Sounion Peninsula, by 

friend of RD. JG slide: "Amoena, very white S, F maroon purple edge'd white, white beard, white 
style arms, F narrow. " 

Werckmeister: to Blazek. Coll. Mt Parnassos, Greece. 1) Bright variegata; 2) violet. 

balkana Janka, Adat. Erd. in Mag. Tud. Akad. Math. es Term. Kozl. 12: 173, t.14 (1876). This species is poor
ly documented in most references, but (1) cites a number of specimens and chromosome counts. MIS 
7: 81. Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=24 and 2n=48. A Balkan range is cited for the reichenbachii complex as a 
whole (8). Clones used for chromosome studies by Randolph and Mitra (3) were the 24-chromosome 
form from the BG at Munich, Germany; and the 48-chromosome form from Darby in England. Accor
ding to these studies, the 24-chr. form differs in chromosome morphology from both mellita and reich
enbachii. The 48-chr. form showed a karyotype that indicated a possible hybrid origin from mellita 
and the diploid balkana, It is very similar to the tetraploid purple reichenbachiis, and also the purple 
mellitas, having the "smoky" coloring of these species, which Dykes refers to as "almost chocolate." 

BALKANA: (4) not the species, a "chamaeiris." 
Berlin: from Simonet, from BG Munich, Germany. No description. To W 1963. 
Cook seedlings: seed from Correvon 1939 as L lutescens: "Possibly the purple-f!_owered form of Iris 

reichenbachii called_L balkana ... The stem is very slender, 8 in to top of S, two-flowered. Spathes 
long, narrow, pointed, green throughout, strongly keeled; tube relatively short (in comparison to 
b pumila and 1 mellita), flower long in shape with long narrow segments, purple tinged brown; 
beard narrow, blue." Used in crossing 1943 then lost to rot. 

Darby: "balkana Darby" originally from Simonet, 2n=48. Most generally grown clone of L balkana 
tetraploid. Diploid clones of 1. balkana have never been in distribution, but Darby stated they were 
similar in shape and color to his tetraploid clone. Spathes herbaceous, short and neat, not over 
an inch long, sharply keeled, one-flowered. A single stem bract 2 1/2 in from base. S 2 x 1/2 in, 
F 11/2 x 1 in. Stall, arched, F abruptly tucked. S smokyvioletwithconspicuousdeeperveining, F 
same, one shade lighter. Beard entire blue. Pollen white. Foliage lanceolate to slightly falcate, 
tallest 5 x 1/2 in. Height 9 in, perianth tube 1/2 in. Rand., W, MIS auct. 1963, sale 1966. ERo 
to COG 1963: "S enormous compared to very tucked F. Grayish-purple veined deeper, some haft 
markings, blue beard. Onco look because of form and veining. " Tends to rebloom. 

Hanselmayer: Hans. in DIS 1952: "Among a number of Iris mellita received last year from the late 
Dr Lemperg ... a plant which must be .1 balkana ... color is more violet, with delicate texture, the 
beard gleaming blue, haft of falls whitish, haft of S brownish speckled. Stem 9 in, perianth tube 
11/2 in.: W 1963: "Smoky bronze-purple, falls lined violet, haft whitish, violet beard, domed 
falls recurved, two buds, medium narrow leaves, sharply keeled spathes, 9 in." 

Randolph F-22: Simonet #1073, "lutea," a yellow form from Munich BG. 2n=48. EB to W 1963. 
Randolph F-23: Simonet #1124. A very fertile clone. 
Randolph F-26: Simonet #482, from Dahlem Garden. MIS sale 1966, PH 1969: "Looks like a brown 

onco with almost no falls showing, so small and tucked under. 
Randolph K-6: from Kew. 
Randolph M-1: Munich BG. BW: "Blue, paler, falls abruptly recurved, Snot as open, touch at tips." 
Randolph M-15: Munich BG, from Schacht, 1959. From Stari, Bulgaria. Violet blended. 
Randolph 58-1: coll. Bulgaria. Rand. : "I saw at Sofia (Bulgaria) a plant of 1 balkana which was not 

brown-purple like the Darby plant, but a dark blue-purple. Dykes says balkana is merely a purple 
form of reichenbachii; but on the Chalcadice peninsula both purples and yellows that are identical 
otherwise, grow together, just as do purple and yellow pumilas, chamaeiris, attica, pseudopumila 
and mellita. " 

Schacht: diploid clone. Rand. : "Shows a certain similarity in karyotype analysis to I. mellita from 
Camlica and I. reichenbachii from the Lemperg collection. " 

Simonet: ERo, "Slightly paler than Darby clone." 

barthii Prod. & Buia, Bul. Grad. Muz. Bot. Cluj. 25: 185, tt 6-9 (1946) = I. pumila L. var. Ba:rthii P&B, (Iris 
pumila L. var. sca:pifer.a Borb. in herb .. Barth 1882 non Balaton nov. 290 sz.) (6-IV-1). Hort. Class: 
MDB. Rand. states that all clones he collected are 2n=40, counts elsewhere of 2n=36 have been re
ported (Y). Barth is reported to have collected at Valea-Lunga (near Langenthal, Hosszuaszo) many 
examples of Iris pumila of which he called those with two flowers 1 pumila L. var. scapifera Borb. 
Dykes (2) examined four specimens of Barth's in Vienna and Berlin and added them to his list of prob
able aphylla x pumila hybrids. Rand. states that none of the barthii clones he has had or distributed 
have resembled 1: pumila-they were all essentially SDBs of unique color-yellow with blue beards, or 
brown. 

r 



barthii bartoni belouini benacensis 9 

Apparently there was an exchange of labels in Prodan' s garden or at the BG Cluj whereby Iris bar-
thii and I. binata became confused in circulation. This. confusion has not been resolved. - - -

LAURIN (Hanselmayer r. 1958) MDB, 9", E-Y)5D. Brownish self; blue-violet beard. Sdlg of Iris 
barthii. 

Blazek: lists a red-violet form sent to him by Rand., which Rand. states must have been something 
other than barthii. 

Hanselmayer seedlings: 11A variety ofpumila, maybe a natural hybrid ... has given me seedlings of very 
wide color range. 11 W 1957, Nos. 1, 3, 4. 
No. 1: see Rand. H57-28. ERo 1959: "Onlyaphylla trait, foliage dying back in fall; tannishyellow, 

blue beard. 11 

No. 2: ERo: "A reddish purple with blue beard. Fairly well-closed S. Flare to F. 4-5 in. Vivid 
color, rich beard." MIS auct. 1962. 

No. 6: "Light yellow with blue beard. " 
No. 7: W 1961. 

Randolph A-44: Hanselmayer' s garden. (as I. pumila var. barthii). 
Randolph H57-20: Hanselmayer, Kuban. ERo list 1964, #2, L. barthii: "Dark brown blue beard." 

2n=37 (Y). (as L_pumila var. parthii). 
Randolph H57-28: ERo list 1964 as #1, I.. barthii. Hans. #1. 2n=36 (Y). "A variety of pumila or pu

mila hybrid," Hans. considered this a form of pumila with longer stem. ERo "This clone more 
like 1 pumila, pale yellow, greenish area each side of the bluish beard. " Fertile both ways. (as 
L.. pumila var. barthii). 

Randolph 61-10: Cluj, Romania. ERo 1964 list as L. barthii #3. 
Randolph 61-59: type specimen, Cluj BG, Romania. (L_pumila L. var. barthii P&B). Lark purple. 
Randolph 61-60: type specimen, Cluj BG (1,pumila L. var. barthii P&B). This one was labeled _b_];)inata 

in the garden; Rand. considers it identical with 61-59. 2n=40. Paler yellow, pale tannish spot. 
scapifera Barb: 1,scapifera (1pumila L. var. scapifera Barb). I. barthii unident. from Cluj BG, noted 

by EB 1961 as "presumably L. scapifera Barb." Hans. list 1961. 
"Barthii": not 1 barthii. misidentified, received by BWfrom Hans. garden labeled "nr . .L barthii." Iden

tified as an unknown which was growing between.I: pumila and L. barthii at Cluj. "Clean red-violet 
self with matching beard, nicely formed flowers, unbranched, uniflorous. " 

*bartoni M. Foster, Gard. Chron. (New Series) Mar. 3, 1883, p. 275 (1) Hort. Class: BB, 2n=48 (R) from 
progeny), 2n=44 (S). A native of southern Himalayas, allied to L.florentina and 1. kashmiriana, white 
with delicate purple veinings. F. Denis says this reproduces "true" from seed, possibly a 48-chromo
some kashrniriana. 

*belouini Bois. & Corn., Revue Hort. 87, 547 (1915). Hort Class: BB (5), 2n=48 (S). 

benacensis Kern ex Stapf., Verh. Zool. Bot. Ges. Wien 37: 649, 1887. (1) Hort.Class: SDB, 2n=40 (R). From 
the south Tyrol, type locality, steep rocky slopes near castle overlooking village of Arco, north end of 
Lake Gardo. R&M (3) found this of the 40-chromosome morphology of the "chamaeiris" group. 
BENACENSIS (4) collected by Kern (1887) in S. Tyrol, at the type locality. A dark purple self. Dykes 

considered the original specimen seen growing at Vienna as a form of aphylla distinguished by 
~ long narrow spathes heavily streaked red-purple (2). Consequently it is often erroneously called 

a form of aphylla. 
Randolph I-56: collected 1954, type locality. One clone described as: "14 in, deepest violet-blue self, 

white beard, good form, S domed and pinched at tips, F semi-flaring. C?ne long branch at about 
6 in extends same height as terminal flowers, each two-flowered. Leaves narrow to broad and 
very pointed, not as tall as flowers; not the form grown as 'aphylla benacensis' of gardens. Some 
of this 1955-56-57 collection was 2n=40 and some was 2n=44." Rand. letter 1967: "In the case of 
benacensis, the 40-chromosome plants seem to be the true .:;pec1es and the 44s something else 
rather closely similar except for _the difference in chromosome number." 
I-56A: ERo from BW 1962. 
I-56B: ERo: "Deep violet self, yellow beard, two-head~d, tube twice the ovary length.II 

Randolph I-57: collection from Arco, Italy, type locality. ERo 1960. 



10 biflora *biliotti binata bohemica bosniaca 

biflora: See (4) many entries for biflora referred to 1. aphylla. See L aphylla biflora, Hanselmayer H-4. 
piflora L., Spec. Pl. 38, 1753. Considered by Dykes as an indeterminate name, part subbiflora, part 
aphylla (2). The biflora of other authors (Pallas, Reichenbach, Sweet) is usually considered synony
mous with l:. aphylla L. 

*biliotti, Foster in Gard. Chron. June 9, 1887, p. 738: listed by Herrick as a species, in index of (5) as a 
sterile clone (collected by AlfredBiliotti south of Trebizond near Kalahissor in the province of Si was." 
Hort. Class: ?2n=44 (S). Rand. : "Apparently should have been included in the list of intermediate hy
brids on p. 295 of Garden Irises." 

binata Schur, OBZ I0:354, 1860. (1) Rort. Class: MDB, chromosome count generally presumed to be 2n=4CY, 
but counts of four individuals by (Y), March 1970, including two clones of A-39 (D and S) the type ma
terial from Cluj, showed counts of 36 chromosomes (MIS 11:38). From Transylvania (Romania, Hun
gary). Dykes (2: 143) listed 1 binata as a natural hybrid of aphylla and pumila, giving no individual 
treatment. Prodan (6-I-43) first treated it as a variety of 1 pumila (1 pumila L. var. binata Schur)witt 
f. sulphurea Prod: flowers sulphur-colored with falls having a very pronounced indigo spot and a yel
low or white beard; and f. purpurea Prod.: flowers indigo-purple; and later (6-III-8, 6-IV-10) as a 
distinct species, 1 binata Schur. The majority of authors consider 1 binata a natural hybrid of aphylla 
and pumila which are sympatric where it was first collected (Dykes, Ascherson, Randolph, Werck
meister). IK lists it as 1 virescens. 
BINATA (4) - DB-E-S3L. 
Berlin: in (7) mentioned "very fine dark blue color form, more luxuriant in growth than L barthii," 

From BG Cluj, perhaps the type specimen stated by Rand. not to conform to Schur' s description. 
Hanselmayer: clone distributed without identification by Win early fifties. Hans. list: "An old natural 

hybrid between pumila and aphylla. Has a stem, is very strong-growing, fertile both ways ... two 
blue-violet flowers on the stem which is 2-4 in long. ';I'):le blue form is scarcer in the wild than the 
yellow, but I have only the blue form." Selfed, gave Hanselmayer 15% yellow sdgs. 2n=36 (Y) 

Randolph A-39: from Hans. 1959, from BG Cluj, Romania. ?type specimen. . 
MIS sale 1966, COG: "Purple, tucked F, S slightly open, blue beard. Rather large, 

5-6 in, a bluer purple than barthii. Completely uniform including beard. Wonderful color." 
A-39-1: from BG Cluj, from Topa; supposed tobe Schur's type material, Rand.: "Because of the 

large size, deep blue color, rounded form of flower and robust growth habit I cannot believe 
that this is the pumila-aphylla hybrid that Schur named. " 2n=36 (Y). 

Randolph 61-65: 11 Barthii not binata as labeled at Cluj. 11 

Schacht: Hans. to ERo 1960, to COG 1963: 11 Purple with blue beard, tucked F, very close to the origi
nal distributed clone. May be slightly larger, color not as deep, 2-branched at times. 4 1/2 in." 

bohemica Schmidt, Fl. Bohem. inch. Cent. 4: 5, 1794. Referred by all available authorities to1aphylla L 
(or L aphylla L. ssp bohemica Schmidt). See I. aphylla L. 

bosniaca Beck, Ann. Nat. Hofrnuseum Wien 2: 51, 1887. (1) MIS 7: 84. Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=24 (R&M). 
Considered by Rand. as distinct species, diploid yellow from central Yugoslavia not far from Sara
jevo. Locus classicus, Mt Trebovic, Bosnia, This is a confused species and probably cnly the Rand. 
collections from Zagreb BG, Sarajevo, are trustworthy. 
BOSNIACA MAJOR (4): (Perry) DB-E-Y. "A form of 1 reichenbachii. 11 Garden form, pale yellow 

self, beard yellow, brown lines on haft, larger flower. 8 in. 2n=24. 
Blazek: large-flowered yellow, yellow beard. 6-7 in. 
Cook seedlings: seed from the firm of Correvon, Switzerland, as 1 bosniaca. 

#1: "On the basis of separating reichenbachii and mellita by relative length of stem and tube, the 
first sdg that bloomed this spring (from Car. seed as .1 bosniaca) would 9e .1 mellita. The 
whole plant in flower is less tpan 4 in tall to top of S; S larger than F which tuck under; spathe 
keeled; color of both Sand Fa dull yellow with flushes of pale purple; beard cream." 

#2: "Used in cross-pollination with other dwarfs (1940) and is the one designated in sdgrecordsas 
L bosniaca Car. It is still an undetermined species. " 

Durrance: Purple, sent to Durrance by Hans. Rand. suspects this to be purple reichenbachii. 
Frohnleiten: Hans. to Rand., two clones. 10-12 in, tendency to branching, spathes partly scarious, 

only slightly if at all keeled. 
Hanselmayer: clone of unknown identity widely distributed as .1 bosniaca, obviously not true species. 

W 1952: "Ivory self with yellow beard, brown reticulations, nicely domed. F tuck rather abruptly 
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but bloom is well above the foliage on short perianth tube. Both spathes sharply keeled, leaves 
wide, stem rather coarse with short lateral bud, approximately 8 in high. 11 

Hanselmayer: clone of unknown identity widely distributed as 1 bosniaca. At Cook's 1955: 11 Slim stem, 
branched halfway up, oversize flower, tucked F, orange beard, scarious spathes. 11 Another des
cription: 11 Pale lemon, virus markings on F, Sand F about equal, S coming together at a point, F 
furled. Orange beard, SDB size. 11 W: "It is diploid, up to 10 in or more in garden ... but there is 
more side branching and more fall foliage than in .1 aphylla and of a different kind. 11 2n=24 (R). 

Hanselmayer: in 1954 listed three forms: 1) With white beard probably from BG Vienna ... ERo 1961: 
11 Small flowered, about 5 in tall. 11 2) With yellow beard. 3) With dark yellow beard. 

Hanselmayer: in 1957 listed the same three. In MIS 1958: 
a) Same as that which Dr Randolph collected near Sarajevo . 
b) Clone from BG Vienna; grows taller and has a white beard similar to mellita. Probably not 

true. ERo 1956. 
c) Clone from Dr Lemperg's collection misnamed, probably a form of "chamaeiris. 11 labeled 

"perhaps Statellae. 11 EB, W 1962. 
Lemperg clone: EB to W 1963, from BG Munich. Probably not true. ?(c) above. 
Randolph: twoforms received from Hans. in 1956. "Neither was like that from Zagreb whichwas typi

cal of the species as described by Beck. Its chromosomes were similar to those of I. reichenbachl.i. 11 

Rand. stated both came from Frohnleiten: 11 10· to 12 in stems, branched, spathes partly scarious 
and only slightly if at all keeled. Flowers pale yellow. 11 

· 

Randolph A-l 7A: Lemperg collection, probably not true. 
Randolph M-2: Munich BG. 
Randolph Y-10: 11 Plant from Zagreb has entirely green spathes, sharply keeled, stem not over 9 in, 

two terminal buds, no branching. Flowers medium to dark yellow with the semi-transparent tex
ture characteristic of the group of species to which it belongs. 11 Rand. (letter): 11 The true 1 bos
niaca from the type locality in the mountains at Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, is not more than 7-8 ~ .... tall, 
unbranched, a bright yellow with an orange beard. I had a plant of it in 1954 but lost it from rot 
a year or'so later. Someone sent me a pale yellow bosniaca with 10-12 in branched stalk that isn't 
at all like the true species. 11 

Witt: "yellow, 11 from type locality. Plant from Milan Blazek marked "from local clones." 

cavarnae Prod. Bul. Grad. Muz. Bot. Univ. Cluj, 14: 185 t. 35 figs 15, 16 (1933)(6-1-44, 6-II-11). Hort. Class: 
TB (35 in), ?2n=24. From the Dobrogea (Dobrudscha) Romania. Caliacra Dist: Cavarna, in vineyards). 
Witt: "The I, cavarnae looks almost identical to l, illyrica x J. reginae seedlings which are blue-purple 
bitones." 
Blazek: from EB, plants of 1 cavarnae and 1 varbossania which seem identical, but labels may have 

been changed. "Both clones of Mr Berlin's plants were most probably grown at both sources, Sara
jevo and Cluj." 

Hanselmayer: lists of 1959, 1960, 1961 - from BG Cluj. Probably the "type" plant from EB. 
Randolph 61-57: from Prodan' s garden (Mrs Prodan) the type specimen ... "a blue-lavender ·withmuc•h

lined haft. 11 These are probably all the same plant. Widely distributed. PH 1969. 
Randolph 61-58B: from Prodan garden Cluj, as L suaveolens ssp. Borzae. I, cavarnae, 2n=24. 

cengialti Ambrosi, Fl. Tirol. Austr. Merid. 1:643, 1854. (1 cengialu,_Amb. var. illyrica Tomm. = 1 illyrica, 
q. v. ) (1). Hort. Class: MTB, 2n-24 (S, R). From the neighborhood of the Lago di Garda to the north
eastern shores of the Adriatic (Dykes-2). Type locality Monte Cengialto, Italy, and Rand. states that it 
has been collected only from there. Dykes: 11 Distinguished by the small membranous spathe valves 
which are so marked a feature of this plant ... 11 Rand. MIS auct. list 1962: "The various forms of this 
species and l, illyrica include shorter pallida types with stems mostly slender enough to be classed as 
table irises and with brownish scarious spathes rather than silvery white as in typical J. pallida. 11 In 
early classifications garden irises were grouped according to their most evident species affinities. 
For example, classed as "cengialti" in the RHSJ index to 1935: AMMON, KING GEORGE, LOPPIO, 
PERRY'S FAVORITE, PURPUREA, THALIA, THE CZAR, THORA PERRY. 
LOPPIO (4): (var. Loppio Foster, Gard. Chron.1886, May 1, p. 554). Coll. Foster, Monte Baldo, prob

ably hybrid. As "cengialti Loppio," Hans. to Ru 1957, Biazek to Witt. (See Blazek entrybelow.) 
Astolat: ERo 1958: "It bloomed as a deep blue but did not have pollen which makes me suspicious as 

both the cengialti clones from Rand. had pollen and were much lighter blue and larger flowered. 11 

Baldo: to Rand. from Nita Stross, Italy, collected on Monte Baldo, · type locality. 
Blazek: from the BG Munich. 
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Blazek: 'Loppio' - Zeppelin Gartnerei. Both this and the preceding are tall enough to be determined 
as l illyrica q. v. 

Blazek: plants from seed from Padua, really dwarf: "Their vegetative parts resembling in size _those 
of a stronger form of r~ichenbachii, but the spathes and flowers are typical for the pallida group. " 

"pallida type": unidentified. MIS auct. 1960. 
Randolph A-30: collection from BG Vienna 1954. 2n=24. Three clones MIS sale 1966. RM. 

A-30A: lax blue flowers. ERo, JET, Gr 1957. 
A-30R: JET . . 

Randolph I-14: collection from Pisa BG, Valencia. 
Randolph I-52: coll. Mori, rocks. 2n=44, large bloom. { ?) 
Randolph I-53A: Italy. ERo 1958. 
Randolph K-23A: Kew. Good blue form. Its karyotype resembles that of 1 illyrica (3). BW: "Clear 

medium blue of nic'e form, slender stem and bright orange-yellow beard. " Widely distributed, . 
grows well. Has tannish membranous spathes and is branched as described by Dykes (2). 
K-23B: Gr 1956. 

Randolph S-22: collection from Geneva, Switzerland, BG. 2n=24. Three clones offered at MIS sale 
1966. One description: "Bitone, violet-purple, flaring F, yellow beard, wider stands, shorter 
stalk, completely scarious spathes. Has three branches. " RM. 

Randolph Y-15: Mee. Collected Horvat from region of Karst near Fiume. 
Y-15A: Grapes 1957. 

Randolph 61-21: collected by a Paduan botanist from Monte Cengialto near Lake Loppio in northern It
aly, rec. from Nita Stross at Siena, Italy. Rand. MIS auct. list 1962: "H-5, a dwarf form of L_ 
pallida received from Rudolf Hanselmayer, is very similar to 61-21 and ... in my garden ... their 
bloom stalks are less than 15 in and the leaves appreciably shorter. " 

Randolph 61-29: identified by the taxonomist at Ljubljana BG as f. vochinensis { ?auct). Coll. cliffs 
above Bohinj, Yugoslavia, 5 km NW of Bohinj Lake {100 km NW of Ljubljana). 2n=24. Three 
clones offered MIS auct. 1966 {as f. vo~hinensis). 

Witt J 4: from Kew BG. 

::::halcadice Dwarf: See 1 reichenbachii. 

!hamaeiris Bertoloni, Fl. Ital. 3: 609, 1837 (1) Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=40. From the north of Italy and 
the south of France. Rand. : "The type specimens of Bertoloni' s .1. chamaeiris have stems not exceed
ing 4-6 in in height. Both 1 italica and_I, olbiensis from type localities and elsewhere are much taller 
and larger. However, miniature irises like the type specimens of 1 chamaeiris were coll. at Lavalette, 
southeast of Frejus in southern France, and at Gabbro and Ardenza {the type locality) and in northern 
Italy." "Chamaeiris" is commonly used as a general term for the garden complex derived from the 40-
chromosome species which are in essence natural or garden hybrids of like but ancient origins with 
compatible chromosome systems. We do not consider here the members of this garden race. 

CHAMAEIRIS CAMPIGLIA {Rand. r. 1960) I-22H, Campiglia, Italy. {Originally listed as L italica 
I-22H). 7", VlF. Medium purple self, brown beard. "Rand.: "From a wild population of atypi
cal 1 chamaeiris, mostly with larger flowers and taller stems {to 10 in) than typical chamaeiris 
we named' CHAMAEIRIS CAMPIGLIA', a very fine shapely violet-purple self." BW, ERo 1956. 

CHAMAEIRIS LELUC: {Rand. r. 1960) F-2G, LeLuc, France. MDB, Yl. Bright yellow flowers, 
S ruffled, pointed, F recurved, few tan streaks below bright orange beard with blaze below it. Wide 
foliage, stems biflorous. 

Blazek: seed from BG Lyon, typical yellow-flowered plants. 
Bouchard: from France, to W 1961 by Dr Bouchard. 
Campbelli: or "Chamaeiris Campbelli." Not species, not in (4). 
Cook seedlings: seed from Thompson and Morgan, England, 1932. Neat purple form. "Three sdgs: if 

true 1 chamaeiris are different from any dwarfs I have ever had. .. the plants are very dwarf, though 
still larger than I. arenaria. " Probably true species. 

Correvon: "Chamaeiris Correvon" from seed received by PC, Gr and Marx from Correvon, Switzer
land. PC: "A number of excellent very small and brightly colored yellowchamaeirises." DIS 
Checklist: "Species used by Marx in breeding. Light yellow, yellow beard, 5 in." Reputed to have 
been raised by Marx from Correvon seed, and may be various clones. Widely distributed in fifties 
but does not grow well in northeastern USA. One clone was most widely distributed: Gr and M to 
BW: "A creamy little yellow iris, clean- and fragrant, bright orange-yellow beard, good form ex
cept falls a little long. " 
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Krim: originally distributed as" Chamaeiris Krimfl later reg. as MARIE MARTIN, hybrid 2n=36. 
Randolph A-31: BG Vienna. 
Randolph F-2: collection, LeLuc France, 1954, in pine scrub, open woodland. MIS auct. 1962, and 

sale, 1966. F-2G = CHAMAEIRISLELUC. 
F-2B: deep yellow S, dull brown F, 4 1/2 in. 
F-2D: COG: fl 4 1/2 in, purple with orange beard. S too big, closed; F strappy. S lighter than 

F. Later grew to 6 1/2 in, still too big for height. Two flowers to stalk. Flower about 1 3/ 4 
in, conspicuous haft markings. fl DD, PE 1958. 

F-2E: MIS auct. 1962, MIS sale 1966. 
Randolph F-5: collection from Lavalette, France. Three clones MIS sale 1966. 

F-5A: W 1955. 
F-5B: creamy white S, greenish yellow F • 
F-5D: distributed in 1962. BR 
F-5F: NE mtg ~ 956: "Smallest of three Randolph clones, 5 in. Dirty yellow F, narrow poor form. fl 
F-5G: BW '56: "Purple." 

Randolph F-21: "luteafl - Simonet #504. "Chamaeiris lutea" (4). 
Randolph I-18: collection from Italy, (Mala volto) Gabbro. Opposite firing range. Three clones MIS 

sale 1966. · 
I-18E: clear yellow S; tannish-green F. 
I-18J: 5 in. Smaller than E. Re to W 1961, BW to ERo 1962. 

Randolph I-19: collection from Campiglia, Italy, by stream. 
I-19C: MIS auct. 1960. Yellow bitone. 

Randolph I-20: Campiglia, Italy. Lemon yellow. 
Randolph I-21: Campiglia, Italy. White. 
Randolph I-22: collection, Campiglia, Italy. Originally distributedas 1:..italica. Rand.: "The Campiglia 

population could be natural (wild) hybrids of .1, cbamaeiris and 1..italica of the sort cultivated as 
"chamaeirises." MIS auct. 1960. I-22H - CHAMAEIRIS CAMPIGLIA. 
I-22A: clear yellow, 10 in. 
I-22F: pale ivory, stem 1/2 in longer than ovary and tube, same flower form as CHAMAEIRIS LE

LUC. 
Randolph 61-l 7B: Caprazoppa, Italy. ERo 1961. 
Randolph 61-22: Ardenza (Livorno) Italy, type locality. 2n=40. Three different clones. Rand.: "Both 

yellow and purple clones occurred where only yellow plants were reported in 1837 by Bertoloni. 
Rocky slopes bordering the sea 15 km south of Ardenza." MIS sale 1966, three clones. 
61-22A: yellow. 
61-22B: NC: "Larger yellow, 8 in, Slight yellow, domed; F paler greenish yellow, tucked; beard 

white tipped yellow. Floriferous." 
61-22G: tannish yellow, 5 in. 

Randolph 61-23: same population as 61-22, purple flowers. 
61-23A: purple, medium bitone. 
61-23D: purple, lined haft, 4 in. 
61-23E: purple, lined haft, paler. ERo 1968: "tucked F, grayish beard." 

Werckmeister: collection of true chamaeiris from AlpesMaritimes, of great variation, even an orchid 
amoena, but poor form and substance. Rand. comments: "Much further west than I saw anything 
other than italica." 

corygei ( ?) - Blazek, found in gardens in Zbuzany, Czech. Its flowers are light lavender-blue, their form 
more like I. variegata than pallida ... grown in gardens where material from nurseries never came. 

<;,roatica Horvat, Acta Bot. Croat. 20-:21: 7-20, 1961-62, also author's summary in Biological Abstracts, 
47 (1) #3793. (1) AIS 140: 56. Hort. Class: STB, 2n=48. Rand.: "This tetraploid ::;pecies appears to 
be a close relative of 1: aphylla and is not as tall as most tall bearded species. " Horvat' s description: 
"A really nice blue-violet iris which was considered an 1 germanica ... but with more careful observa
tion it was shown that this plant differs from .1:. germanica in stem amplification, and leaf length, and 
especially in its more inflated spathes and in many characteristics of constitution andcolor of flowers. 
This iris belongs to a new species of Iris aphylla affinity ••• It is distinguished from many other sub spe
cie:;; and forms of 1. aphylla L. in the first place by the larger size of all parts of the plant, then in the 
greater number of flowers on the branches, and the short, oval and very inflated spathes ... " Inhabits 
a separated area in the northwestern part of Croatia. 
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Blazek: from Yugoslavia near Samobor, obtained from BG Zagreb. "All plants sent are obviously 
from one clone, which differs in flower color and height, and in more conspicuous white ground 
between veins and dwarfer stem from plants seen in gardens in Germany andAustria." JGW 1967. 

Hanselmayer: ERo 1958. COG: "A croatica marked 'Hanselmayer' is 14 in, purple self, white beard. 
Haft white with purple veining. Droopy falls. Aphylla branching." 

Lemperg C-1: Hans. list 1960. Dubious croatica, similar to aphylla but taller. ERo 1959. 
Lemperg C-2: Hans. MIS: 1960. "This clone is very similar, if not the same as 1 croatica collected 

by the late Dr Lemperg two years ago but neither registered nor described by him. Heavy seed
setter." MIS auct. 1960. 

Randolph Y-16: type specimen from Horvat 1954, coll. Krapina, Yugoslavia. 2n=48. Karyotype sim-
ilar to].. kashmiriana and cyoriana. -

Randolph Y-21: Klanjec, Yugo. 14 rhizomes of different clones, 20-24 in, bloomstalks and flowers 
smaller than Y -22. "From steep hillsides near Klanj ec, Yugo. " MIS auct. 1962. Clonal letters not 
kept in order, hence descriptions differ. COG: "S solid purple, more of a reddish purple than 
cengialti. F strappy, veined. Haft markings. Lemon beard." BW: "Bitone purple blue beard." 

Randolph Y-22: collection from Straznjec, Yugo. 12 rhizomes, from rocky crest of a high hill near 
Straznjec. No individual clonal designation recorded. BW: "Strong bitone, light violet S, velvet 
F, somewhat scarious, partly herbaceous spathes: Short pedicel, quite wide petals." Distributed 
as "croatica Straznjec." ERo 1960, ET. 

cyprianaBaker and Foster, Gard.Chron.1888, 2: 182. (1) (6-I-51). Syn. see l_. mesopotamica. Hort. Class: 
STB, 2n=48. Original plant sent byMrs Kenyon to Kew, thence to Foster's Garden and to Rand. through 
Grace Sturtevant. Rand.: "Differs from I, trojana in very narrow foliage, short and wide spathes, flow
er color and form. Seed more pyriform and not compressed. " 

Lenz: to Mel. 1958, probably from Rand. collection. 
Randolph C-1: Cyprus 1954. Rand.: "No very good evidence thateither J. cypriana or mesopotamica -

two very similar species - is native to the region in the eastern Mediterranean where it was origi
nally collected. .. " Rand. : "Dr Rec hinger showed us his her barium specimen of a plant closely 
resembling 1 cypriana that he had collected in the mountains of NE Iraq and considered indubitably 
a wild plant. 

Randolph C-2 to C-6, C-8: Cyprus 1954, Bellapais, from plants blooming in shade of deciduous trees, 
steep slopes below abbey ruins. 

Randolph C-10: Cyprus 1954. 2n=48. From garden at Kyrinia. 
C-lOB: escape from cultivation. 

Randolph C-11: escape, west of Kyrinia suburbs. L pallida type. 
Randolph C-12: Cyprus 1954. Helarion. A darker, poorer form ofcypriana than at Belapais, Trimithi 

and Kyrenica. Two rhizomes from different clones. 
Randolph C-13: Cyprus 1954. 2n=48. Trimithi, same type as at Bellapais. Dry shaded banks, waste 

places. Three rhizomes taken. C-13A. 
Randolph M-3: Munich BG, 1954. 
Randolph R-10: Rodionenko #123. (Transcaucasica) USSR. 
Rodionenko #123; Rand. R-10. 

*dacica Beldie, Com.Acad. R.P.R. T. 2, Nr 9-10, 1952. "Differs from typical I. aphylla in profoundly 3-
grooved ovary and obtuse triangular cross-section; in the membranous spathes, streaked with purple. 
In these characters it resembles 1 hungarica from which it differs in the unique appearancE:: and dimen
sions of the flowers and fruit. " 

daesitiatensis Prod. (6-II-14) "In the year 1923 I gathered from all my 1 varbossania one fruit with six 
seed from which grew five plants. The plants from this seed were hybrids between 1 pallida X varbos
sania and I described them as 1 daesitiatensis. " Plant sent to Kew by Prodan. 
Randolph K-8A: from Kew, distributed by Rand. to Ru 1957, MIS auct. 1963, BR, JET. Selectedsdg. 

from the above-described progeny. 

*dragalz Horvat ( ?edit, apparently nomen nudum) (1) (3) AIS 140:56. Close relative of 1 variegata L. 
Specimen for karyotype furnished Rand. by Horvat from his garden at Zagreb, Yugo. , but unfortunately 
plant did not survive in US. 
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flavescens Delisle (DeCandolle} inRed. Lil. t. 375 (1813) (1,2) Supposedly a form of 1. variegata with yellow 
S and F pale yellow with thin brown haft marks or yellow or white without any variegata markings. Dif
fers from L imbricata, with which it is confused, in ampler inflorescence, color of flowers, and non
inflated, nonherbaceous, membranous spathes. Probably apallida-variegataadvancedgeneration hybrid. 
Blazek: collected in Czech. , Zbuzany and other villages. "Common in Germany, too. 11 

Hamblin: clone raised from BG seed by Stephen Hamblin at Lexington, Mass. BG where he was direc
tor. BW 1954. 
Randolph A-32: Vienna BG 1954. 
Randolph M-4: Munich BG, from Schacht, 1954. 

FLORENTINA (L florentina L. Syst. ed. 10, Vol. II: 863, 1759.} (Ker-Gawl., Bot. Mag. t. 671) (1, 2, 4) (6-III-
16)) Hist. #21. Hort. Class: IB, 2n=44. JGW: " FLORENTINA is typically grayish white. There are 
clones that sport to a dark blue-purple variant." See ALBICANS (syn. hflorentina L. var. albicans 
Lange}. Rand.: "FLORENTINA and ALBICANS are easily distinguished. FLORENTINA is a tall pale 
lavender-white of distinctive form, rather narrow S, semi-drooping F. ALBICANS is much shorter, 
smaller, with whiter flowers which have broader Sand F, and flaring F. 11 The white form is known as 
"Florentina alba, " and the blue as II Florentina co~rulea. 11 

FLORENTINA: (4). 
"Florentina alba": collected by Blazek in Czech. Zbuzany, and many gardens in towns rather than in vil

lages. "It seems to be distributed by nurseries. 11 

"Florentina coerulea": collected by Blazek in Czech. who com
mented that this, along with Paeonia officinalis, Lilium 
candidum, and of irises, 1 flavescens, lurida, and squa
lens, rarely grow together in gardens withcultivars which 
are distributed bymore specialized people. A typical form 
distributed by Hans. to BW, ERo 1956. 

Randolph C-7: ?FLORENTINA. Early-flowering type with 
long leaves from dry steep slope, edge of olive grove, Bel
lapais, Cyprus. 1951. 

Randolph G-1: FLORENTINA. From Farm School, pale lavender. 
2n=44. 

RandolphI-1: FLORENTINA. Southwest of Florence, growing on 
old walls and waste places. 

Randolph I-28: Among rocks, on roadside 2 km north of Itri, 
K-129-130 south of Rome. Porcelain white, not the true 
pale lavender FLORENTINA. 

RandolphI-30: FLORENTINA. Porte Marota 18 K south of Sapri, 
Italy. Pale blue buds. Fragrant. 

Randolph I-38: ?FLORENTINA. Monreale, south of Palermo. 
Randolph I-62: Florence, walls of city, suburbs. 
Randolph I-63: Hortus Botanico, Florence. 
Randolph K-9: (Illus}. Kew Gardens 1954. 2n=44. Pale sky 

blue, white flushed. 
Randolph M-5: Munich BG, from Schacht, 1954. 
Randolph 61-66: Prodan's private garden, Cluj, Romania. 

?48 chromosomes. 
FLORENTINA 
Randolph K-9 

furcata MB, Fl. Taur. Caucas. 3:42, 1819. (1) Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=24. Dwarf species of limited distri-
bution. Rod. : 11 Described originally from Mt Beschtau in N. Caucasus, and environs of Piatogorsk and 
.Klslovodsk, reported by Grossheim from various localities in the Caucasus between the Black and Cas
pian Seas." Treated by Dykes as a synonym of 1_aphylla which itresembles; but R&M (3A}: 111_furca~ 
was found to be diploid but have chromosomes so unlike those of 1 aphylla that it couldn't be considered 
as a diploid ancestor of the teµaploid aphylla. " More difficult to grow in the northeast USA than the 
much more vigorous robust aphylla. Its growth habit is that of a miniature aphylla. 

Berlin: unident. from Leningrad (Rod} 1961. W 1963. 
Blazek: BG Leningrad, collected and sent by Rod. from locality near Ordzonikidze. "Its flowers are 

bright violet, the plant like a tiny clone of 1 aphylla. 
Blazek: USSR, BG Kiev, from seed; plants not different from those from Leningrad. 
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Randolph R-6: Rod. W684, Leningrad 1959. District Khabaz (Mt Kabarda) 1300 alt. arid hills, zero
phytic vegetation. All but one died. R-6E bloomed. 

Randolph R-8: Rod. Wl537, southwest Transcaucasia, environs of Bakuryani, Georgia, on mountain 
slopes among grasses. 
R-8F: darker than H, pretty color. No basal branch, one branch halfway up stalk. Large clasping 

spathes, erect S, recurved F, fuzzy white beard. 
R-8H: very slender stem, small flowers, foliage ribbed, falcate, narrow. Basal branch and re

branch. Slender flowers lighter purple than most aphylla, no yellow blending, beard fuzzy 
white. Meg. 

Randolph seedlings: seed from Bakuriani, southwest from Tbilisi 150 km. 60 seed= 40 plants. Rand. 
#6114. MIS auct. PH 1969, 6114-2. 
Randolph R-30: Erevan, from Prof. Akhverdov who couldn't remember exact locality. , 

R-30A: BG Erevan. "Different from R-8 collection, slender, tiny foliage, slender stems, 
large buds opening to narrow flowers, white lines at haft, matching deep purple beard, 
gray style arms with two purpie lines lookin<iJ like attica. " 

Randolph R-36: Rod. Wl575, fall 1959. NEMIS show 1965, donated to MIS. N. Caucasus, vicinity of 
Malchik. BW (d) 

Saunders: "24-chromosome diploid aphylla" from Rod., to ERo 1962. 

germanica L. Spec. pl. ed. 1: 38, 1753. (1, 2) (6-I-47). Although incapable of being propagated by seeds, 
specimens having characteristics described by Linnaeus continue to be considered by taxonomists as the 
nomenclatural type of the genus. 

GERMANICA, a series of garden hybrids, Lawrence, Gentes Herbarium, 8, fasc. 2, art. 16, Bailey , 
Hortorium, USA, 1953. Hort. Class: IB, , 2n=44 (S). Rand. BIS 1955: "It was first reported by 
Simonet and fully confirmed by our own cytological studies that l_. germanica, .1 florentina and re
lated forms suchas_1 albicans and 1 kochii, which also have no well-defined limits of distribution, 
are natural 44-chr. hybrids and not good species. They are highly sterile and rarely produce good 
seed, and are dependent on vegetative clonal propagation for their survival. They exhibit pronounced 
hybrid vigor which at least partly explains their wide adaptation to a much greater diversity of cli
matic and soil conditions than is characteristic of most iris species." It is misleading to use the 
term "Iris Germanica" for the complex ofmodern tall-bearded varieties as is still sometimes done 
in sales catalogs, implying that they originated from this species. Innumerable clones have been 
described and distributed with varying identifications of which examples are: GERMANICA ALBA, 
atropurpurea (Hort), var. australis Tod., "coerulea," (2n=44), Cretan, nepalensis Wall., Font
arabie (2n=44), Istria (a white form), Pulcharti, Siwas (Foster) and var. vulgaris. See (4). 

GERMANICA ALBA: Tunis in AIS Oct. 1925, p. 7: "It is distinguished (from Florentina and Albicans) 
by its F almost always edged, dotted or lined in lavender-blue ... " 

Blazek: from gardens in Bulgaria at Asenovgrad and Granica near Kjustendil. Of the latter he says: 
"Very similar to 'Ingeborg.' White, standards without hairs." 

Randolph: the following were collected by Rand. from a wide distribution. They are much alike, most
ly coarse, robust, bitone blue-purples. 
I-29: branched and unbranched. Italy. Typical GERMANICA is well-branched. 
I-33: Catarzavo, Italy. Roadside, private garden. 
I-49: Castello, Italy. Walls, 3 km east of Tarento. 
I-51: hillside, 2 km west of Tarento, Italy. Two terminal buds, wide spathes. 
I-55: Arco, Italy, below castle. 
I-59: rocky slopes at southern end of city Gargnano. 
K-14: Kew. From Karman, 2n=44. 
K-15: Kew. Kashmir. 2n=44. 
K-16: Kew. Macedonia. 2n=44. 
K-17: Kew. Pyrenees. 
K-18: Kew. Turkey. 2n=44. 
M-6: Munich BG. From Schacht, fall 1954. 
OT-1: Ootacamund, India, 1959, elevation approx. 7240 ft. ?same as India-1, pseudo-fertile o. p. 
S-7: Geneva BG, Switzerland. 
T-2: GERMANICA ALBA, Turkey, Istanbul BG. 
Y-4: cult. Trebinje, Yugoslavia. 
Y-25A: (Illus). Typical GERMANICA, Kumrovec (Tito's birthplace) 28 in. 2n=44. 
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61-8: LeLuc, France. 2n=44. MIS sale 1966. 
61-14: Carcassonne, France. 2n=44. MIS sale 1966. 
61-36: typical GERMANICA. Cemetery, Karlsbag, Yugo. 

2n=44. MIS sale 1966. 
61-37: typical GERMANICA. Hillsides, escaped from cult. , 

Zadar, Yugo. 2n=44. MIS sale 1966. 
61-67: Prodan's private garden, Cluj, Romania. Probably 

typical GERMANICA. 2n=44. MIS sale 1966. 
Randolph: the following are 48-chromosome forms of .1 germanica 

affinity but not the 44-chromosome GERMANICA: 
K-11: Amasia. From Kew. 2n=48. 
K-12: Ascbabae. From Kew. 2n=48. Bloomedout spring 1955. 
K-13: High Atlas Mts, Africa. From Kew. 2n=48. 
61-33: collected by Horvat from Mts east of Lake Ohrid, Gal

icia, Yugoslavia. Considered by Horvat to be different from 
l: germanica or other known species. 2n=:48. 

61-43: collected by Randolph from steep siopes of narrow can
yon, mts. east of Lake Ohrid in Nat. Park Garden, Galicia. 
From same or similar population as 61-38. 2n=48. 
61-43D: MIS sale 1966. 

61-44: escape from cult., roadsides entering Tselovakvillage 
5 km below Skamnili, Pindus Mts. 35 mi. northeast of 
J oannina, Greece. 2n=48 
61-44E: MIS sale 1966. 

61-45: limestone cliff above village of Skamnili, NE of Joan
nina Greece, 2n=48. 

61-46: cult. Skamnili, Greece. 2n=48. 
61-47: cult. at Metsovon, 39 mi. northeast of Joannina, 

Greece. 2n=48. 
7. GERMANICA 
Randolph Y-25A 
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*griffithii Baker, Handb. !rid. 32 (1892). Collected inAfghanistan by Griffith, distinguished from kashm.iri
ana by short unbranched stem. Allied to 1 scariosa but has a 2=inch tube, muchlonger stems andgreen
acute spathe valves. 2 1/2-3 in. 

qiiertleri Prod. = !: pumila f. giirtleri Prod. (Borza) (6) MIS 9: 71. Described by Prod. as among the vars. 
of I. pumila which were intermediate between pumila and hungarica (not hybrids) which he cla:ssed as 
"eu-pumilae." They differed from the typical species in stems of some length, multiple flowers, and 
caps.iles with solid inner partitions. Probably among the aphylla-pumila hybrids. 

hungarica Waldst & Kit. Pl. rar. Hung. 3: 251, t. 226 (1812). As syn. I. aphylla, (1, 2) etc. Treated as full 
species in (5, 6-I-31). Hort. Class: SDB, 2n=48. Hungary and Romania. Rod. BIS 1967: 100: "In the 
regions adjacent to the river Dneiper and in particular to its right banks, as well as in Moldavia, are 

:1 found forms similar to I, hungarica W&K. However a more detailed study of these forms will be re
quired before deciding whether they can be classified as I, aphylla or 1 hungarica. " See 1 aphylla . 

.. 
illyrica Tommasini, Veb. Veglia in Cubish Nat. e Storia Vegi. 63: 81, 1875. Syn, 1 cengialti Amb. var, illyr

ica Tomm. (1) Hort. Class: MTB, 2n=24 (s). Rand. (5): 300: "Iris cengialti and 1 illyrica are shorter 
forms of 1 pallida and have similar karyotypes, with some slight differences. " Rand. MIS auct. list 
1962, described I. illyrica Tomm. as having "slender branched bloomstalks about 15 in, deep lavender 
flowers. It is apparently limited to the· Dalmatian coast." The type locality for 1., illyrica (L cengial
ti var. illyrica) is Monte Spiccato, steep rocky mountain slopes overlooking Trieste. Dykes said that 
var. illyrica was almost intermediate between!:_pallidaand .1. cengialti, differing from 1. cengialti chief
ly in its distinctly glaucous foliage. Its seeds also are larger and tend to become compressed. " Rand. 
considers tbat 1,illyrica is more distinct as a species tban I. cengialti, which he considers close to 1 
pallida. 
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ILLYRICA TRIESTE (Rand. r. 1957} Sdg I-48A. Type locality, Monte Spiccato, Trieste, Yugoslavia. 
"Slender stalk approximately 20 in. Only one branch hi"gh on stem; leaves shorter (about 14 in} nar
row and with long narrow tips. Flower a gray-lavender self with pale orange beard. F broad at 
tips but narrow at hafts. Spathes papery. Small second abortive branch noted on close-up just 
under terminal flower. Appears to have 4-5 buds. 2n=24." 

Blazek: clones collected in Yugoslavia. No numbers given but numbered here for convenience: 
#1: from church garden near Makarska. From Biokovo Mt. 
#2: coll. near Split, Klis Mt. 
#3: coll. near Isle Murter, Drage Mt. The first three from locations not as high, not yet seen. 
#4: coll. near Jasenica, Sopanj Mt, Velebit range. All plants on Velebit collected in flower in 

1969. All had violet flowers except one lavender clone; the tallest plants are like the most 
dwarf plants in Mostar. 

8. Iris illyrica 
Randolph 61-35A 

#5: coll. near Karlobag, Velinac Mt, Velebit. 
#6: coll. near Karlobag, Sinokos Mt, Velebit. 
#7: coll. near Karlobag, Ljubicko Brdo, Velebit. 

Berlin: 1 illyrica from Cluj. Hans. list 1961. Unident. 
Hanselmayer B-6: Frohnleiten Gardens. ERo 1959. 
Lemperg: Hans. to ERo 1959. 
Randolph I-48: collection from Monte Spiccato - steep rocky mountain 

slopes overlooking Trieste, the type locality. 
I-48A: ILLYRICA TRIESTE 
I-48B: JET 
I-48C: ERo 1955. 

Randolph R-10: USSR. PH 1969. 
Randolph Y-18: Prof. Kusan's garden, Pharmaceutical Faculty Garden, 

Zagreb, Yugo. Coll. Corsiaca, Herzegovina. Early-blooming, 12 
in, branched, with variegata foliage. PH 1969. 

Randolph 61-30: collected at type locality for 1. cengialti var. illyrica -
Nanus Mts: "Growing in a tangle of dead foliage among rocks which 
look like limestone. Yugoslavia, 2-3 km north of Razarto, a village 
68 km NW of Ljubljana. 2n=24. MIS auct.1962, COG: "Bluishpurple, 
white toyellowbeard. Some flare, very thin stalk, S notquite closed, 
F fairlywide, smooth hafts. Spathes herbaceous, foliage slightlyfal-
cate." JET, Meg. 

Randolph 61-35: Senj, Yugo. Rocky ledges alongseacoastsouth of Senj, 
1961. PH 1969. 
61-35A: (Illus} MTB-M-WlF, 20 in. 2n=24. Coll. L. F. & Fannie 
R. Randolph, 1961. 

Randolph 61-38: collection from rocky ledges along seacoast south of Senj, Yugo. 1961. JET. 
Rupa: origin unknown, W to ERo 1962 as 1 pallida Rupa, classed as 1 illyrica by ERo who says: "Has 

the ,brown scarious spathes and is typical all the way except for dwarfness and only 2-3 buds." 
Witt: from seed collected USSR, embryo-cultured by Meg. 2 plants. 
Witt #A9: from seed from Munich BG, planted 1960: "Good ruffled medium blues, a little larger than 

ILLYRICA TRIESTE, and too large for MTB, though the stems are very slender, 1-2 branches." 
Witt #JQ: two plants, seed from Zagreb BG, planted 1968. 

imbricata Lindl. in Bot. Reg. 31, t. 35, 1845. (1,2} IK has it as .L_flavescens. With var. sulfurea Koch and 
var. talyschii Fos. ex Sprenger. Hort. Class: BB, 2n=24. Y: "It bothers me that imbricata is listed as 
a BB; the size is right but the season is wrong ... bloomed nine days after pumila." JGW: "It blooms 
in IB time here," (Seattle, Wash.} From the mountains of eastern Transcaucasia, moist upland mead
ows at a height of 1800-2000 m on humid rocky slopes. Dykes (2): "I. imbricata is distinguished by 
spathes of almost transparent membranous texture:"(JGW: "Like thin pea pods."); "stem branched; 
spathes broad and much inflated; outer leaves of each tuft very blunt and round." Rod. BIS 1967:101: 
" ... distinguished by its sulfur-yellow flowers similar in size and form to the flowers of 1. alberti, al
though sometimes it is possible to find plants of bluish shades. " JGW: "I had one colored like Wide 
World, near white with blue-flushed S." This species has had considerable distribution without clonal 
designation, such acquisitions having been reported by Ru, LM, Ha, AG, COG. 
var. sulphurea Koch, <1. sulphurea Koch, Linnaea 21: 637, 1848), at most a color form of .1 imbricata, 
(4). See (4) also for TALYSCHI (Fos.) a purple form. 
Astolat: yellow form, to ERo via Neel and Cook: ERo to Ru 1956. PH list 1969. 
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Cook: from the Elburz Mts, streaky greenish-yellow, 15-20 in. Bloomed with SDBs. 11 Coloring ex
actly like the other two (Neel and Hans. ) but much better form. F broader and more flaring, not 
so down-hanging, lines in F deeper greenish color than the others, beard orange-yellow. 11 Karyo
type of this is identical with that of other clones of l, imbricata (3A). 2n=24. 

Hamblin: clone from BG seed exchange grown by Stephen Hamblin while Director of Lexington, Mass. 
BG. Looked more like J:.flavescens (variegata). No pollen. 

Hanselmayer: ERo: "Pa.le yellow self with few deeper lines on F. White beardtippedyellowish. About 
16 in. Sturdy stalk, two branches and 3 buds each, four terminal buds. Earliest leaves are blunt-

" tipped similar to the aphyllas and pseudopumila. " 
Hanselmayer A-15: PRODAN. Not 1. imbricata, originally distributed as 11 talyschii purple. 11 To Hans. 

from USSR incorrectly labeled. 
Neel clone: ERo: "Almost an exact duplicate of the one from Hans. except that a two-year plant showed 

three branches with some having 4 buds thus making one stalk a crowded bouquet with upto six open 
flowers at one time. 11 

Randolph F-18; Lemperg. Rand.: Probably "sulfurea" since it is more yellow than typical imbricata 
from the Elburz Mts, Iran, and Paul Cook's garden. 11 

Randolph IR-8: listed by RM 1969. 
Randolph M-7: Munich BG. 
Randolph R-10: Rod. W123. MIS auct. 1963. Meg,. MB. 
Randolph R-18: Elburz Mts, Iran. 2n=24. A pale yellow diploid, 18-24 in, collected in 1959 from 

northern slope of mountains near crest, bordering highway to Chalus from Teheran. MIS auct. 
1962, ERo, JET, Meg. 

Witt: plants from earlier batch of imbricata seed than R-2. May be same batch as those embryo-cult. 
by Ru. 

Witt JK: ex Armenia, seed from Hort. Bot. Upsala, Sweden. 
Witt: seed from USSR, embryo-cult. by Megson: "Jean Witt reports that those two sdgs that I sent b,er 

from the embryo-cultured collected Russian imbricatas are growing like natives. I have two more 
here that look promising. " 

Witt R-2: seed from Erevan, Armenia, RSS - have the greenest flowers yet. 

italica Parl., Nuov. gen. e Spec. p. 37, 1854. Listed as syn. of J..chamaeiris by Dykes, but considered a 
good species by Randolph and Lawrence (5). Hort. Class: SDB, 2n=40. The type locality is near the 
Galleria Caprazoppa between the town of Finale Ligure and the hamlet of Borgia Varezia. Finale Li
gure is 25 km SW of Savona, Italy. Rand.: " ... blooms of luminous burgundy and occasional yellow 
variants •.. clones on the drier rocky ledges had bloomstalks rarely more than 6-8 in in height, un
branched, while others in the alluvial moist soil at the base of the slopes often had branched stems up 
to °18 in in height. Of italic as growing near Florence, Strada in ( 7) says: "The beauty of these flowers 
growing in quantities, transformed into a .wonderful landscape the rather austere aspect of the white 
chalky rocks from the fissures of which these delicate and graceful flowers emerged. 11 Many unspecified 
clone~ have been distributed, mainly clones with blue-purple flowers rather large for their height. 
ITALICA CAPRAZOPPA (Rand. r. 1960) 9" V3D. Collected at Caprazoppa, the type locality. Nicely 

shaped flower, wide foliage. DIS CL: "Purple bitone, brown beard." CW: "Quite similar to I. 
italica 61-19 with more haft markings and without the branching. 11 

-

Berlin: collected near Florence (Monte Morello) "perhaps 20 lr.1§. italica, all similar, all dark, some 
neglecta type. " 

Blazek: a violet bitone clone from above Berlin collection, collected by Berlin and Schutz. 
Hanselmayer: three forms listed 1954. One distributed by W without clonal identification, rather large 

purple flower for height of stem, excellent blue-purple coloring. Rand. says typical. 
Hanselmayer #1: ERo 1957. "Short violet form." (Three forms listed 1957). 
Paris Mus. Nat. Hist.: (b chamaeiri:;; var. italica) atroviolacea type, purple, not tall. Witt. 
Randolph F-1: Frejus, France. Type locality. Purples like Caprazoppa, and a yellow mutant. 2n=40. 

F-1A: purple. DD 1958. 
F-1C: a yellow clone in the midst of a large population of uniformly deeppurple flowers, a reces

sive genetic segregant of the so:rt obtainable by intercrossing heterozygous purple clones. 
Randolph F-6: collection from Montmajour, France. 2n=40. Abbey ruins. Three clones offered in 

1962 MIS auct. (A, B, E), and in MIS sale 1966. Locality is the same as described in Dykes (2): 
141 (for~ chamaeiris, '?var. italica), perhaps escapes from cult. 
F,..6B: BW: "Bright and clean, no virus, biflorous, bright orange beard." BR. 
F-6E: BW 1963: 11 Clear yellow S; tan in F. 9 in." 

Randolph F-8: Vence toward Coursegaule, cult. 
Randolph I-7: Threeclonesfrom thiscollectionofferedMIS sale 1966. Type locality, Caprazoppa, Italy. 

I-7A: ITALICA CAPRAZOPPA. J 
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I-7B: Caprazoppa, Italy. ERo: "A beautiful deep v~lvety reddish-purple form, S broad, F narrow
er and tucked under. White beard withfaint haft markings. Leaves narrower than I-26A. 2n= 
40. Branched. '' ERo 1955. 

I-7C: purple. Caprazoppa, Italy. 
Randolph I-15: collection from Pisa, Italy. 

I-15A: typical iJ-&.lica, more purple than violet, untidy plant, lots of flowers. 
I-15J: 2n=40. 

Randolph I-17: Italian Riviera along French border. 
I-l 7B: tall. 

Randolph I-23: Orbitello. 2n=40. 
Randolph I-25: Avane opposite bridge over Serchio River, above olive grove on hilltop near Pisa. 2n= 

40. BW: "Avane italica, 18-in stem, unbranched, unclad, typical small italica flower on top." See 
photo, AIS: 

Randolph I-26: same locality as I-25. Two clones, MIS auct. 1960. 
I-26A: ERo 1960: "Broad-petaleddeeppurpleself with a few white lines athaft, white beard, 12 in. 

Rather large-flowered, leaves broad and shorter than stalk, ·branched. 2n=40." 
I-27: same locality as .I-25 and I-26, unselected clones. 

Randolph I-28A:Avane. Tall unbranched. 2n=40. ERo 1955. 
Randolph 61-17: collection from sea coast at Caprazoppa, Italy ... steep slope above railroad adjoining 

highway. Short stems, 7 in. D: ERo 1961, MIS auct. 1962, Berkeley. 
Randolph 61-18: same. Base of rocky slope along railroad adjoining highway. Long stems, - 16 in. 

2n=40. MIS auct. 1962. 
61-lSA: NC: "Closed purple S, drooping dark purple F, narrow hafts with few marks, off-white 

beard, style arms protruding, long stems, 16 in." 
61-lSE: Caprazoppa. BW 1962. 

Randolph 61-19: Borgia Virezzi just south of Caprazoppa. Steep rocky slope. CW 1965: "First iris 
to bloom ••• on Jan. 23rd. Among the smoothest and cleanest of purple species, it reached 10 in 
here with a branch on most stems." (Western TG, California). 

Randolph 61-20: same as 61-18. MIS auct. 1962. 
Witt: seedfrom l?aris Mus. Nat. Hist. of "1 chamaeiris var. italica," atroviolacea type, purple, not tall. 

junonia Schott and Kotschy, OBZ 1854: 209. (1, 2) Syn.1 mesopotamica, Hort. Class: BB (5), 2n=48. First 
discovered on Silician Taurus. Color effect a veined self; S pale lavender-blue, Flight blue-purple to 
red. Deciduous like aphylla. G. Anley BIS 1948:47. 

kashrniriana Baker, Gard. Chron. 2: 744, 1877 (1,2). Syn. L bartoni. Hort. Class: STB, 2n=24 and 2n=48. 
The 2n=44reclassified (5) asKASHMIRIANA (IB), a natural hybrid. Dykes (2) quotes as distinguishing 
features: "Yellow-green ribbed or striated leaves, green spathes, bearded S (not always found) and 
the•thick somewhat flattened stem ... " Many clones have been distributed without identification inclu
ding two in MIS aucl 1960 to Ru, AB, Meg, BW. 
"alba": "The white form is a Foster seedling." BS 1954. 
Kew: RS 1954. 2n=48. 
Randolph KA-1: from Srinagar in the Kashmir, 1958. Both 2n=44 and 2n=48 forms were collected and 

Rand. thinks neither form is indigenous to the Kashmir but brought in by the British and naturalized. 
Mitra (3) says its karyotype has significant features in common with L,pallida. The 2n=48 form 
seems to be an autotetraploid from the diploid form. 

Randolph K-20A: from Kew. RM 
Randolph K-22: Kew 1954. 2n=44, true intermediate. ERo " ••• appears about 18-in tall, leaves very 

green andjust under the flower in length. no branching, apparently only two terminal buds. Flower 
creamy'-white with heavier cream to yellow lines at haft, pale yellow beard, S domed and closed, 
F downhanging, spathes with papery tips, style crests quite long. " 

Randolph K-28: from Kew. 

kochii Kerner, n. Stapf. ZBG Wien 27: 649, 1887. Reclassified as KOCHII, natural hybrid {Lawrence) see b 
germanica. Hort. Class: IB, 2n=44. Distributed and naturalized throughout the Mediterranean world 
and southern North America. Confused with many similar clones, .in particular L atroviolacea Lange, 
KHARPUT, SPECTABILIS, PURPLE KING. 
Blazek: collected KOCHII under the names of SPECTABILIS and PURPLE KING. "Another clone as 

PURPLE KING is much less pretty but reblooms. " These were previously sold by nurseries but 
are now replaced by modern tetraploids. 
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*longiscapa Ledeb. E1. Ross. 4:93, 1853. Hort. Class ( 5) BB, 2n=18, assigned to regelia section. 

lurid.a Sol. Ait. Hort. Kew, 1 :68, 1789. (1, 2) (6-IV-12). The "lurid.a" of American gardens is the sterile 
clone LURIDA MINOR. _1 lurida as grown in gardens is similar tothe "squalens" formswhicharecon
sidered to be ancient hybrids, and is often seen as an escape from cult. It was collected by Blazek in 
many places in Czechoslovakia, and also seen in Croatia. He collected it near a ruin 300 years old, 
naturalized in a forest. He stated that it was very similar to I. sambucina except that the leaf bases 

,, are green. He also saw this plant growing in the BG, Oxford, England under the name _1 lurida, prob
ably the same clone as at Kew. Prodan' s specimens were extremely fertile. 

LURIDA MIN"OR: DB-S9D, Bot. Mag. tab. 669, 1803: red-brown, from the French Tyrol, small, sterile. 
2n=45. In general distribution. ERo from Mel 1958. 

Randolph K-24A: 2n=24. ERo 1963: "l lurida Kew is far differentfrom thelurida we know as the short 
red iris. This one is the size of a table iris with much striping in the falls. " 

lutescens Lam. Encyc. 3: 297, 1789. (1, 2, 5). Hort. Class: SDB, 2n=40. Rand. BIS 1955: 11 This species 
and others which Dykes considered to be synonymous with.1 chamaeiris were 40 chromosomes, but our 
field studies indicate that more extreme morphol6gical variability exists among their wild populations 
than is ordinarily included in a single species ... " 
LU'IESCENS A UREA: RS: "Is a taller form of chamaeiris, not a pseudopumila as given in (4)." 
Bouchard: W 1961 from Dr Bouchard, France. 
Randolph I-17A: Pisa BG, Italy. 16 in, yellow. ERo 1957; "A short yellow slender-stemmed self 

that I did not like. " MIS auct. 1963. 
Randolph M-18: Munich BG, Schacht. From Ankara, collected by Wunde & Marghrof. 

macedonica Nadji (Charrell), Emp. Ottoman Pl. de Salon, 40, 1892. (1, 2). Apparently of .!:_reichenbachii 
= affinity; described from mts north of Salonica, Greece, near Bulgarian border. See .!:_reichenbachii 

Randolph 61-48, 61-49, 61-50. 

MACRANTHA (M. Foster) Hort. Referred to Amasia (1); rhizomes of this form were sent to Foster in 1885 
from Amasia in northern Asia Minor. Not native where collected. Hort. Class: STB, 2n=48. 
Randolph F-12A:Simonet #509. From the Vilmorin garden, Barr 1898. AMAS is sometimes known as 
macrantha, but more often is considered a short form of macrantha. Scarious spathes. 

macropode, no reference. Hanselmayer to ERo 1956: "Some form of the reichenbachii family as it has 
spathe valves sharply keeled. A sort of dark lilac with orange beard. ERo slide:looks likerubromar
ginata on a stem. W 1958. 

mangaliae Prod. E1. ed. II (1939): 185 = I. variegata L. var. pontica Prod., Bul. Grad. Bot. Cluj XIV, 1934. 
(6-I-37). Originally published as the latter, under which name it is known and grown in America, the 
namewaschangedbecause "pontica" wasalreadytaken at the specieslevel. Hort. Class: STB, 2n=24. 

,, Hans.: "This iris from the edge of the Black Sea is a little more robust than the typical variegata, a 
little taller, and very fertile. The color is a brownish yellow and not light yellow, and the veins are 
very dark Bordeaux brown. Tops for breeding dark brown variegatas. " Prodan: 11 The blade of the 
falls is described as having a brown spot near the tip below which are brown veins enclosing sulphur
yellow fields. The Sare light brown with darker veins, yellowish, with numerous brown veins toward 
the base. The style arms are brown (they are yellow in the type). " Rand. : There is a variant lacking 
yellow color in both S and F, and I also have a similar pale yellow form. " Of unidentified clones of 
1 variegata var. pontica a white, a lemon and a brown, as described above, have been generally dis
tributed. 
Hanselmayer H-62: the white form (Illus.) from BG Cluj, JET, Meg, W 1962. 

mellita Janka, Adat. Erd. Mag. Ak. es Term. Kozl. 12: 172, 1876. (1, 2) (6-I-21) MIS 8: 11-18. Syn . .1. rubro
marginata Baker (2) (L mellita Janka var. rubromarginata Baker), however the yellow, the purple and 
other color forms are found with or without the red leaf margins even at the type locality of rubromargi
nata. Prodan considered var. jugoslavica Prod. (Short Description of the Plant Soc. Lowlands, Cluj, 1928) 
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not native but introduced to Romania, intermediate between mellitq and reichenbachii. Hort. Class: 
MDB, 2n=24. From southeast Turkey and northeast Asia Minor (2). Rand.: "The L mellil:a: I have col
lected on each side of the Bosphorus Straits (on the east side it is the L rubromarginata of Baker) dif
fers from .1 reichenbachii in having a shorter stem, a longer perianth tube and more slender elongated 
spathes ... L_mellita is like l reichenbachii in that plants withflowers of various colors are foun~ grow
ing together in the wild. " "In different populations mellita is variable with respect to flower color, 
perianth tube length, shape and openness of spathes, etc. , but I have never seen a mellita in the wild 
with more than a rudimentary stem. " 

W.J. Caparne in JRHS 28:468, 1903-4: "l mellita ... a charming tiny species with rich bronzy ma
roon flowers and 1, rubromarginata with scarlet spathe valves, very tiny indeed, these are rare and 
valuable members of this (early-flowering) group. 11 

rubromarginata Baker, Gard. Chron. 1875, 524. (1, 2) Believed by modern taxonomists to be a color 
variant of I. mellita, and here treated as a synonym. "Rand. : "In the spring of 1954 I collected 
specimens of rubromarginata near Scutari just east of the Bosphorus, in Turkey, where Barbey 
obtained the specimens used in the original description of this species by Baker in 1875. The plants 
I collected were predominantly yellows and dull variegatas, but there were occasional blooms of the 
attractive brownish-purple shades characteristic of the Balkanmellitas ... Rubromarginata is easily 
confused with either pumila or attica, since all tnese are essentially stemless and do not always 
have distinctive spathes. Also, the red margins of the leaves for which rubromarginata was named 
are scarcely noticeable or completely absent in some specimens, especially those with yellow 
flowers. " Clones distributed as L. rubromarginata are identified as such in the listing of 1 mellita 
clones. 
Clones of I. mellita distributed without identification: W from Vde a "yellow" and a "brown. " Hans. 

to W 1952, one-form; 1953, two forms. W to Vde 1955: "light yellow. 11 W to Ru 1956: five variations. 
W to COG 1961: "Lemon S much bigger than F, speckled brown at base of S, lemon style arms; green
ish-brown F, tucked. White beard." W to ERo 1962, one clone, ?from seed. 
MELLITA VANDEE (Van de Water-Schacht r. 1958) coll. W. Schacht, Germany. EE-Y2L. A some

what larger mellita clone with foliage less markedly falcate, the old foliage being decidedly ensi
form. The flower is larger and of better form than the type generally grown. It is a clear pale yel
low with some darkening in the falls, and has three buds from each growing point. 11 A robust clone 
and well distributed. " MIS 7: 86. 

Berlin: (rubromarginata) from slide: "Light yellow S, stippledbrownish=red at base, big S, F droopy, 
pale yellow with lavender veining. 11 To W 1963. 

Blazek: lavender, faint red edges to leaves. (rubromarginata). 
Blazek: tannish yellow. (rubromarginata). 
Blazek: collection from Bulgaria near Varna, Dikilitas Mt. : all greenish yellow or brownish violet, 

one coffee brown. 
Blazek: collection f;rom Bulgaria near Burgas, Cerni Vrah (Karatepe) Mt. : like those from Dikilitas, 
Blazek: collection from Bulgaria near Sozopol, by a friend. Flowers violet, plant a little more robust. 
Blazek: one clone from Plovdiv, Dzendem Tepe, a nice deep violet. 
Borsch: from the Borsch nursery in Oregon, W 1953. "Pale greenish, larger in proportions. ft 

Cook seedlings: Correvon seed, 1941. Three clones: "All three are dull tan yellows about 4 1/2 to 5 
inches to top of flower with straggly whitish beards. Spathes bare almost to ground. Ovary hidden, 
no stem discernible, two flowers to spathes in all instances, spathes both strongly keeled. Leaves 
falcate making attractive little plant. Flowers overtop leaves. F recurve to touch selves at base; 
larger than F, erect, making conic domes. Unquestionably 1 mellita." 

Cook: seed from Rex Pearce, Moorestown, NJ, 1939. "Offer 31A 11 1939: "Iris mellita ... the name 
means Delight, but Il Penseroso might be more fitting. Farrer calls it subtle but sad, but says no 
rock garden should be without it. Very dwarf, very early, with big blossoms of violet rich with 
mahogany suffusions. Again it may be creamy with tintings of mulberry and stains of chocolate. 
Blossoms through April and May and again usually in the late autumn. Full hardiness. From the 
Balkans." Previous offers were stated as from Bulgaria. Both plants and seeds were listed, but 
color was not specified. Of the seedlings PC wrote: "Very distinct from either 1 pumila or J_. cham
aeiris and has a number of good characters ... mostly dull purples with blue or bluish-white beards, 
but there are two or three yellow-flowered forms also ... " "turns out to be I. reichenbachii in one 
of its forms, the flowers having stems of some length. •. if having a stem is enough to determine 
this. Stems are singleheaded but mostly two-flowered, both spathes sharply keeled. The flowers 
are built more or less on vertical lines; the stands are large and stand up tall; the falls tend to 
curl under; the beards rather sparse, the hairs fine and either blue or whitish." 11 ••• none of the 
seedling plants as good as the sdg 1. balkana I raised from seed from Correvon and flowered two 

.. 
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years ago, but they are distinct and interesting and undoubtedly would contribute some desirable 
factors in hybridizing. " 

Cook seedlings: Rex Pearce seed 1940. The following numbered in 1943: 
3343: "Very distinct, a kind of chocolate purple with narrow, sparse blue beard. 5 in, stem 1 in, " 
3443: Like 3343. 5 in. 

"D3.rk": "mellita dark" - Hans. to ERo to W 1958. 
Dunbar: "mellita #8" '?Checked by Rand. 
Eberhardt: '?source. Description from slide, BW: "Blue-white S, big and open with thin maroon vein-

" ing. F same withheavier brown veining, yellow beard. F tucked: Big flower, lowfalcatefoliage." 
Flintoff: remontant form, F yellow, blade overlaid smoky brown, S yellow, 2 buds, 4 in. Probably 

grown from seed by a friend. 
Hanselmayer: Innsbruck, 1953. To W 1956: "Deepest yellowmellitawithpaleyellowbeard - rededging 

on the leaves. Only mellita noted with yellow beard. " (rubromarginata). 
Hanselmayer: 1952, 1953, 1954, four forms, to Wand others. 1957, four forms. 1960, 3formsplus 

one collected by Rand., Istanbul; 2 forms sulphurea, one labeled "Windridge," ERo 1956: "Leaves 
3/4 in wide, color a deep mahogany purple, very large fat buds. Vigorous, leaves as tall and wide 
as chamae' s. " 

Hanselmayer #2: Ru 1956. . 
#3: One of the plants tested for anthocyanins by.PW and vN. This and #5 showed the greatest num

ber and quantity of anth0cyanins. 
#4: sent to Ru 1956 as "balkana" 2n=24. 7", strong-growing. '?hybrid. 
#5: see No. 3, reported in DIS 1953. 

Mayfair: Mayfair Nurseries, NJ. "Plum-colored," Ru, Vde 1955. 
McIntosh: NC: "Outer leaves on each fan are sickle-shaped, edging of red on leaves. 6 in, mulberry 

color with light blue beard, conical-shaped S, narrow tucked F. " 
Pearce: Rex Pearce, Moorestown, NJ. In addition to seeds, last listed in 1952, Rex Pearce also sold 

plants as "mellita A, yellow;" and "mellita B, purple." Franklin Gardens, Neb. listed "A" and "B". 
B: Gr: "I bad a mellita, a rosy one ... had a stem and came from Pearce as a purple form. It was 

mellita, though - died before I could get anything on it." 
Pearce: plants from Pearce sent to BW by P 1956. 

"red": resembled 2n=48 reichenbachiis later collected by Rand. P: "Comes true when selfed. A 
friend did the selfing and got one yellow in several tries. " 

"yellow:" typical yellow mellita. 
"blue": BW: "Stands smoky purple, F purple spot, edged like S, S large, open; F small, tuck; 

beard white, fuzzy, haft brown-veined. Transparent thin texture, foliage falcate, 4 in." 
Gu: "mellita 'blue'.,. one I bought from Pearce ... bas a thin hairline of white along the edge 

of the leaves." 
Randolph A-18: Hans. garden, from Lemperg collection. A-18A: purple; A-18B: gray. 
Randolph M-8: Munich BG, through Schacht, 1954. 
Randolph M-19: Munich BG, collected by Schacht, Bulgaria. '? MELLITA VANDEE. 
Randolph: to ERo 1955: " ... a corker, tiny with wide open S, light green-yellow with some tan lines on 

the haft, and very tucked." Probably one of the T-8 collection (W, BW 1955). 
Randolph T-8: collection from Camlica, 3 km northeast of Scutari, Turkey, dry rocky mountain slopes 

1954, where grow the true miniature mellita with reddish leaf margins. "Smaller than the usual, 
with paler F, clearer yellow S. " 
T-8C: pollen distributed 1956. 
T-8E: Rand. : "A small type close to a self with lemon-yellow S erect and pointed, small greenish 

" F abruptly tucked and a silken, straggly white beard. Foliage 2 1/2 in in height, 5/8 in wide, 
falcate; perianth tube 1 1/ 4 in. " 

Randolph T-9: collection from Anadoluhisari, 5 km north of Camlica, Turk~y. W 1955. T-9A: pol
len to Ru, 1955. Yellow, (Also described as "red and yellow."} 

Randolph T-17: one clone from Attila, head gardener, Istanbul BG: a small yellow from Kanyoe, west 
of Tuzgolii (the salt sea) center of Turkey. 

Randolph T-19: obtained from Attila while visiting Istanbul BG, from large blooming clumps in garden. 
T-19A: yellow flowers. 
T-19B: pale brownish lavender. 
T-19C: darker brownish lavender. 

Randolph T-20: yellow collected by Heilbrunn from Nicea, Attila, Instanbul BG. 
Randolph T-21: collected by Heilbrunn and Rand. at Ayazaga, 6 km north oflstanbul, "A lovely hillside 

population of typical miniature dwarf mellita, many color forms blooming from among grazed f)as
ture grasses-the irises undisturbed by the grazing cattle, " 
T-21B: purple. ERo 1959. 

Randolph T58-l: Rand. collected Ayazaga, Turkey, from a population mostly yellow but some purple. 
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Randolph T58-3: same. BW 1959. 
Randolph T59-1: "Rather different flower shape. 11 

Schacht: Vde 1955: 11 Light yellow, the same color as that from Welch but a larger, stronger flower." 
Starker: to PC 1938. Two plants. 
Stevens: Jean Stevens, New Zealand, described this in her book as a peculiar shot-silk blend of al

most transparent purple and bronze. (rubromarginata). 
Sudbury, Mass., Garden-in-the-Woods: BW 1960: 11 Had a fabulous spread of mellita andrubromargi

nata. It just runs all over the place under a gravel mulch, in part shade, acid soil, oo a slope.11 

"sulphurea11
: not in (1). All clones so recorded are from Lemperg collection, probably a color term 

there for the yellow form. Hanselmayer, 2 forms. Mitra: 11 Differs from Carnlica plants in 
karyotype. " (3). 
Randolph A-9: Hanselmayer's garden, from the Lemperg collection. 
Randolph A-21: same. 

Watson: New Zealand. ?Sarne clone. Watson: "Smoky red-colored flowers with a suggestion of purple 
at base of beard, otherwise a yellowish plum with lots of veining. 11 (rubromarginata). 

Van de Water: from Barre, Vermont, before 1955. "Red-purple. 11 (rubromarginata). 
Van de Water: 1956 ( ?): "My most interesting clone is one bought from a newspaper ad for dwarfs 

imported from France .•• mellita with a distinct white blaze with bluish haze along its edges just 
under the beard. •. it set an abnormally large pod ·by the Schacht mellita. 11 

Windridge: Windridge Farm, Mich., Ru 1955: Yellow, probably from Pearce or Hans. 
Purple: probably from Pearce or Hans. 

Witt #35: yellow, from seed from Istanbul BG, grown at Arboretum (Seattle, Wash.) 

mesopotamica Dykes, Gen. Iris 176 (1913) (1) Rand.: "No very good evidence that either 1_cypriana orb 
mesopotamica, two very similar species, is native to the region in the eastern Mediterranean where it 
was originally collected. They are, however, distinct from the other three 48-chromosome TB spe
cies, trojana, macrantha and the 48-chromosome kashmiriana. 11 

monanthaSchur, Enum. pl. Transs. p. 665, 1866. Referred to _1 aphylla_ L. var. monantha Schur q. v. 

olbiensis Henon, Ann. Soc.Agr. Lyon 7:462, 1855. (1,2) Dykes rated L.olbiensis as a syn. ofL.chamaeiris. 
It is considered by Rand. a distinct species. Hort. Class: SDB, 2n=40. Type locality, Hyeres, France, 
near which in ancient times was a town of Olbia which must not be confused with another Olbia on the 
coast of the Biack Sea a httle to the east of Odessa. The con1usion of these two names was probably 
the origin of the term II Crimean11 applied by catalogs to dwarf bearded irises. Any specimens from the 
Crimea are always found to be 1_pumila, not 1. chamaeiris (olbiensis) ... olbiensis is said by Rand. to be 
possibly an ancestor of so-called 11 chamaeirises 11 in blue or blue-purple. One which he brought to the 
Northeastmeeting in1956 sh0wed abeardstructurewithanextension of matted hairs like that of the 
"cha...-rnaeiris11 variety, Blazon. Unidentified clones include one from To.rby to Wand BW in 1955. 

OLBIENSISSANNICANDRO (Randolph r.1960) Sdg I-46C, collected near Sannicandro in southern Italy. 
BV3, blue-purple neglect.a, orange beard, 13 in. BW: 11 Shapely blue-purple neglect.a of 10-12 in 
with two terminal buds. " 

Hanselmayer: W, BW, probably from Frohnleiten. W 1956: 11 It was a kind of variegai;a of a dull yel
low and obviously not the true species. 11 

Randolph F-7: collection from type locality, Centurion near Hyeres, France, 1954. In 1961 there were 
no plants remaining, all had been destroyed by housing. 
F-7A: ERo 1960, BW 1962; "Typically like purple garden 'chamaeirises' with purple S, F slightly 

redder with velvet. Foliage 8 in, stem 11 in, perianth tube 1 in. Big arche_d S, haft with purple 
lines on white, beard white, yellow inside, texture somewhatcrepey. 11 ERo: 11 S medium purple, 
F deep black-purple. Beard white coming to a sharp point, S overlapping, large, rippled in 
texture. F strappy, long and narrow. Foliage large and broad, spathe very light green and 
inflated, not keeled. 11 

F-7B: yellow self with deeper yellow-lines in down-hanging falls, self beard, two-flowered, spathes 
round and inflated. Leaves much taller than flowe:i;-, narrow and pointed. 12-15 in. 2n=40. 

F-7C: 2n=44, cult. not olbiensis. 
Randolph F-33: 11 alba major 11 from Simonet's garden, 1959. 
Randolph I-44: collection from Monte San Angelo, Italy. Three clones MIS auct. PH, McG. 
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I-44A: olbiensis-type dwarf collected from mixed population including pseudopumila, San Angelo, 
Italy. 2n=40. Rand.: "This unnamed 40-chromosome dwarf growing with pseudopumila has 
the same number and kinds of chromosomes as the various chamaeiris-type dwarfs ... 11 

I-44B: purple 
I-44C: 2n=40, neglecta types. A&B discarded, not as good as "C". 
I-44D: 2n=40, deep blue self. 
I-44E to I-441: 2n=40. 
I-44F: neglecta type, fall blooming 2n=40. ERo 1964. NC: "13 in, domed S, medium violet, nar

row semi-drooping F, deep purple with lighter edge, pale blue beard. 11 McG: Dependable fall 
bloomer. PH 1969; neglecta - fall bloom. 

I-44J: yellow bitone; K: 2n=40, pale blue bitone. 
Randolph I-46A: 2n=40 

I-46B: blue bitone. "olbiensis type." 
Randolph S-4: Geneva BG, Switzerland. 2n=40. 
Randolph S-23: 1959. Geneva BG, Switzerland. 2n=40. 

pallasii ( ?) (not 1_pallasii Fischer etc. which= 1_ ensata, a beardless species). RHSJ 53:138 listed PALLAS, 
24 in, probably a named clone of I. pallida. · 
Randolph T-6A: given to Rand. by director of Istanbul BG who knew nothing about it, a tall showy pallida 

type. ERo, BW, Ru 1957: 11 Taller lavender-purple self with odd narrow beard.·" MIS auct. 1963. 

pallida Lam. Encycl. 3:294, 1789. (1, 2) (6-I-49) From southeastern Europe. Hort. Class: STB, 2n=24. 
Dr. Gian Luigi Sani states (7) that pallida is the species chiefly employed nowadays for all perfumery 
Iris cultivation. Since the imported "dalmatica" has a larger essence content, cultivation is based 
upon hybrids between this and the typical species. b. pallida is an ancient species, and is one of the 
important ancestors of modern tetraploid tall bearded irises. Some of its various forms still in circu
lation are ARGENTEA (pallidaargenteavariegata): green-white leaf. Shinkle to ERo 1960; AUSTRALIS 
(pallida australis: PC to ERo 1963, largest and widest leaf, over 2 in in width; DA IMA TICA (pallida 
dalmatica) which was in cultivation before 1600; "Emil Racovita, 11 name designated by Dr Emilian Topa 
of Romania for the form with variegated foliage; RHAETICA, a small form with near tangerine beard, 
listed as obsolete in (4) but evidently very much alive still, ERo, Gr 1959; RUPA, a very dwarf form 
assigned by ERo to J.. illyrica. The form 1 pallida "ROMANIA," grown by JGW from collected seed 
sent by the University of Cluj, Romania, is described under Witt G-5. Of 11 pallida bosiana" Darby the 
only available record seems to be a listing by Astolat Nurseries, England, in 1959: 11 Collected natural 
hybrid, violet-blue self, May, 30 in." Darby to Rand. (5354-7). Ru 1957, MIS auct. 1963. Meg. 
SICULA (var. sicula) see p. 26. 
Blazek: collections in Yugoslavia from Dubrovnik, Trebinje, Kotor (2 clones) and Mostar (2 clones). 
Hanselmayer: 10 in, dwarfest form. PC, ERo 1956. 
Hanselmayer No. 5 (H-5): 12-in clone very small dark blue with slender stems. 
Hanselmayer Lu-1 and Lu-2: to Ru 1957. ?L-2 MIS auct. 1962. 
Heinig: Connecticut State Univ. collection, typical form, MIS auct. 1960. 
Randolph C-11: Cyprus, 1954. Escaped waste ground west of Kyrina suburbs. Small pods, pallida 

type. (Listed as cypriana q. v. ) 
Randolph I-2: Italy 1954. ERo, MIS auct. 1963. 
Randolph I-34: old walls along highway 15 km west of Bari near Bitonto. 
Randolph I-50: cultivated. 
Randolph I-54: Mori, rocks. I-54A: RM 
Randolph I-58A: from lake country of northern Italy 1954. ERo, MIS auct. 1962. 2n=24. Gargagno, 

Italy, Meg. 
Randolph I-60A: Raticosa (northern Italy) 1954. Vigorous, doubtful species. RM, Meg, NC. 
Randolph I-61: roadsides, road to Bologne. Pale lavender self. 
Randolph M-9: Munich BG. 
Randolph S-8: 2n=24. Typical spathes and bloom, but medium dark lavender color. Geneva BG. 
Randolph S-11: Geneva BG. 2n=24. 
Randolph S-12: ("dalmatica"), Geneva BG. 2n=24. 
Randolph I-61: Florence, roadsides, r9ad to Bologna. Pale lavender self. 
Randolph Y-2: just north of Dubrovnik, Yugo. 1954, near the source of the Ombla River. Various 

blends of pink and lavender. Mitra (3) says the plants he studied were obtained from Dubrovnik 
from nearby Ombla region and from Trebinje 6 km east of Dubrovnik where a white mutant was col

lected; also from north centralltaly near Mori, and from the north end of Lake Garda near Florence 
and Trento. 
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Y-2A: typical pallida. ERo 1960. BW 1960, MIS auct. 1960 and 1963. Ru 1957, Meg. 
Randolph Y-3: Ombla River near Dubrovnik, Yugo. 2n=24. 
Randolph Y-5A: white mutant, Kupari, 8 km east of Dubrovnik. 2n=24. MIS auct. 1960, 1963. Ru 157, 

Meg. NC, JET. 
Randolph Y-6: !: pallida "dalmatica." (DALMA TICA). 

Y-6A: garden of Herzegnovi. Y-6B: roadside, Risan. 
Randolph 61-24: naturalized, hillsides south of Florence, Italy. 2n=24. 
Witt #G5: l pallida "ROMANIA" - seed sent out by the BG Cluj, supposedly collected, "V. Babes 1960." 

JGW: "A tall, strapping, good-looking form with beautiful glaucous leaves and light blue flowers 
of quite decent shape. It is as large as modern tetraploids. I saved the three best clones. " 

var. sicula Tod. nuov. Gen. e Spec. 7:1858. The following clones were collected by Randolph in south
ern Italy, whence this more widely branched, darker flowered form of 1 pallida was described: 
Randolph I-34: Taormina, Sicily. 2n=44. Hybrid form, Rand. BIS 1955. 
Randolph I-37: public park, Palermo, Sicily. ?2n=44. 
Randolph I-47: Termoli, 2n=44. 

perrieri Simonet ex P. Fournier, Quatre Fl. de France 191, 1935 ... nomen nudum. Rand. MIS 7: 68. AIS 
140: 53-55. Hort. Class: MTB, 2n=24. Considered by Simonet to be diploid aphylla but karyotype shows 
that it is not related. It is the only bright red-purple of the 2n=24 group. Rand. : "This is a puzzling 
iris species with no definite affinities (3) and known only from one locality (d'Arcluse) in the French 
Alps near the Swiss border." 
Randolph F-13: Simonet 178. Type specimen, d'Arcluse, France. 2n::z:::24. Herbaceous spathes, leaves 

with veins like variegata. ERo 1956: "An oddity with a thin stem about 10-in tall with two terminal 
flowers of reddish color, narrow petals, leaves taller than stem." 
F-13B: collected at Arcluse, France with Dr Weibel, staff member of BG, Geneva, Switzerland. 

Randolph F-35: from Simonet' s garden, collected from type locality. 
Randolph F-36: Simonet 488-2, from Simonet' s garden. 
Randolph F-38: Arcluse, France, type locality, collected by Rand. and Weibel, 1959. Diploid MTB 

distinct from 1 pallida and k variegata. 9 rhizomes of which 1-4 = A, and 5-8 = B. 
F-38A and B: MIS auct. 1962: "Branched bloomstalks rarely over 15 in." ERo 1959. 

Randolph S-24: Geneva BG 1959. (Coll. Perrieri fils 1954). 16-18 in. 

PLUMERI (4) TB-M-S9D (1830). Perry 1901, Ware 1902, Bobbink & Atkins 1911, etc. Probablycollected. 
Wer to ET 1968. 

polonica Blocki ex A&G Syn. 3478, 1906. Treated here as syn. of 1, aphylla L. q. v. 

pseudopumila Tineo, Cat. Hort. Panorm., 1827, 183. (syn . .h panormitano Tod. with var. discolor Fiori)(l) 
MIS 7: 77. Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=16. From southern Italy, Sicily and Yugoslavia. Rand. : "Extremely 
polymorphic as to height of stem, shape and size of leaves." "At the type locality, 1 pseudopumila has 
much broader blunter-tipped leaves than those of L attica on Mt Parnes. Stems 6-8 in in height with 
elongate, taper-pointed pods in southeastern Italy at Noci, Mercadante, and near San Angelo. At Zadar 
in northwestern Yugoslavia, .1 pseudopumila has karyotype typical of the species but approaches 1. attica 
in leaf form, and stems are rarely more than 2-3 in in height; the pods are less elongate but have pointed 
tips. (3) Rand. collections (1954) were the first to be grown in North America. Distributed widely in 
1955 and 1956. 
PSEUDOPUMILA ZADAR (Randolph r. 1957) Sdg Y-lJ, Zadar, Yugoslavia. 5 in, W4, near white with 

faint brown-purple spot on F. MIS sale 1966. 

Randolph I-35: collection from Patti, Sicily, 1954, 68 km west of Messina. Dry rocky promontory. 
I-35A: ERo 1955: "Purple, abruptly tucked falls, streaky brown." Hans. list 1960. 
I-35B: variegata. 
I-35C: variegata. 
I-35D: yellow, near self. W, ERo 1955. 

Randolph I-36: collection from San Martino, type locality, 15 km southwest of Palermo, 20+ rhizomes. 
Dry rocky ledges, steep slopes. Rand. states that three drawings of I-36 in DIS 1957 were not of a 
typical plant. 
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.i.""\andolph I-40: Noci, near Bari, Italy. 
I-40A: open beech woods, dry rocky soil, 3 km east of Noci. 
I-40B: same, one very fragrant clone saved (two slightly fragrant, three not}. 
I-40C: 5 km west of Noci. Clump at edge of oak woods near highway. 
I-40D: same. Not very fragrant plant (three slightly fragrant, four not}. 

Randolph I-41: Mercadante, Apulia, Italy 1954. In open fields of Mercadante State Forest midway be
tween Altimira and Cassano, Italy. 
I-41B: MIS auct. 1962. 
I-41C: NE meeting 1956: "F tucked, narrow, strappy, haft extremely narrow. Falls green with 

green and brown lines. S twisted, tall, open. Color pure medium yellow, green midrib, tips 
swirl-twisted. Style crests very elongate, beard yellowish, narrow. Leaves large and broad, 
slightly falcate, blunt-tipped, 6 in by 5/8 in. Spathes long.sometimes interfering withflowers, 
slightly scarious. Heavy sweet fragrance." 

I-41G: listed by RM. 
Randolph I-43: collected San Angelo, Apulia, 

Italy, 1954. 
I-43A: selected for green. NE mtg 1956: 

"Yellow-green S, brown spot divided by 
white line down from beard, color of 
spot goes to tip of F with yellow border 
at sides. Form narrow, pointed S with 
'tiplilt,' Ftuck. Beard yellow to orange, 
substance excellent, fragrant." 2n=16. 
One of these clones desc1'ibed as having 
petals twisted into a spiral. S have 
prominent midribs. (Illus}. 

I-43B: deep violet-purple clones. 2n=16. 
NE meg 1956: "S violet, F slightly red
der violet, 5 in. Leaves 5 in, stem 1 1/2 
in, perianth tube 2 1/2 in. Narrow form, 
Sruffled, open, Fnarrow, tuck, strappy. 
Haft purple lines on white, beard outside 
blue, inside white. Substance thin, good 
color for species. Outer spathe keeled, 
inner slightly inflated." 9 . .1 pseudopumila - Randolph I-43A 

I-43C: Monte San Angelo, ERo, BW 1956. 
I-43E: several deep yellow variegatas. NC: 11 6 1/2 in high, 3 x 2 1/4 in flower, bright lemon

yellow S with dark green midrib, open and lightly ruffled; F have a veined light maroon spot, 
rest of F bright lemon-yellow with dull grayish-green marks at hafts; white-tipped .. yellow 
beard; pale lemon style arms with bright lemon-yellow crests; narrow hafts heavily marked, 
almost sessile. Long perianth tube 2 1/4 in plus ovary. Broad, blunt-tipped foliage." MIS 
auct. 1962. DD 1958. BW: "Tall yellow, tall S, very tucked F with some brown." 

I-43F: several clones with spots on S. NE meeting 1956: "Leaves 7 in, stem 2 in, perianth tube 
2 1/2 in. S green-yellow tipped brown, slight green border; F brown spot, odd effect with both 
Sand F tipped with brown. S tips converge, ruffled, 3/4 x 1 3/4 in. F very tucked, excellent 
substance, rumpled texture. Haft, green lines on yellow." Rand.: "Drawing in DIS 1957 is 
not of I-43F which does not have 'falcate foliage prostrate.'" Selected for greenish-colored 
flowers. Gu 1957. 

I-43G: several pale yellow variegatas. 2n=16. W, ERo 1955. MIS auct. 1962, Meg., BR, NC. 
Rand. states that this clone is correctly drawn in DIS 1957: "It has semi-erect ensiform leaves 
just as shown in the drawing." 

Randolph I-45: Sannicandro, Italy, 1954. Three clones, MIS sale 1966. 
I-45A: BW: "Tall with long tube same lengtn.-,as 2-3 in stem, small flower with erect S, green 

midrib and abruptly tucked F." ' 
I-45B: MIS auct. 1962. Meg. . 

Randolph S-25: Geneva BG, Switzerland. 
Randolph Y-1: collection from Zadar, Yugoslavia, 1954, from rocky hillsides; rare diminutive form. 

Y -lA: NE meeting 1956: "Foliage 3 1/2 in, falcate, 3/8 in wide. S open, wide, ruffled; F tuck, 
wide for species. Pale green self, haft faint striations, beard matching. Odd fragrance. 
Spathes, outer keeled, inner inflated; styles cleft, slightly toothed. Substance watery, tex
ture crepey. Flower 1 3/4 in." Another description has this "Color light cream with metal
lic blue-green in falls. S pure cream, very little brown at haft. Falls drop at halfway, not 
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tucked. Beard creamy and fuzzy. Spathe open to show perianth tube. Foliage low, small and 
falcate." JG, DD 1958. 
Y-lA-2: ERo 1968: "Small greenish cream, slightly greener F, pale yellowish beard." 

Y-lB: BW 1956 (d). 
Y-lC: Northeast meeting 1956: "Yellow self, Nick. 2. 5 9/8, beard pale yellow. Open S, flaring 

F, foliage low and somewhat falcate. Clean yellow, green lines on F." General distribution. 
Y-lJ: PSEUDOPUMILA ZADAR. 
Y-lM: W 1955. 

Werckmeister: from near Martina Franca, I:taly. Dull variegata. To·MB. 

pumila L. Sp. pl. ed. 1: 38, 1753. (1,2) (6-I-4, II-1, III-1, IV-1) Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=32. Cytological 
studies within the past two decades have shown that of the many synonyms listed by Dykes, 1., attic a Boiss 
& Heldr., J:. taurica Lodd., and perhaps I. aequiloba Le deb. are distinct species. Taxonomists also con
sider some of the botanical varieties of 1 pumila, especially some which were listed by Dykes as probable 
hybrids of aphylla x pumila, as good species. Prodan was inconsistent in his listings; in the Flora Re
publicae Socialiste Romania, Vol. XI, 1966, which sums up his final determination of the species he 
studied for so many years, J:_pumila L. is listed with ~sp. sintenisiiformis, and vars. scapifera Borb., 
heliotropii Prod. & Buia, dobroqensis Prod. (with f. romanica Prod. & Borza), rozaliae Prod. , latis
patha Prod.&Borza, lutea Ker-Gawl, and var. pumila f. albiflora and f. atroviolacea Schur. Some ofthe 
"Eu-pumilae" formerly listed by Prodan as botanical varieties are in this publication determined as 
distinct species: 1. napocae (Prod. = L saravejoensis Prod.), 1_pluriscapis Prod., J. gi.irtleri Prod., I. 
barthii Prod. & Buia, 1. barthaeiformis Prod. , ~ binata_ Schur, and J:. pseudopumilaeoides Prod. 1. sua
veolens Boiss & Reut. is also listed, but since the plant we grow does not conform to the description of 
Boiss & Reut. but is clearly in morphology and breeding behavior a member of the species I, pumila, as 
Prodan formerly stated, we list it as a botanical variety of 1 pumila L.in the section following the list 
of clones of the typical form. We do not attempt to list separately the many formae which have been 
distributed. They are mainly color terms whose publication is obscure. 

Karyotype analysis indicates that the tetraploid 1 pumila L. (2n=32) is of allotetraploid origin from 
doubling of the chromosomes of natural hybrids between the related diploid species 1 attica Boiss & 
Heldr. and I. pseudopumila Tin. (2n=16. "At the present time 1. pumila has a more northern distribu
tion than either 1_attica or I. pseudopumila. These species are not known to be sympatric at presentbut 
obviously their present range is much more restricted than it was before the encroachment of civiliza
tion (3). In (7) EB writes: "L pumila reminds us more of a garden cultivar than of a wild species. In 
the long course of development, the most varied combination of two basic:: types of flower coloring has 
occurred ... yellow, and blue-purple." 

Widespread distribution of the species in nature from the neighborhood of Vienna, Austria, east
ward through the Balkans into the USSR is well documented. A number of authors have divided I.. m
mila into eastern and western forms: 

Hanselmayer, DIS 1960 
Randolph 
Prodan 

E 

The East Group 
Russian 
Orientales 

w 
The West Group 
Austrian 
Eu-pumilae 

Rand.: "The Austrian types are tough and hardy on the steep, barren hillsides in the environs of 
Vienna, but often weaklings in our gardens over here." (Hanselmayer says they are also weaklings in 
European garden soils). The Russian forms may vary in having a stem as much as 3-4 in, !3.nd in being 
occasionally two-headed; they are usually more slender in all parts and with longer perianth tubes. 

Note that the name Iris pumila, or the term "pumila irises" was widely applied incorrectly by cat
alog writers and by early hybridizers to denote forms of the so-called "chamaeirises," a 40-chromo
some species complex from which many of the earliest SDB cultivars were derived; many of the pub
lished "pumila" parentages of the Sass brothers and other early breeders of intermediate irises were 
of this sort. 

A TROVIOLACEA: 2n=36, , natural hybrid in early AIS Bulletins referred to as pure J:. pumila. (" at.I:.Q
violacea" - ?f. atroviolacea Schur~ Saunders BAV-60: wine, blue beard. Seed from Budapest, to 
M to ERo 1960.) 

AZ UREA: 2n=36, natural hybrid,. Pictured in (2) as 1., pumila, in contrast to which it seems obviously a 
hybrid. 

BELVEDERE (Hanselmayer r. 1955. #22, J:. pumila alba. From the Belvedere garden in Vienna. S 50 x 
22 mm, F 20 mm broad, blue flushed, greenish veined. Beard yellow tipped white, anthers white. 

BERND: (Hanselmayer-Jordan r.1958) Kubanpumila201. Collected by I. Jordan in Russia. Slight yel
low, Fred-brown with border, white beard, 5 in. 2n=30. MIS auct. 1962; COG: "Nice yellow 
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variegata, small; solid reddish-brow~ on F, good form, white-orange beard." PC to ERo 1959. 
CAERULEA (1 coerulea Spach) natural hybrid coll. Prince 1829. 2n=36. 
CRETICA (r. 1952, AIS Board) coll. Atcheley 1929. Smoky pinkish red-purple, deeper spot, lavender 

beard, 4 in. 2n=32. Ingwersen: "The name ... applied by us to a curious smoky-purple little iris 
my late friend sent me from Crete about 1929." Atcheley once considered it an 1. mellita. Sent to 
a nursery in British Columbia, hence to Carl Starker, who distributed it by sales. 

CRJMEA (Hanselmayer r. 1955) #6, collector unknown. Light violet self, yellow beard. W: "Slight 
violet, F darker with reddish spot, beard blue. Short narrow leaves, taller stem, small, dainty 
flower." 

DR CRENSHAW: supposedly introduced by Hans. 1955, not so. Same description as for Dr Lemperg. 
DR LEMPERG (Hanselmayer r.1955) 511 -EE-V3. Collected species from Dr Lemperg, his species 

"Yu" formerly considered an 1 attica. S 40 x 18 mm, violet, ·F reddish-violet, blue beard. 
HANSELMAYER (Welch for Hanselmayer r. 1955) Collected near village of Gross Heflein, Austria, 

near the Hungarian border. Pale lemon-yellow self, lemon-white beard. Lemon fragrance, rath
er wide flower parts and foliage. 

INGE JORDAN (Hanselmayer-Jordan r. 1958) Kuban 202. Light lilac blue self, large light-brown spot 
on F. Coll. by I. Jordan in Russia. · 

LILABLANKA (Kurzmann r. 1960) #KLa. A collecte;.iclone with purple S; white F and a white beard, a 
very fine coloring but a poor grower. ERo: "Stands alone in the lilac color range. Sa deep orchid 
lighter at the base; F slightly tucked, a lighter lilac paling to near white at the haft. Style crests 
palest orchid-white, near white beard with slight orchid cast. 5 in." 

NOREIA (Hanselmayer r. 1958) #124, Hainburg, Schlossberg. Lilac-rose, F dark garnet spot. W 
1956, MIS auct. 1960. 

PUMILA MUNICH (Randolph r. 1960) Rand. M-10B. From Munich BG. Greenish-yellow self. ERo 
DIS 1963: "Light yellow, white beard, better form than most collectedpumilas. Floriferous, long
blooming." 

SARMA TIA (Hanselmayer r. 1955) #8. Donez, Ukraine, coll. by German soldier. "Bright yellow, 15 
cm, S 60 x 22 mm, open, erect, light lemon. F 14 mm broad, biscuit-yellow, haft dark yellow 
veined; beard white tipped yellow." (CIS Checklist: Red-violet is in error) ERo 1956. 

UKRAINIA (Hanselmayer r. 1955) #7, Donez, Ukraine. Collected by a German soldier. "Red-violet, 
S 50 x 18 mm, erect. F darker red-violet, velvety, 18 mm wide. Beard white tipped yellow." 
UKRAINA in AIS Check List). 

VINDOBONA (Hanselmayer r. 1958) #53A, Eichkogel near Modling. Deep brownish-red, F darker with 
spot, blue beard, very fragrant. Reddest form of 1. pumila. 

General listing of typical pumila forms: 

Ajdovic: "Schutzenfalbe." Dirty white, faded brown-yellow spot. Berlin Gr-1. 
Ajdovic: W 1960, 53 additional forms of 1 pumila collected by Karl Ajdovic and Prof. Kurzmann. 
"albaviridin" (albaviridis, Budapest albaviridis), Hans. 1959. BW 1960: "Scream green, F same, 

a self. Foliage 4 in, S narrow arch, F very narrow. Beard white to yellow, tube long,.raising 
flowers over foliage." ERo 1960. 

"Austrian red-purple": Hans., sent with the cream one which was reg. HANSE IMA YER, to which it , 
is similar in form, large, rounded shape, few white marks at haft, big violet beard. Slightly dark
er at beard, 4 in with long perianth tube, broad foliage. W 1953: "Flower very wide, domed, F 
wide and down-hanging. Beard big and fuzzy, no spot, extra early blooming." OS. 

Austrian: 16 forms coll. by Aj and Ku in Hans. list 1960. 3 forms coll. Balzar, Hans. list 1960. 
Balzar: Hans. list 1960, three collected forms from Austria. 
Berlin: "From Romania, Serbia, Russia, Hungaria, Czechoslovakia, Austria, I receive new forms. In 

Austria Karl Ajdovic helps me very much and last year I received from him the first reallyamoena 
pumila which he had from the wild from Romania. My friends in Hungary have found new forms, 
nearly orchids and others. In Czech. Milan Blazek found some pretty pale blue selfs and red
browns ... Last year Karl Aj dovic sent to me all the seed from a population of pumila near Hain
burg, Austria." ( ?date). 

Berlin BU: Nos. 1-8, 11, 15 and 18, distributed to N. America 1963. From seed collected in mount
ains to the north of Budapest in 1960 by Prof. Domokos, College for Hort. and Viticulture, Buda
pest. ERo, BW, W etc. 1963. 
1. S pale yellow nearly lemon-yellow, F pale chartreuse or greenish-yellow, flaring, beard white. 
2. Coerulean blue self, faded brown-red spot, pale blue beard. W 1963. 
3. Shining violet self 4. Dark violet self, flaring falls, blue beard. 
5. Pale yellow self, chartreuse spot, beard white. 6. ERo, W, BW 1963. 
7. Light yellow self, chartreuse spot, S a little ruffled, beard white. 
8: Dark grayish-lilac, B blue, faded brown-red spot. 
9: Dark violet, black-violet spot, beard pale blue. W 1963. 
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10: Grayish lilac, faded spot, B pale blue. W 1963. 11; Similar to 6, B dark blue. W 1963. 
12: Light yellow self, B white. W 1963. 13.: Pa.le blue-lilac, purple-brown spot. 
14: Lavender lilac self, large flower, blue beard, flaring. W 1963. 
15: IDrk violet self, pale blue beard, blue veins on F. ERo, W, BW 1963. 
16: Purple with spot. W 1963. 
1 7: Clear violet with intense brown-red spot, beard nearly white. 
18: See Bu-1. 

Berlin Gr: Austrian forms obtained at 1960 meeting at Graz. 
Gr-1: "Schutzenfalbe,"from Ajdovic. Gr-2: Austrian, dark violet 
Gr-3: Austrian. Yellow S, chartreuse F. Gr-4: Austrian. Greenish yellow, green spot. 
Gr-5: Austrian, greenish yellow, blue-violet spot. 

Berlin KLU-1 or Kl-1: Austria. Received from friend with the name "Klupp." Blue-violet. 
Berlin L-1: from Rod., Leningrad 1961. Grayish chartreuse, red-brown spot, white beard. S open. 

Both this and L-6 with 2-in stalk, slow-growing, small flowers look something like flavissima in 
shape, cross well with other pumilas. 

Berlin L-6: from Rod., Leningrad. 8hartreuse, red-brown spot. W 1963. 
Berlin seedlings: from Serbian seed rec. from Wer. S-1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 distributed. Good growers in the 

manner of Piroschka. BW 1963. 
2; Lovely medium blue, floriferous. ERo 1963. · 6: Purple. ERo 1963. 11: Yellow. 

Berlin Tu-1: collected by Berlin from Turda Gorge near Cluj, Romania. Reddish lilac, blue beard. 
Tu-3: no description. Tu-4: violet, faded brown-red spot. W 1963. 
Tu-5: Grayish violet. W 1963. Tu-6: clear violet self. W 1963. 

Bisamberg: Austrian, Hans. to W 1952. 
Blazek: to GD 1958, two 1 pumila. 
Blazek #2: near green amoena. #6: all-white. 
Slazek: collections in Czechoslovakia: from Rip near Roudnice; from many places between Znojmo, 

Brno and Hodonin; with EB and Pavel, from Devinska Dobyla near Bratislava and from Plesivec, 
near Turna; with EB from Zobor near Nitra and from Kovacovske kopce near Sturovo. 

Blazek: collections in Hungary: with EB and colleague, from Pilia, Matra, Harmashatarhegy, Buda-
pest; from near Szerencs and Fuzer, southeast of Kosice. 

Blazek: collections in Bulgaria: Lovec, Balcik, Nos Kaliakra near Kaliakra. 
Blazek: collections from Lake Sevan, USSR, received from BG Erevan. 
Blazek: Czech #1: not as vigorous as Austrian and Yugoslav forms. AP: "Light lemony-yellow with 

brownish spot, white to yellow beard. Ruffled S & F. F tuck under at extreme tips. Good strong 
grower, nice." 
#2: AP: "Blue-violet, ruffled closed S, F blue-violet with red-violet spot. Beard white to yellow 

in throat, tall upstanding plants. " 
#3: AP: "Violet self, not too good a grower, poorer form, F narrowish. Only slight suggestion 

of spot pattern. Blue to gold beard. So tucked it looks like pictures of 1 attica." 
#4: AP: "White, flaring, no tuck. Horizontally flaring F have light green-yellow area with bright

est, cleanest grass-green lines extending from beard downward. White beard. Falls edged 
white. This one is a knock-out." 

"Budapest alba" (or white): apparently one of the color forms of which seed has been distributed from 
Budapest. W to ERo 1960: "A real honey, ivory-white self, wide of parts, excellent flaring form, 
light greenish halo. " Cook 1959. 

Burgenland: lemon selfs. Hans. to W 1952. 
Carpathia: (Schreiner not reg.) grown ca.1933, seed from University of Cluj, Romania. "Canary yel

low, darker falls, white beard, heavy spot on falls. Flaring long narrow F, 4 in. 2n=32." DIS 
Checklist. 

Chernozen: selected sdgs from seed coll. on the Chernozen Reservation near Carpathian Mts. ERo 
from Rod. 1964: "Several quite pinkishS (rosy-lavender), rosy-maroon F edged pinkish, lavender 
beard, 6 in." 

"citrina:" Hans. 1959, seed from Budapest. BW: "S lemon, F green lines at haft continue as white line 
down center. Long tube over foliage (4 in), form narrow, lax, S open slightly arched, F tuck. 11 

Crimean pumilas: the Crimean pumilas have 30 chromosomes. Mitra refers to three Crimean collec
tions and mentions five other collections from Crimea from Hans. , and all had 30 chrs. Three 
collections were labeled Kuban, Krim (Crimean) and Donez yellow, presumably from those areas 
of southern USSR. The two other collections were obtained by Hans. from Schacht and are of un
known origin (3). Re: "Crimeanpumilasare similar to theKubans inhabit of growth andflower dain
tiness but are somewhat more vigorous growers. " 
Crimean yellow pumila: see Schacht. 
Crimean 303: Listed by W 1960, no description. 
Crimean 306: ?Krim 306. From Belvedere garden. 

Crimean 2/3: see Krim 2/3. 
Crimean 305: ?Krim 30. Yellow, olive spot. 
Crimean 307: purple. Hans. list 1960. 



To..rby: to W, blue pumil~ raised by Amos Perry. ?species. 
Dobrogee: Hanselmayer to ERo 1958: "Wine, blue-lavender beard. 11 
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Dobrogee 221: Hans. Purple, taller, with spot, lavender beard. W 1957, ERo 1959. 
Donez Yellow: one of the Crimean pumila collections, q. v. 
Hanselmayer, Rudolf: seed}-ings to W 1955. Seed of "Budapest, 11 "albaviridis, 11 "citrina, 11 "purpurea. 11 

Hanselmayer col_lec~ed pumilas:. 104 o_f these were Austrian. The first four numbers are of l, attica 
clones.. Thi~ list wa_s published m MIS 4: 41 with additional information about the Hanselmayer 
collections, m an_arti~le by Rand. about the Hans. species collections and hybridizing. 

In the _following list of Hanselmayer's consecutively numbered collected pumilas, the let
ters following the number denote the source; B, Bisamberg; Be, Belvedere Garden· Br Brauns
berg; C, Crimea; D, Donez; E, Eichkogel; F, Frohnleiten Garden; G, Giesshubel·' H 'Hainburg· 
HS, Hainburg-Schlossberg; KP, coll. Kurzmann in Podersdorf; KR, coll. Kurzm~nn' in Rust; R: 
Randolph Garden; V, Vienna. 

5. Similar to~ but larger. 27. H, red-violet; S red-violet; F 54. E, red with spot. 
6. CRIMEA darker with garnet spot; B 55. E, red with gold-brown throat. 
7. UKRAINIA bluish white. 56. E, garnet, B violet. 
8. SARMATIA 28. F, red-violet;. S closed, waved. 57. E, reddish. 
9. sulphurea: clean light sul- F blue flushed, very florifer- 58. E, bluish-red. 

phur; S closed, 40 x 20 mm, ous. Re. 59. E, blue-red. 
F 14 mm broad; B white tip- 29. G, red-violet; Snearly closed, 60. E, whitish. 
ped yellow. 54 x 26 mm; satiny; F 21 mm 61. B, cream, olive flush. 

10. sulphurea! similar to above wide with darker velvety spot; 62. B, cream, blue spot, fine sub-
but larger. B miarly white. stance, tucked, white B. 
lOC: Austrian. Light yellow. 30. G, like preceding but very blue 63. B, yellow, brown-olive flush. 

11. B, light yellow, olive veined. beard. 64. B, light greenish yellow, huge 
12. B, cream yellow, nearly white. 31. B, reddish; S 50 x 24 mm, white B. 

S erect, F olive-veined; B closed, waved; F 18 mm, 65. B, light yellow, brown spot. 
white tipped yellow. darker. 66. B, light yellow, reddish spot. 

13. F 1204, lutea. Early, S domed, 32. F, reddish; S 50 x 24 mm, F 67. B, light yellow, not as clean. 
F striated with lilac. 25 mm, velvety; B violet, in- 68. B, clean yellow, S closed. 

14. B, similar to lutea, but F side dark yellow. 69. E, Slight, F dark yellow. 
dirty brownish flushed. 33. F, garnet red; S open, 40 x 20 70. E, white-yellow, blue-gray 

15. G, variegata. S yellow, Fred- mm; F velvety; B blue. flush. (White, light blue spot.) 
brown. 34. H, lilac; S 50 x 20 mm; F dark- 71. E, white-yellow, white B, 

16. B, F with reddish spot. B blue, er, nearly red, lighter edge. green markings. 
yellow inside. 35. H, dark violet; S 55 x 25 mm, 72. E, lemon, olive flush. 

17. F 176. Light violet, S almost erect; F 22 mm; B light blue. 73. E, yellow with spot. 
closed, Blight blue, yellow 36. R, no description. 74. E, lemon, small brown marks 
inside. 37. No description 75. E, dark yellow, ochre spot. 

18. F 1962. Violet, early; S slight- 38. F, blue-violet; s 55 x 28 mm 76. E, cream, dark brown spot. 
ly open; F velvety, a little waved; F 20 mm, deep blue, 77. E, clean cream, S closed., F 
darker than S; B blue, white lighter edge. long, flare. 
inside, brown tipped. 39. F, red-violet, similar to pre- 78. E, yellow, spot. 

19. V, red-violet; flower a little ceding but light reddish violet. 79. E, yellow, S erect, open. 
smaller, of better form. 40. F, S clear deep violet, waved, 80. B, light lilac. 

20. B, red-violet; S open, 55 x 25 satiny; F velvety black-violet, 81. B, light blue. 
mm; F 20 mm broad, tucked. B blue, yellow inside. 82. B, blue, purple spot. 

21. G, garnet-red; S open, 30 x 18 41. F, blue-violet; F velvety dark 83. B, blue, B whitish. 
mm; F 17 mm broad, velvety. purple. 84. B, violet. 
B blue, yellow inside. 42. F, red-violet. 85. B, dark violet, violet B, nar-

22. BELVEDERE 43. B, light yellow, green spot. row petals. 
23. B, blue-violet; S blue; F violet, 44. B, white. 86. B, purple .. 

B light blue brown-tipped in- 45. B, whitish to greenish white, 87. B, wine, blue-purple beard. 
side. white beard, green spot, 4 in. 88. B, rich violet, S nearly closed. 

24. H, S 55 x 75 mm, closed. F 46. E, cream mahogany spot. 89. B, red-violet. 
24 mm wide; B blue, yellow 47. E, whitish. 90. E, clean violet, dark B. 
inside. 48. B, greenish-white. 91. E. 

25. F, deep red-violet; S 45 x 20 49. B, gray-white. 92. E, red-violet, narrow, purple 
mm; F 19 mm wide, velvety; 50. B, brown-red, violet beard. B, 4 in. 
B blue, meager, white inside. 51. B, dark red. 93. E, lavender, darker lavender 

26. Reddish violet; Snearly closed. 52. B, purple, violet B, 4 in. spot, white beard, flare. 
F with lighter edge. 53. E, very dark red, B blue. 
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94. E, red-violet. 
95. E, dark violet, narrow petals. 
96. E, lilac, small red spot. 
97. E, blue-red with spot. 
98. E, darker than 97. 
99. E, red-violet 
100. KG, near white, white beard. 
lOOA. Pure white Austrian, B 

white. 
101. K Belv. Cream, reddish 

markings. 
102. KP, light yellow. 
103. KP, yellow. 
104. KP, honey-yellow. 
105. KP, cream, brown spot, B 

white. 
106. KP, purple, violet beard. 
107. KP, purple, S erect 
108. KP, light brown-purple. 
109. KR, light yellow. 
110. KR, lilac. 
111. KR, blue B, white 
112. KR, yellow, spot, white B. 
113. Balz. , yellowish, small. 
114. 
115. K, S lemon, F brown-red. 
116. K, S lemon, F brown-red. 
117. 
118. K, light blue. 
119. K, lilac rose. 

120. HS, light lilac-rose, : spot. 
121. HS, light yellow, large. 
122. HS, near white, small yel

low spot. 
123. HS, soft lilac-rose; F dark 

spot. 
124. HS, lilac-rose, F dark gar

net spot. 
126. HS, light blue-lilac, dark 

spot. 
127. HS, blue-lilac. 
128. HS, blue-lilac, F garnet 

spot. 
129. HS, lilac-rose, F dark spot. 
130. HS, rose-purple 
131. HS, blue-violet 
132. HS, violet, F reddish spot. 
133. HS, purple F, reddish spot. 
134. HS, lighter than 133. 
135. HS, violet, dark B. 
136. HS, violet, large, F white 

veins. 
137. Br, dark blue. 
138. Br, light blue 
139. Br, light rose-purple. 
140. Br, white-yellow, S closed. 
141. G, cream, greenish flush 
142. G, light cream. 
143. G, gray-white. 

Hungaria: Hans. list 1960, three forms. 

144. G, light yellow, gray- brown 
flush. 

145. G, white-yellow. 
146. G, light blue. 
147. G, blue 
148. G, blue. 
149. G, clean violet, B blue. 
150. Br, darkest variegata. 
151. Br, a little lighter variegata. 
152. PANNONIA 
153. Br, variegata. 
154. Br, variegata, small spot. 
155. Gr, S yellow, Flight brown. 
156. Br, similar. 
157. Br, light yellow F, marked. 
158. Br, a little darker. 
159. Br, violet with dark spot. 
160. Br, white-yellow, open, F 

olive flush. 
161. Br, light yellow. 
162. Br, yellow. 
163. Br, light blue. 
164. Br, blue. 
165. Br, dark blue. 
166. Br, rose-purple. 
167. Br, violet bitone. 
168. Br, red-violet bitone. 
169. Br, gray lilac, garnet spot. 
1 76. Rosy purple, purple beard. 
193. W 1960. 

KLU-1: Berlin Kl-1 ( ?) Received from friend in Austria named "Klupp." Blue-violet. 
Krim: Crimean q. v. 
Krim 2/3: Re 1960: "Light yellow, green spot, white beard." ERo, DIS 1963: "Narrow yellow with 

open S, tucked F, greenish spot, white beard." ( ?203). 
Kuban pumilas: Hans. in DIS 1958. Five, coll. by Ingenieur Jordan, growing easterly from Crimea 

on hills which are the banks of the river Kuban. Large meadows covered with flowers. They are 
clean variegatas, light blue with brown spot, blue-violet, and one amoena. The whole meadow 
seemed to be yellows, all with spots, only a few light blues were to be seen and the one amoena, 
which died in his garden. "In his garden it is the same as in nature; the more yellow in the flower 
the better grows the plant." The Kuban variegata, registered as BERND, was counted by Rand. 
to have 30 chromosomes. The light blue form is registered as INGE JORDAN. Re in DIS 1959 
says the Kuban pumilas lack vitality and are slow increasers but outstandingly fertile. 
Kuban A: Hans to W 1956. ERo: "Blue lined darker. "Kuban B: Hans to W 1956, to ERo 1959. 
Kuban #1: Hans. to W 1956. 
Kuban #2: ERo 1957: "At Welch's ... Kuban pumila #2 was about 6 in tall with a very neat little 

branch." 
Kuban 2B: USSR. Hans. to BW 1962. 
Kuban 201: BERND 
Kuban 202: INGE JORDAN. 

Kuban 4D: USSR. Hans. to BW 19.32. 
Kuban 201A: Hans. to W 1957. 

Kuban 203: W 1957. Small yellow, brownish spot, profuse bloomer, fragrant. ERo from PC 1959. 
Kuban 204: Hans to ERo 1959: "Red wine, light blue beard." NC, W, DIS 1960: violet self, violet 

beard. 
Kuban 205: BW 1958: "Brilliant greenish-yellow, 7. 5Y 9/8, velvet brown F, YR 3/3 (Nick.) Ex

cellent color and contrast, substance and texture fine and clean. Spathes short, tube 1 in ex
posed. Excellent form for species, S wide domed, F shorter and rounded. Fragrance sharp
sweet, haft faint greenish lines, beard white." W 1957, ERo 1958, MIS auct. 1960. Hans. con
sidered it worthy of being named. 

L-1-A: ?lilac, Austrian. ERo from W 1960. 
"lutea,": one of the color terms of obscure origin from Budapest. Raised from seed by DS and others. 
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Nacke: MZ14, tucked, yellow, white beard. MEKS: to BW 1960. ?source. 
Nana: (Schreiner not reg. ) Red-violet blend with redder spot on F, blue beard. Slow increaser, good 

parent, 4 in, 2n=30. Grown from seed sent to BS in 1931, coll. in Crimea by Garden Trust of 
Moscow. 

Nourse: Austrian pumilas, M-21, M-22, M-23, M-24. ?source. 
Perry Blue: DIS 1960. Light smoky-violet, lavender beard, 4 in. Coll. Amos Perry. 
Piroschka: (Berlin not reg.) #D-2, Hungary. 2n=32. NC: "7 in, falcate broad blunt-tipped foliage. 

Cupped S, strong reddish-purple, tucked, F same with maroon spot each side of blue beard, white 
translucent styles with light reddish-purple midribs and pinkish-appearing crests." Berlin says: 
"I have this from a visit to the BG in Dobrozen, E. Hungary, 1961. It is the pumila with the largest 
flower Iknow, and thefastestgrowing in my garden ... Had arhizome as great as amedian. 11 11After 
a collecting trip in Hungary in 1964, he thought this plant had come from Fuzer, Hungary." 

"purpurea": Budapest, another color form from Budapest seed. 
Randolph A-6: from Hans. garden. Had come from Lemperg collection as an attica. 2n=32. 
Randolph A-7: Hanselmayer, Lemperg collection, from Crimea. Acquired as attica. 2n=32. 
Randolph A-10: 1 pumila ? Hans. garden, from Crimea. 
Randolph A-11: Hans. collections from Austria. A: light yellow; B: medium yellow; C: red-violet. 
Randolph A-12: violet, ?cult. origin. Very good for~, blue beard. 
Randolph A-13: violet, miniature, ?cult. 
Randolph A-14: Hanselmayer, from Crimea (3); has 1/2-in stem. 
Randolph A-19: Hans. garden 1954; from Lemperg. Re to ERo 1961. 

A-19A: pale yellow, Schreiner: pale yellow. ERo: 11 very wide purple." 
A-19B: early blue. 
A-19C: BW: 11 Violet, Nick. ·2. 5 RP, darkest; large matching beard." 
A-19D: violet. A-19E : yellow. 

Randolph A-23: collected Vienna with Rechinger, 1954. 
A-23A: Modling, dark violet, blue beard. B: purple . C: tiny purple. D: three yellows. 
A-23E: pale yellow, slightly green on F. 

Randolph A-24: Pfaffenburg above quarry, with Rec hinger 1954. Purples with big beard. 
A-24A: Re to ERo 1961. 

Randolph A-25: coll. with Rechinger , Bisamberg, 1954. D: DD 1958. 
Randolph A-26: Bisamberg, Austria, with Rechinger 1954. Dry steep slope 15 km north of Vienna 

houses, just off main highway. Mostly yellows. 
A-26A: Re to ERo 1961, DD 1958. 
A-26B: BW, NE mtg 1956: "Yellow self, fair form, S arched touching, F downhang, no tuck. 

Leaves 6 1/2 in, stem 1 in, perianth tube 4 in, 8 in to tip of bloom. Haft lighter yellow, beard 
big, white to deep yellow. Substance watery, texture glistening. Styles deeply cleft, slightly 
serrated." 

Randolph M-lOA: Munich BG, acquired from Schacht 1954. 
Randolph 61 -27: Lemperg garden, Frohnleiten, Austria. Early purple, 2n=32. To Rand. as L. attica. 
Randolph 61-38: Deliblatto, Yugo. : dry hillside in sandy area nearMamorak east of Belgrade, obtained 

from K. V. Lindtner, Prerodnjacki (Nat. Hist. ) Musej, Belgrade, Yugo. Exceptionally vigorous. 
MIS auct. 1962. ERo, COG 1962: "Three clones: cream, rosy-lavender and blue-lavender!' 2n=32. 
61-38A: ERo, COG 1962: 11 Lemon Snot too well closed, F lemon with reddish-gray spot. Flaring, 
poor substance. Lemon/orange beard." 

Randolph 61-39: Deliblatto, Yugo. 
Randolph 61-40: • Deliblatto, Yugo., from Prof. Dr. V. Blecic, BG, Belgrade. 
Randolph 61-60: var. binata "type," Cluj. See 1 pinata. 
Randolph 61-68: steep hillside above Bisamberg, Austria. 2n=32. Yellow, brown spot. 1961. RM. 
Randolph 61-69: Bobky, Czech, 1961. Coll. on open scrubby barren hillside near Mor. Krumlov, 2n= 

32. Red-violet, white beard, long S, tuck F. 
Randolph 61-71: Povlovski, Czech, steep rocky slope below Devin castle ruins overlooking Povlovski, 

7 km north of Mikalov. 2n=32. Quite deep yellow, white beard. 
Randolph 61-73: Pouzdrany, Czech. grassy hillside. RM 

61-73A: yellow, green streaks in F. Greenish-cream, free-blooming. 
61-73D: fine dark violet, rosy-purple, very blue beard. Open Sand somewhat tucked F, but an 

airy quality. 
Randolph R-11: from Leningrad, environs of Novorossisk, N. Caucasus. Rodionenko Wl386. Coll. 

1958-1959. 
Randolph R-12: Rodionenko, Leningrad Wl572. Kherson, region of reservation Akkemia-Nova, south

ern European part of USSR, among steppe vegetation. 
Randolph R-13: Rodionenko, Leningrad, Wl574. ?1 taurica. 
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R-13A: BW 1960. Light yellow. 
R-J3B: MIS auct. 1962, ERo "Very tiny, lemon S, greenish with purple rib; F muddy lemon with 

purple spot, lemon-orange beard." 
R - 13C: No description. D: coll. Yalta 1959. MIS auct. 1962. ERo, BW 1960. 
R-13E: deep purple, blue beard. 
R-13F: Cream-green variegata. lM: "The bestlooker ... has form almostlike a finished MDB. 11 

R-13G: MIS 1962 auct. ERo: "Green bitone with bright spot. " 
R-131: 2n==30. BW 1960: "S yellow with purple virus feathers; Fgreen athaft, streaky brown spot, 

wide yellow border. Late pumila season. Form long, narrow, Sarchruffled tiplilt, F narrow, 
beard finished, white to orange; fragrant, substance a]'.ld texture excellent, huge stamens. " 

R-13J: LM: "Narrower parts than 13F, has rebloomed in July for two years. Small shapely 
flower, 3 1/2 in, flaring variegata with some green. Two buds and stem 1 1/2 in. " 

Randolph R-15: Ay-Petry mountains overlooking Yalta, USSR 1958. Nikitski' s BG. 
R-15A: ERo 1961: "An odd tone of mulberry-purple with deep lavender bea~d, S slightly ruffled, 

F slightly tucked. " 

10. Iris pumila (Rodionenko) 
Randolph R-44 

Randolph R-34: MIS auct. 1962. 

R-15C: ERo, MIS auct. 1962. NC: "Narrow sickle 
shaped foliage, 3 1/3 in high, well above foliage , 
unusual flower 2 1/2 x 1 3/4, S light blue-violet 
with light violet over midrib area; F flaring, deep 
violet spot with wire edge of blue-violet, hafts nar 
row and marked. F tend to roll up from both sides, 
translucent white styles with blue-violet crests and 
midribs, protruding out over the blue-violet- white 
beard." 

R-15F: JET. 
Randolph R- 32: Erevan #40 coll. by Prof. Akhverdov 1959. 

MIS auct. 1962, ERo 1960. NC: "5 1/4 in high, nar
row parts, S meet, light violet, F tucked, maroon with 
wire-edging of light violet, white-tipped violet beard, 
translucent white styles with light blued midribs and l ight 
violet crests. Heavily marked hafts. 7 1/2 in overall." 
Rand. : "Rhizomes larger than those from N. Armenia, 
Jahoor (typical pumila) 6300 ft." ERo, DIS 1963: "S 
bright purple, domed; F velvety purple with deep ma
roon-black overlay, slightly tucked, light blue beard, 
5 in. II 

Randolph R-44: Rodionenko W2158. Acquired 1964. M-VlD 6 in. (Illus). 
Randolph Y-9: Zagreb, violet, in flower April 24, 1954. 

Y-9A: Zagreb BG. ERo 1960: "Violet ... red-purple ... blue beard ... dark wine with deep purple 
beard, 6 in. " 

Y- 9B: DIS 1963, ERo: "Lighter wine self, huge purple beard, 5 in." 
Y-9C: Zagreb. "Best wine-red, tall." Re to ERo 1960: "Lighter wine purple, huge purple beard. 

Y-9Ca: Re to ERo 1961. 
Roberts seedlings: Seed collected Chernozen Reservation near Carpathian Mts. From Rod. 1964: 

"Several quite pinkish S (rosy-lavender) rosy maroon F edged pinkish, lavender beard, 6 in. " 
Robusta strain: garden-bred seed strain of 1 pumila, Eckard Berlin, Germany. 
Rodionenko: 1 pumila senso latu ( ?I. taurica) (3A) collected: 

Nl 720: N. Caucasus near Malchik, N. Caucasus from Mt. Tarki-Thu near Machach-Kala. 
Nl386: N. Caucasus, environs ofNovorossiisk ... southern regions of European USSR, Reservation 

Akkemia-Nova among steppe vegetation ... Steppes of the Kerch Peninsula (Crimea). Region 
of the Terski Sands, 50-60 K north of Mozeok; flower end of April, first of May. 

Rodionenko 1574: ?same as W1574. "The plants of the Rodionenko No.1574 collection have stemsfrom 
2-5 in in length and much narrower, more erect leaves than~ taurica that may surpass the blooms 
which are on unbranched stems ata height of 8-10 in. Greenish-yellow flowers of attractive smooth
ly tailored form are characteristic of these plants. The beard is orange-tipped and conspicuous. " 
(3A). ERo: "Mine are purple, not yellow." 

Romania: three .1 pumila from Romania in Hans. list 1960. #216, Romanian, W list 1960. 
Saunders seedlings: seed from Budapest of various color forms labeled as formae. 

BAV-60: atroviolacea. 
B-2: citrina. "Quite a few near wh.i.tes ... I still have one marked "nearly pure white. " B- 2 was 

well-formed with a slight green flush on the falls. BC-27: to M who distributed its pollen. 
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Saunders B-L50: "lutea": seed from Budapest. 
B-M30: "maculata": seed from Budapest. 

Schacht: two collected clones in Hans. list 1960. #2: lemon self, white beard, tuck, open. 
Schacht: "Schacht yellow pumila." Coll. Crimea. Vde: "July 15, 1952, received a package of pumi

las from Schacht, from Nymphenburg, Germany. Sent four of above plants to Ra;td. and four to 
W; kept ten pieces and planted them in a row." Thereafter well distributed. BW: "Yellow near 
self (much like Carpathia but somewhat larger), and somewhat tucked, floriferous; inside beard 
orange. " An important pumila parent. 

Schreiner seed.iings: seed from Lemperg, BG Vienna, in the thirties. Five 0£ the best clones were 
sent to PC and were imporant in breeding. Seed from Russia produced the named but not regis
tered clones: Carpathia, Nana, Sulina, and a fourth, Yalta, . which did not survive. 

Serbian pumilas: Re: "Quite variable in flower color and forms; they are vigorous growers withlarger 
flowers and foliage than in other pumilas. Outstandingly fertile giving large pods with many seeds." 
S-6: lovely medium blue from EB. 
#11: (not Werckmeister). Re to ERo 1960: "Dark red, lavender beard." 

Sulina (Schreiner not reg.) Deep blue-violet. Seed received by BS from University of Cluj, Romania. 
Topa: (Berlin not reg. ) From a collection by Topa of Cluj BG. "Leaves larger than pumila, and close 

by there were growing many aphyllas." 
Vienna: L pumila, Hans. to W 1952, no other designation. 1) blue form; 2) violet form. 
Werckmeister: Serbian pumilas, distributed by Rans. Some of this group have become mislabeled in 

distribution. Wer. 's descriptions are given first, followed by others when a discrepancy is found. 
Wer. : "These pumilas were collected by Forest-Ingenieur Aleksander Sigunov on the plain Deliblat
ski Pesak, an alluvial sandformation with sands about 50 m deep. In general they have ... big flow
ers. I numbered 36 clones. Many of these went to Hanselmayer ... Ikept but afew which were the 
most important clones." (from letter to COG, 1968). "These were 7, 8, 11, 18, 22, 24, 25 (and 26, 
they are identical), 29 and 32." 1, 2, 3, and 4, no descriptions. 
W-5: Wer: "Orchid, small closed S, Sand F somewhat crumpled. Later on I had a pure white 

without any markings from the No. 5, which unfortunately was lost. " BW to COG: "Pale lemon 
S, partly closed. Lemon F with purple spot. Rather strappy. Lemon beard. " Cook to Ero 
1959: ''Ivory, small plum spot, white beard." 

W-6: ERo from PC 1959. 
W-7: Wer.: "Nearly pure pale yellow with almost no gray or brown markings, narrow Sand F, F 

drooping. " · 
W-8B: Wer: "8B should be No. 8 as there we-re two plants proving later to be identical. Grayish 

violet representing a 'brown' pumila (which, of course, is not brown but grayish violet, but 
different from the color of reichenbachii and mellita). Small flower of bad substance and form 
but interesting because of its color." W, DIS 1960: "Brownish, spot, white beard, 3 in." 

W-9: Hans. to BW 1958. 
W-10: Re to ERo 1960: "Pinkish lavender, purple beard." W 1955. 
W-11: Wer: "Variegata of pale yellow withbroad petals, good form, and a round distinct signal." 

As "variegata: to W 1955, to ERo 1960, to COG 1966: "Pale lemon S, closed, lemon F with 
heavy plum spot. Lemon to orange beard." 

W-12: PC to ERo 1959: "Wine, dark blue beard, tall." COG 1966: "Similar to W22 but a shade 
bluer, 5 in. S partly closed, F fairly flaring. " 

W-13: Wer: "Blue-violet with a brownish-violet spot." BW: "Bright violet, lighter pattern at 
hafts. RHS 90A." PC to ERo 1959, ERo list 1963: "Yellow." 

W-15: W 1955: "A bluish violet with 'rolling' falls." ERo 1958: "Dark blue, light blue beard." 
MIS auct. 1960. W, DIS 1960; "True lavender, spot, white beard, 5 in." 

W-16: Wer: "Yellow variegata, faint yellow with a distinct marked spot." ERo 1960: "Light yel
low, brown spot, white beard." COG 1966: "Neat small flower, cream S, brown halo." 

W-18: Wer: "Faint variegata, rather gray than brown with narrow falls," and "nearly white, long 
drooping falls." BW 1958, Re toERo 1960: "Violet amoena, white beard, narrow." ERo 1963: 
"Nearest to a collected amoena yet seen, ivory with pale greenish~brown spot." 

W-19: Re to ERo 1960: "Violet, maroon spot, blue beard. AB, NWTG DIS 1963: "Lovely rose
lavender with velvety spot." BW to COG 1966: Yellow. 

W-21: Wer: "nearly the same as 18." Re to ERo 1960: "Ivory amoena, white beard." BW to 
COG 1966: "Deep purple, nice form and beard and a terrific increaser, dark blue beard, larg
er, heavier foliage, leaves to 5 in. Nick. 2. 5PB 3/8, F RP 3/9, attractive haft markings. 
Inside beard orange." Mislabeled, probably W-22. 

W22: Wer: "A true violet self, one of the most splendid varieties." Re to ERo 1960: "Tall, 
7 in, purple self, vigorous. " 

W-24: Wer: "Reddish-violet, white beard (or rosy violet). W 1956. 
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W-25 and W-26: "identical, blue neglecta or rather blue self with spot, broader petals." Hans to 
ERo 1960: 11 Deep purple, purple beard." BW: "Nice shape violet, RHS 93C. 11 

W-28: Re to ERo 1960: "D:l.rk wine, blue beard, 4x." Hans to ERo 1960: "Deep purple, purple 
beard, 5x." 

W-29: Wer: "Dark violet, tall, blue beard." 
W-32: Wer: "Egg yellow with brown markings." 
No number: egg-yellow variegata. 
F: W, DIS 1960: "Yellow, weak spot, white beard, 4 1/2 in ... " 

Yasi: 10 clones so marked, Aj to W 1962. (Iasi {Jassy} Romania 7) Two without numbers, three 
marked "pum" others numbered 106, 107, 108, 110, 111. No descriptions. 

The following are varietal names under which 1: pumila clones have been distributed, with such clones 
listed following each term. The list is not comprehensive and we make no attempt to evaluate the taxo
nomic status of those listed. 

var. aequiloba Ledeb., Fl. Ross. 4: 104, 1853. 
Darby: from Crimea, to W: "short stem, lilac or yellow perianthsegments, and larger stigmatic 

crests." 
var. barthii. See 1 barthii. .. 
var. dobrogensis Prod. in Bul. Grad.Muz. Bot. Cluj XIV 1936, p.129. With f. romanica Prod. & Borza. 

Hans. states that there are two distinct forms of dobrogensis in Romania, and that one of them is 
confused with "suaveolens. " .. dobrogensis is described as a variety ofpumila of variegata color with 
yellow beard, but BW had none with yellow beard from Hans. and ERo reported from Hans. 1960, 
purple self with blue beard, however this is probably a labeling mixup. ERo from Re 1961: "Light 
yellow-green. variegata. " 
Randolph 61-61: var. dobrogensis type specimen from BG Cluj, Romania. 2n=32. Purple with 

fuzzy be!:l,rd. COG,. . MIS sale 1966. 
var~ heliotropii Prod. & Buia {f. heliotropii {P&B} Borza} Bul. Grad. Muz. Bot. Cluj XIV {1934) 124. Hans: 

"The earliest of all pumila which I know are the Romanian pumilas 'heliotropii' and'rozaliae.' 
The size of heliotropii is similar to that of the Austrian pumilas, rozaliae has smaller flowers. .. 
The color of heliotropii is blue-violet, that of rozaliae is more red-violet. One form of rozaliae 
j_s nearly blackish-red. Heliotropii is very fragrant. Both are strong-growing. I received two 
small rhizomes of each of the two from Romania, two color forms of each. I also grew four seed-
lings of heliotropii {seed from Romania} which vary a little in color." 
Hanselmayer "heliotropii" #1: seed from Romania. Blue-violet. BW 1959. 
Hanselmayer "heliotropii: #2: seed from Romania. BW 1959: "Red-purple, some brown at haft, 

stem over foliage, form narrow, S open, F tucked, beard slightly blue to yellow. Substance 
fair and texture satiny. Foliage wide and somewhat falcate, very long perianth tube. No spot, 
haft has white lines. " 

Hanselmayer "heliotropii" #3: seed from Romania. W, ERo 1960: 11 Purple, lavender beard." 
Hanselmayer 11·heliotropii" #4: seed from Romania. W 1958. ?Same clone. 
Hanselmayer "heliotropii" #5: seed from Romania. W 1958. See #4. 
Hanselrnayer "heliotropii" #7/2: similar to #1. W 1960. 
heliotropii "B": ERo from W 1959: "Purple, blue beard." "Light violet, spot, lavender beard." 
heliotropii, Romania: Hans.: "wine self," To ERo 1961: "D:l.rk blue with small spot, blue beard." 
Randolph 61-62: var. heliotropii Prod. type specimen from BG Cluj, Romania. 2n=32. Pale, 

streaky spot, white beard. 
var. macrocarpa Prod. (6) {MACROCARPA Leicht. 1888 = pumila hybrid, 36 chrs.} 

Randolph 61-63: var. macrocarpa Prod., type specimen, BG Cluj. 
var. rozaliae Prod., Bul. Grad. Muz. Bot. Cluj XIV, 1934: 127. {6-I-44). See var. heliotropii. 

Two forms distributed, originally from Cluj, Romania. One very dark, Hans. to BW, ERo 1958: 
"Deep red-violet, poor form, narrow, S open, F tuck. Haft fairly clean, beard blue to brown, 
substance good, narrow segments. 11 

Randolph 61-64: var. rozaliae Prod. ?type specimen, BG Cluj. 2n=32. Not bright rosy purple, 
discarded as not true rozaliae. BW, from Rand. slides: "var. rozaliae, type, purple with dark 
spot, purple beard. Another clone seems to have white beard. " 

var. suaveolfil1§ Boiss & R~ut, Diagn. II, ser. I, XIII {1853) 15. {6-I-17, Il-7) MIS 5: 80. See also 1 sua
veoiens Boiss & Reut. Apparently the forms in circulation do not conform to the original descrip
tion, but the extensive studies of plants available to him convinced Prodan that the forms from the 
Dobrudscha {Romania} were pumila. Rand. : "Chromosome count of 32 and crossability tests with 
pumila indicate that it is a close relative of I. pumila L." Velenovsky described it as: "Blossoms 
small and fragrant; the perianth parts are ... always butter-yellow, the falls with an oval spot; the 
spathe valves are only slightly inflated, herbaceous, leather like at the tip, the outer ones keeled. " 
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Hanselmayer: from Cluj BG: "S orange-yellow, green midrib, pointed, ruffled; F narrow tips 
folded like Carpathia. Form typical of pumila .. Haft, faint green lines, beard heavy, bright 
yellow, substance good, styles long and pointed. " 

Hanselmayer #159: "Received this from Romania labeled' dobrogensis-suaveolens' but may be the 
latter and is a very scarce and nice iris of the brightest yellow including tM beard. " Color 
nearest Nick. 7. 5Y 8/12. Hans. list 1960 as L pumila var. suaveolens. 

Randolph A-45A: (same clone as above) ".1 pumila suaveolens from Hans. is a bright yellow 
dwarf with yellow beard, of superior form and substance and a very valuable rock garden 
MDB." 

f. atroviolacea: listed in Fl. Rom. as var. pumila f. atroviolacea Schur. See ATROVIOLACEA. 
Saunders B-A V60: raised from seed from Budapest as "b pumila atroviolacea. " M, ERo 1960. 

Other vague terms for color or geographical situation, including alba, albaviridin, citrina, lutea and 
maculata are included in the general list of clones in distribution. 

reqj.nae Horvat, Glasn. Soc. Sci. Nat. Croatica, Biol. Ser. 2/B, 1: 20, 1947, Yugoslavia. (1) Hort. Class: 
MTB, 2n=24. White with purple veins. Unident. c~ones widely distributed. 
Hanselmayer: Hans. list 1957, to Mel 1958, to ERo 1961. 
Randolph Y-13: type specimen from Horvat garden, Yugo. JGW, Berk. 2n=24. Karyotype similar to 

that of 1. variegata. Appears to be a blue form of variegata. 
Randolph Y-15: Horvat's garden, Yugo. Leaves short, sickle-shaped, slender stems, freely branch

ing and pr0fusely flowering; spathes green not papery, form same as 1 variegata. Color like var
iegata with white replacing yellow background, fallsveinedpurple all over withconcentratedspotof 
color at very tip of F which flare horizontally. S upright and open, narrow petals, beard white, 
pale yellow in haft. 2n=24. 

Wjtt clone: to AB, to COG 1965: "Pale lavender-blue S, F white veined with violet, deeper spot at tip. 
S thin, open (really white peppered violet, a lavender-blue look). F horizontal, thin. White beard. 
Height 19 1/2 in, four branches on one stalk." JGW: "F show a pale echo of F pattern on inside." 
"Gives some yellow-ground sdgs when crossed to non-yellow 2n TB." 

Zagreb #3: Hanselmayer to PC 1956, ?l. reginae ... "Bloomed on 10-in stem at the time of our tall 
bearded and I found· this a very fine and most interesting iris. " PC thought this true reginae. 

reichenbachii Heuff. Verh. ZBG Wien 8: 206, 1858. (1) MIS 7: 78-90. (6-I-25, ll-14) Buia, (7) p. 489. BIS 
Spec. Group, Bull. #2, July 1969. Hort. Class: MDB, 2n=24 and 2n=48. A Balkan species. Rand. says 
that reichenbachiis are not all yellow and balkanas all purple. "There are definitely about as many 
brownish purples as yellows in various populations on Chalcadice Peninsula of northern Greepe; also 
leaf shape and height of stem are not diagnostic traits. In respect to varying flower color, the plants 
from Chalcadice are quite like mellita from the Istanbul area; purples and yellows with brownish cen
ters are the typical colors for both, but mellita is typically a much smaller plant." Fletcher, BIS 
1954: "J,. reichenbachii ... possesses a better flower, than some ... and has standards of greenish-yellow 
but not as green as those of mellita, warmer in tone:.:.coloring which rather reminds one of Lady Mohr." 

There are perhaps distantly related but not true species forms ("chamaeiris" sorts) in circulation, 
such as Reichenbachii (Stern), a straw and streaky purple bicolor; and REICHENBACHII ORANGE and 
Reichenbachii Yellow (Nicholls). Unidentified clones widely distributed, some authentic and some ap
parently not. Brummitt, Zuercher, DD, GD, NC. 
BG: unexplained designation. Hans. to ERo 1956: "Looks like the real thing." 
Blazek: extensive collections in Bulgaria: Mt Cumerna near Tvardica, and Mt Belediechan near Vra

ca; Kopitoto near Sofia; Trebevic near Sarajevo (type locality for L bosniaca); Zeden near Skopje; 
Monastir Sv. Petka, near Asenovgrad; and plants from the BG Sofia, originally from the Slavjanka 
Mountains. 

Chalcadice dwarf: from the Chalcadice Peninsula in Greece, mentioned in (3), later.proved to be a 
tetraploid reichenbachii. Rand. described one of these as having a bright yellow beard and light 
brown color in the center of an otherwise pale yellow flower just as in the Dykes plate opposite p. 
152 (2) ... "my plant has a second bud below the terminal in the axil of a separate spathe valve, 
which means the suggestion of a lateral branch ... " The original Chalcadice dwarf was a brownish 
purple. 

Cook: plants from Correvonseed sent as 1 lutescens q. v. "Looks as if itmight be aform of 1 reichen
bachii, possibly the purple-flowered form called J.. balkana. This seedling plant is one of the small
est bearded irises I have seen and altogether attractive. I believe I now have both the yellow
flowered and the purple-flowered forms of 1 reichenbachii. " 



'.J. '-' ,_,o reichenbachii 
Cook: plants from Correvon seed sent as 1 bosniaca.: "I may have L.reichenbachii in one of its forms. 

The plant has a stem of 3-4 in and keeled spathes, a long flower of muddy yellow with a second 
bud in the spathe. " 

Cook: plants from Rex Pearce seed sent as 1. mellita. See I. mellita Pearce. 
Darby : to W 1953: 7 1/2 in, clean yellow self, yellow beard. (?'species). "Red form": to W 1953. 
Flintoff 69-13A: from seed from Provdiv, Bulgaria. Typical yellow form, 7 in. 

69-13B: same source, yellow S, F overlaid blue, 8 in. Typical reichenbachiiform andcharacter
istics. 

Hanselmayer: first distribution from Dr Lemperg, to W 1952, 1953~ 1954. 2n=32. Two forms in 1957, 
three in 1958. One with light yellow beard, 2n=24. ERo 1961, a yellowish form. 

Hanselmayer #1: light yellow beard. Probably from Lemperg, probably not true. Outer spathe round 
and only slightly inflated. 

Hanselmayer #2: dark yellow beard, a paler yellow with the sharply keeled spathes. Haft and base of 
S marked brown, leaves 3/8 x 5 in, basal 4 in, slightly falcate, stem 1 in, perianth tube 1/4 in, 
two buds, no branch. Dr Heinig (1956) thought this a true reichenbachii. W 1953, BW 1955. 

Hanselmayer 1109: (Seedling no. ?) ERo 1956. In 1958 ERo sent a Hans. reichenbachii to W. This 
one? 

"Hymettus Blue": 2n=24. Darby to W 1954. 
Kew: L. Neel to Ru, 1957. 
Lemperg: yellow. ?Rand. A-20, Frohnleiten 1954. 
Neel: seed from BIS seed exchange, ERo: variegata seedling. To AB. 
Randolph A-15: Hans. garden, from Lemperg, acquired 1954. 
Randolph A-20: Lemperg collection at Frohnleiten, 1954. Yellow. 
Randolph G-1: Holomondas Mt in NE Greece. One gave RS seedlings with bicolor pattern. 

G-lA: ?2n=48. Ithaca auct. 1960. Population "A" with both yellow and purple. Rand. : "G-lA is 
10 in or a little more and has more erect leaves than G-3." 

G-lB: purple. MIS auct. Ithaca 1960. 
G-lM: BW 1960. 

Randolph G-2: Holomondas Mts, 1959. 
G-2A: diploid variegata. G-2F: 2n=24. Yellowish. ERo 1960, BW 1962. 

Randolph G-3: Holomondas Mts, Greece. Populations A and B, both yellow and purple. "G-3 is from 
the same locality, in fact the same population as G-8 and is a rather interesting brown-purple also 
with very short stem and falcate leaves. " 

Randolph G-6: Mt Olympus, 1959. Yellow. 2n=48. 
Randolph G-7: Holomondas ERo 1960: "Smoky lavender with lighter veined hafts, creamybackground, 

7 1/2 in, 2 buds. S 3 in long withlilt at tip, F 1 1/2 in wide, down-hanging, beard white, lavender
tipped, foliage short, falcate." ?Diploid. 

Randolph G-8: Holomondos Mts, Greece. Rand. : "The Holomondas G-8 from northern Greece has a 
flower of different shape, a one-inch stem, and falcate leaves. 11 

Randolph G-9: Holomondos, northern Greece. Rand. : "For a comparison of reichenbachii from Holo
mondas (G-9) in northern Greece, andmellita fromAyazaga, near Istanbul, a photo of both together 
showed that the foliage is much the same in both, but their flowers and spathes are very different. 
However, both have brown-lined hafts." 

Randolph G-59-1, G-59-2 and G-59-6, errors for G-1, 1959, G-2, 1959 and G-6, 1959. 
Randolph M-20: Munich BG 1959. From Bulgaria, a yellow self, nice. 
Randolph: Polygiros in the mountains of the Chalcidice Peninsula 1958. 2n=48. "Color varies, often 

brownish tints in the center of the flower as in I. mellita near Istanbul. " 
Randolph 61-48: collections 48, 49 and 50 came from the same locality, in 1961, near Poliyiros in the 

Chalcadice Peninsula, where both purple and yellow plants occur. Rand.: ".1 reichenbachii and 
other close relatives (balkana, bosniaca, macedonica, serbica) with names indicative of geographic 
distribution, include both diploid and tetraploid populations which have not been sufficiently studied 
cytotaxonomically to determine their status as species. One of the 61-49, 50 lot looked like balkana, 
Darby. The Bulgarian tetraploid, a rich orange.c.yellow, apparently had mellita blood. 11 From open 
scrubby hillside north of highway, 4 km west of intersection of Arnai and Poliyiros highways, six 
yellow and six blue clones. 
61-48A: 2n=48. Yellow. 61-48D: SDB-M-YlF, 17 in. 2n=48. (Illus). 

Randolph 61-49: roadside banks at left side of highway en route to Poliyiros, growing among heather 
2 km northwest of Poliyiros, with view of Poliyiros and the sea. Yellow and purple 4x (and 2x ?) 

Randolph 61-50: same. 2n=48. 61-48, 49 and 50 and others from Chalcadice Peninsula are "probably 
"very similar to 1 macedonica from the neighborhood of Salonica near Bulgarian border, a mili
tarily restricted area where Chalcaclice collections were made." Both purple and yellow plants oc
cur in these populations. 
61-50A: ERo, MIS auct. 1962: 11 Broad straw-yellow S domed attips, F narrow and small, abrupt

ly tucked under, huge orange beard. 10 in, sickle foliage. 11 



reichenbachii rotschildii rubromarginata rudskyi sambucina 39 

Randolph 61-55: Kapitota, Sofia, Bulgaria. Rocky ledges near tourist hotel, Mt Vitosha, alt. 1200 m, 
overlooking Sofia, Bulgaria. 2n=24, purple. 
61-55A: ERo 1963. 

Randolph 6012: sib cross of M-20. Purple, light lavender beard. 
6012-4: (Illus}. 

Randolph 6018-35: seedlings from species clones collected Greece, intercrossed. 2n=48. Purple. 
Randolph 6019-37: seedlings from species clones intercrossed. 2n=48. ERo 1962. 
Randolph 60243-5B: seedling, species clones intercrossed. 2n=48. ERo 1964. Purple. 
Reichenbachii: Stern. Rand. to DD 1947. Hybrid with dominant amoena pattern. In general distribu· 

tion but not in (4). 
Roberts G-7: lavender seedling; G-2A: variegata. 
van Nes: ERo via Zickler 1958: "Yellow form, vigorous." 
Witt HO: BG Dresden, Germany. Seed collected southwest Bulgaria. 
Witt IY: seed from Ag. Inst., Plovdov, Bulgaria. 
Zickler: 1958, yellow form, vigorous. MIS auct. 1960. ERo 1962: "Yellow form looks exactly like 

yellow plant collected by Rand. u 

ssp. velebetica {auct ?} 
Randolph 61-31: from type locality of L_reichenbachii ssp. velebetica. From Horvat. 2n=24. 

11. 1 reichenbachii Randolph 61-48D 12 . .1 reichenbachii Randolph 6012-4 

rotschildi {auct ?}. Collected by Blazek Mt Sinokos, Karlobag, Yugoslavia. Same types of hybrids as the 
garden diploids of sambucina and sgualens type. 

rubromarginata Baker. See L. mellita Jka. 

rudsky! J&M Horvat, Glasn. Soc. Sci. Nat. Croatica, Biol. Ser. 2/B, 1: 20, 1947. (1) Hort. Class: ?MIB, 
2n=24. Original plant distributed by Hanselmayer was found not to be the true ~pecies. 
Randolph Y-14: type specimen from Horvat. 
Randolph 61-32: type locality, mountains betweenMrazicko and the Greek border. Obtained from Kusan 

garden, Zagreb, Yugoslavia. 

sambucina L. Syst. Nat. Ed. 10: 863, 1759. (1) {6-1-41, II-13). Rand. :"A wild pallida x variegata hybrid. It 
produced many pods but out of 50 pods there were only half a dozen good seeds." Dykes {RHSJ 40: 229) 
found I, variegata in the Velebitrange in Croatia and with it an obvious hybrid of I. variegata andl, ill.y__r
ica - "identical with hybrids long common in gardens under the names of.1 squalens and 1 sambucina,." 



40 sambucina scapifera scariosa schachtii serbica Skamnili squalens 

ET: "It looks like the little iris my grandmother brought with her from Czechoslovakia. " 
Blazek: clone from Zeppelin Gartnerei, Germany. "Like clones identified as 1 squalens except that the 

leaf bases are deep purple. Dykes also describes this as one of the features of 1 sambucina. " 
Hanselmayer: 1957 list, to Rand. 
Presby Gardens form: ?source. 
Randolph 61-34: collected by Professor Kusan, Dinar Mts, 60 km north of Split, Yugoslavia. 2n=24. 

Meg. , Fl: "Is actually squalens, very delicately colored, a pretty pastel in soft lemon and laven
der, 20 in." 

Randolph M-11: Munich BG, 1954. 
Werckmeister: "true sambucina," to JGW: "Light lemon and medium lavender-blue-gray. 11 

scapifera Borb. See L barthii. 

scariosa Willd. ex Link, Jb 1, 3: 71, 1820. (1) Rod. BIS 
1967: 98. R&M (3A). (7): 217. Hort. Class: MDB 
(5), probably 2n=24. Habitat very extensive, Caspian 
to Songaria, Turkestan and Mongolia. "It grows on 
semi-desert steppes in W. Siberia and middle Asia. 
It usually has astern with twoflowers whichare usu
ally purple-violet but occasionally white or yellow. 
Usually the stem is no more than 10-18 cm (4-7 in) 
but !know one region where there are plants with stems 
of 25-35 cm (10-14 in." Letter, Russian friend to 
EB . . EB (7): 21 7. 

1;;. J.ris scariosa Blazek: Sw to ERo 1965. 
Cook: PC garden to ERo 1965. 

Randolph: ERo 1964: "Red-purple, dark smoky look, brown beard. 6 in." 

var. eulefeldi Regel, (!.: eulefeldi Regel) AHM 5, 633 (1877). More robust with stems about a foot long, 
larger lilac flowers and broader leaves. 

schachtii Markgraf, Gartenbauwiss. 22: 550, 1957. (1) Witt: ?seed. 

serbica Pa.ncic, Fl.Belgr.243, 1882. (1) (61-27) See 1_reichenbachii. 

Skamnili: on the Pindus Mts of northwestern Greece, on limestone cliffs above the village of Skamnili, fol
lowing instructions by Dr. K. H. Rec hinger, Rand. collected in 1961 numerous clones of a tetraploid TB 
iris of,1 germanica affinity. These plants were similar to others collected earlier that same year in 
southwestern Yugoslavia, which had been discovered a few years earlier by Horvat. Personal corres
pondence subsequently received by Rand. from Professor Horvat stated that he intended to call this plant 
1_macedonica, a name that had, unfortunately, been given another iris (see reichenbachii, Randolph 61-
50). Apparently Horvat died before another name was selected. 

Randolph 61-45: "One year plants from 1961 collection produced bloomstalks ranging from 16 to 32 in 
and bearing lavender-purple flowers with S usually lighter than F." As grown at Ithaca, NY, the 
Skamnili and Yugoslav plants were similar (see listing under 1. germanica). 

squalens L. Syst. Nat. Ed. 10: 863, 1759. Rand. BIS 1955: a natural hybrid. Hort. Class: STB, 2n=24. (1) 
(6-I-42, m-14, IV-15). Lynch: "Many of the so-called 'German' irises belong to this species" (though 
few if any of them came from German species) " ... F obovate-cuneate, upper part bright purple, claw 
veined with lilac-purple on a whitish or yellowish ground; beard bright yellow; S obovate, as long and as 
broad as the falls, of plain dull lilac and yellowish or brownish and yellow; style branches above an inch 
long, the crests deltoid. Is native of central Europe to the Caucasus and north Persia. " Blazek writes: 
"This name is still unclear. There are two clones in our gardens which are obviously not garden culti
vars distributed from nurseries. One is a dirty mixture of yellow and light violet; the second one has S 
relatively clean yellow, only slightly suffused violet, and the falls are sharp red-violet. 11 

s 



squalens suaveolens subbiflora sulphurea swerti 41 

suaveolens Boiss & Reut. Diagn. P. Or. Ser.1, 13: 15, 1853. MIS5:80. (6-I-17, II-7). Dykes (2): "Probably 
pumila or reichenba~hii from Kustendzi, Bulgaria. " Prodan assigned specimens of J, suaveolens collected' 
in Bulgaria to the mellita group, while those from Dobrudscha he considered forms of pumila. In AIS 
162: 38 Rand. referred to :L_suaveolens as a species allied to I..mellita, but when a later chromosome 
count showed it to have 32 chromosomes and it proved to cross freely with 1 pumila, he decided it was 
a close relative of pumila. See ,hpumila var. suaveolens. 
Witt: L suaveolens ? A. Terrac not B&R. 
ssp. borzae Prod. 

Randolph 61-58: from Prodan's garden, Cluj, Romania. 
61-58A: true ssp. borzae. 61-58B: see L cavarnae 

subbiflora Brotero, F1. Lusit. 1: 50, 1804. (1) Habitat Portugal and northern Morocco. Hort. Class: MDB, 
2n=40. Herrick, BIS 1950: received divisions of this species from Mr Christie-Miller which "answers 
exactly to the description given by Dykes ... 'distinguished by its rigid green spathes which are often as 
much as 3 in in length, and by the perianth tube which is nearly two in long.'" Dykes: "It ... is distin
guished by the fact that its spathes are scarious and membranous in the upper part and often flushed 
with purple:' Dykes says that in the best forms the-color is dark blue-black, but the Christie-Miller 
plant had large flowers of a deep clear mauve, with little haft striation and light blue beard. Dr Lenz 
says there is little difference among clones that he collected in Portugal. 
Bouchard: to W in 1961, Dr Bouchard, France. 
Fothergill: two forms collected in Portugal. 
Goulton: to # 1955. 
Hanselmayer: to W 1953. 
Lenz: series collected in Portugal. POR-22 to BW. 
Mexico: Cortez Garden, Cuernavaca, Mexico. Miss Faught to W 1955. 
Randolph F-20: Simonet #1141. From Lisbon, Monsanto. 
Randolph F-37: Simonet 25/Portugal. From Simonet's garden. 
Randolph 61-11: 2n=40, roadsides 1 km north of bridge over river, Amposta, Spain. 
Schreiner: plants collected in Coimbra (type locality) by a Mr Hernandez. BS also considers this a spe

cies of little variability. To ERo 1962, three clones. 
Stevens: 8 plants raised by Jean Stevens from seed. ERo 1958, two seedlings from this lot. 
Welch: plants from seed, Hans. to W 1955. ERo 1962: "40 chromosomes, from Portuguese area, all 

dark purples or violet, nice form ·for species. Selfed gave 15 ugly purples, one gray-purple bi
tone." 

Welch #1: ?from above seed. "Red-purple self, good substance, beard'light purple bronzE;-tipped in
side, 6 1/2 in, leaves 5 in, spathes inflated, outer keeled, ovary 3 in, flower 2. 5 x 2. 5 in, S up
right closed; F semi-tuck, one flower, early." 

sulphurea Koch, Linn. 21: 637, 1848. From southernArmenia.(l)=!!_imbricata ( ?) (3A): possibly not distinct 
from L imbricata. 
Randolph R-35: obtained in Erevan from Professor Akhverdov, S. Armenia. 

swertii Lam.Encyc. 3: 294, 1789. Sweert, F1orilegium (1612) listed it as "Chamaeiris oris coeruleis alba" 
(white with blue margins). (1) Rand. (letter 1959): "There are two very different types of swertii; one 
is a diploid tall with 24 chromosomes; the other a chamaeiris-type dwarf with 39 chrs which I got from 
Vivian Grapes ... " JG'W: "2n=24, larger than M TB, mixed in literature withaphylla with which it has 
no connection. Current material matches the early Botanical Magazine illustrations. " 
Grapes: to Rand., ?swerti. Stays small, 2n=39. According to Sweert's F1orilegium, this just might 

be Sweert' s original plant. 
Hamblin: plant raised from BG exchange seed at Lexington BG by Stephen Hamblin. BW 1956. Appears 

typical 2n=24. 
Hanselmayer: 1960 list. 
Randolph K-27A: Kew. ERo 1957, MIS auct. 1960, 1963. Meg. 2n=24. 
White: Alice White to ERo 1958. Typical plicata. ?collected hybrid, perhaps of form once called "1. 

plicata ? 11 



42 talischii taochia taurica tigridia timofejewii 

talischii (talyscbii) Foster, Bot. Mag. t. 7701, 1900. (1) = L imbricata, GI (5): 505. Supposedly a taller form 
of imbricata from mountain forests. T he form Hans. listed in 1954, which he called 1 imbricata-talys
cil.ii in 1957, later A-15 which was reg. as Prodan, is like a larger aphylla. There was also a yellow 
form (ERo) which was presumably 1 imbricata. Meg. 
Rundlett: ER143, ?source. Meg. 

taocbia Woronov ( ?) ex Grossheim, Fl. Kavk. 1: 256 (1928). 1927, Kars. Turkish Armenia. A species from 
the Caucasus "having bloom stalks of about the same height as those of typical 1 aphylla, but with flowers 
either yellow, violet or whitish. 1 aphyllaas it occurs in the Balkans rarely if ever has yellow flowers. 11 

Hanselmayer: "taocbia true" without record of color form. 
Neel: to Gr, to ERo 1961. Ru had it. No color record. 

taurica Lodd., Bot. Cab. 1506, 1829. (Illus). Rand. MIS 5: 79. Extremely variable species of wide range 
(USSR) related toL pumila. Hort. Class:MDB, =32 (31). Rand.: flt tauricareceivedfrom Rodionenko 
had narrower leaves than showed in the picture in Curtis Botanical Magazine. " However, Rand. sib
crossed these clones and selected some with the typical broad-leafed foliage. "The outer leaves are 
wider and more blunt-tipped than the inner leaves, some of the latter being narrower than the outer 
leaves in the same plant. " He also noted stems from almost none _to an inch or more. fl Capsules are 
sharp pointed." Karyotype analysis showed four forms: 1) 2n=32, 4 marker chrs similar to L pumila, 
2 median and 2 submedian. 2) 2n=32, 4 marker chrs submedian. 3) 2n=32, only 3 submedian marker 
c·hrs. 4) 31 chrs. Unidentified clones distributed by W, AB. 
Batu: from Batu BG, collected. Sw to ERo 1965. 
Randolph R-39: from Rodionenko, Leningrad. Broad leaves. "The plant resembles 1 pumila in some 

respects and L attica in others. Leaves shorter, broader and more blunt-tipped than those of most 
forms of 1 pumila ... more like the leaves of attica but are lacking the falcate form. The pale yel
low flower is borne above the leaves on an elongate perianth tube exceeding the narrow acute-tipped 
spathes which appear to be attached near ground level. .. It is possible that1 taurica is an autotetra
ploid of 1 attica. There may also have been natural hybrids between this and 1 pumila. " 
R-39A: (collecte.d as 1 pumila senso lato). Very strong variegata, buffish yellow, intense brown 

spot, yellow beard. 
R-39B: purple, long perianth tube, ERo 1963. N. Caucasus, USSR. NC: "5 in, upright S, purple 

ribs with much lighter edges; tucked F, light purple with darker spot, very striped hafts, light 

14. Iris taurica 

blue beard, orange inside throat, wide blunt-tipped foliage. " 
COG, MIS auct. 1966: "Medium blue S rather crinkled in 
texture, closed; pale blue/orange B. F plum, streaky hafts, 
narrow, flaring with curled tips. Style arms'with twisted 
crests, 4 1/2 in. Leaves short, flower well above them. fl 

R-39C: Less contrasty variegata than flA", strong reddish 
stripe up midrib of S matches patch in F. Wide foliage and 
not as long tube as "Bfl. 

Randolph R-40: Rand. to ERo 1964. From 1959 trip, Rod. collec-
tion W1574. (See I. pumila Rodionenko 1574). 

Randolph R-41: also Wl574 received from Rod. in 1964. 
Randolph R-42: Rodionenko 1964. Rod. #1764. 
Randolph R-43: Rodionenko 1964. Rod. #2041 
Randolph R-44: Rodionenko 1964. Rod. #2158. 
Rodionenko W1574: Rand. collection R-40, R-41. Re to W 1961. 

Wl574-2: !,_taurica sdg, yellow. Rand. to ERo 1960, 1964. 

timofejewii Woronov, Not. Syst. Herb. Petrop. 5: 62, 1924. (1) Rod. BIS 1967: 99. MIS 5: 25, 8: 72. Hort. 
Class: MDB, 2n=24. Rand. (3A): "l.. timofejewii was found to have as sharply distinct a karyotype as 
it does a phenotype; it should therefore prove a source of valuable riew genes to use in producing new 



• 

timofejewii trojana varbossania variegata 43 

sorts of dwarf hybrids." Russian friend to EB: "Iris timofejewii is the rarest species from N. Cauca
sus. This species loves a loamy rock slope with calcium. Its stem usually has two violet-purple 
flowers." 
Blazek: plants sent by Dr Rodionenko, USSR, from BG Leningrad. Blazek says that the plants in Rod

ionenko' s herbarium had curious thick roots resembling those of the oncocyclus, but that plants in 
the garden were less conspicuous in this respect. 

Cook: plant from PC, described in Hobbs' Garden by NC: "7 in high, cupped and closed S of dark blue 
or light violet with a greenish brown base. Tucked F violet or dark blue. Haft marks gently faded 
out. Style arms and crests light violet,. beard white tinged light blue, long leaves partlyfalcate, 2 
buds. A larger and bluer type than in MIS 5: 25. 11 

Randolph R-13D: NC: 11 The styles and crests protrude out from the Sin a way similar to the aril spe
cies h susiana. Its most unusual feature is its sickle-shaped foliage, a grayish blue-green. Each 
leaf has a narrow edging of grayish white. One spathe sharply keeled; the other scarious-papery. 11 

ERo: "Wine-purple self, narrow at haft, very few haftmarks, lavender beard, blue-green foliage, 
falcate early in season, straight later, very stiff and wiry, narrow. S partly open, semi-flaring F, 
2-in stem, 5 in to tips of S, 2 buds, one spathe keeled, one scarious-papery, fertile pollen form-
ing pods on both diploids and tetraploids. 11 

• 

Randolph R-14: Rod., 11 Long skinny look, but also· bicolor buff S, and F with some orchid. 

trojana Kern., Stapf in Verh. Zool. Bot. Wien 1887, 649. (1) {6-IV-17). Hort Class: STB, 2n=48. Intro
duced from the Troad by Sintseis to the Vienna BG. Rand. BIS 1955: 11 Doubt if it is native to the region 
where described." "Presumably from the neighborhood of the ancient city of Troy, east of the Darda
nelles, but more probably an attractive wildling brought into gardens from elsewhere. Unfortunately, 
this species and most of the other eastern Mediterranean species of tetraploid tall bearded irises, es
pecially .1 cypriana and L mesopotamica, are very inadequately represented in European herbaria. With 
presently available information it is inadvisable to attempt an evaluatim of their status as species •.. 11 

Unidentified clones: Hans. list 1960. Lenz to Mel 1956. Mel to ERo 1958. 
Randolph A-37: BG Vienna. From Yemen. 
Randolph F-11: Simonet 486. 
Randolph K-28: from Kew. K-28A. 
Randolph S-16: Geneva BG. 2n=48. 
Randolph T-10: ?not typical. Camlica, cultivated, dark iavender, branched. 

varbossania Maly, Glasn. Muz. Bosn. Hercegov. 31: 75, 1919. (1) {6-II-13) See hCavarnae {Blazek). Hort. 
Class: STB. Rand. : 11 A tetraploid possibly escaped from cultivation, found only near Sarajevo, Yugo." 
Hans: 11 This species is not new but is very seldom found in cultivation. Growth habit is sjJnilar to that 
of I. cavarnae but the color is more blue-violet, while form of flowers is not the same ••. " Hans lists 
1957, 1959. MIS 1960, 1962. 
Randolph K-29A: Kew 1954. From the Balkans. 46-48 chrs. Maly to Rand: "Type specimen which 

Dykes considered a natural pallida hybrid, very different from pallida in branching of stem, laven
der-purple flower color and spathes not scarious. 11 BW, Ru 1957. MIS sale 1963, Meg., JET. 

Randolph K-30: Kew, 1958. Branched, 5 light purple blooms at one time. 
Randolph Y-20: from Horvat' s private garden, 1959. 

Vq.riegata L., Sp.pl.ed.1:38, 1753. (1) (8): {6-I-35, IV-11). vars. funarvae Prod., ponticaProd. =J..man
galiae Prod., longifolia Prod., foieni Prod. & Buia. Hort. Class: MTB, 2n=24. Rand. BIS 1955: 11 To 
a certain extent 1 variegata appears to be Pannonian11 {i.e. , occurring atlower altitudes of southeastern 
Europe - on the map (8) 1 variegata occurs in Yugoslavia, Austria, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria) ... "Its 
distribution in lower Austria and southern Moravia corresponds exactly with that of many other Panno
nian species, likewise the extension into northern Bulgaria and Serbia ... The exceptional occurrence 
of ~ variegata at the two localities of Linz and Bozen in the southern Alps casts doubt on their spon
taneous nature." Rand., MIS auct. 1962: "Most of our collections of this species from the Balkans do 
not make vigorous growth in our gardens, but the following are adequately vigorous ... Y-19 and 1. varie
gata pontica. 11 Unspecified clones: W to AB, Dunbar to COG 1965, 3 clones {one of which came from 
PC. ERo to COG 1963: "14 in, yellow S open, F white veined red, small. 11 

Austrian #1: Hans. to W 1961. In 1960 Hans listed three forms of .1 vari~-
Austrian #2: Hans to W 1961. 
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Beardsley: remontant fo.rm from PC, may be same as the ·11 Cook" 
form. Paler yellow than most variegatas, similar in growth. 
ERo 1959. MIS sale 1963. 

15. Iris variegata Foster form. 
16. Iris variegata pontica 

left: white mutant. 

Blazek: collections from Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, nine locations numbered 1-9 for 
purposes of this list: 1) Pozdranska steppe near Hustopece, Czech. 2) Vetrniky near Vyekov> 
Czech. 3) near Hodonin, Czech. With F. & F. Randolph. 4) Sinokos near Karlobag, Yugo. 
5) Igman near Sarajevo, Yugo. Sarajevo BG. 6) near Dragoman, Bulgaria. 7) Ledenika near 
Vraca, Bulgaria. 8) Colo Bardo near Pernik, Bulgaria. 9) Stenicite near Belica, Bulgaria. 

Blazek: collected southern Moravia. Sw to ERo 1965. 
Blazek, variety 4: NC: "11 in, 10 buds, 2 branches plus some basal branching; S golden yellow veined 

brown on inside, F horizontal white veined brown with lighter yellow edges, yellow reverse on F, 
yellow at hafts, golden-yellow crests, yellow beard. " 

Cook: remontant clone, blooms almostcontinuously all summer. 15 in, gold-yellow wide-open S, nar-
row F heavily streaked red-purple. Dunbar to COG 1965. 

Foster form: Mel to ERo 1958: "best branched." 
Hanselmayer: 1954 list, BW 1955. l<rom Austria: to Ru 1957, ERo 1958. From Hungary, 'to W 1961. 
Randolph: attractive bright yellow clone of unknown ol.'igin from Floriculture Test Gard. , Cornell Univ. 

about 1935. General distribution 1957. Yellow with red markings on the falls, lusty growth. Typi
cal form, 18-20 in. 

Randolph A-36: collection from Ebenthal near Vienna, 1954. 
A-36A: small-flowered, 16-18 in, MIS sale 1963. Ru 1955. 
A-36B: collected Potzak near Vienna 1954. W 1956. 
A-36C: BW 1957: "10 in, branch at rhizome and re branch, smothered in bloom, large spathes, 

very thin stems. Bloom has straw-yellow domed S, fl.aringnarrow F, yellow with brownlines." 
Randolph 61-72: Pouzdrany, Czech. 2n=24. Open grassy woodland and edges of dense woods, sandy 

hilltop. 
Randolph 61-74: Dubrova, Czech. 2n=24. Alluvial soil, grassy open woodland. Meg. 
Randolph M-12: Munich BG 1954. 
Randolph Y-23: Klanjec, Yug0. 2n=24. Meg. 
Randolph Y-11: Zagreb BG •. Y-llA: JET, JGW. 
Randolph Y-12: collected by Horvat,. Bjelasnica, 200 m south of Sarajevo. 
Randolph Y-17: Zagreb BG, unknown source. 
Randolph Y-19: collected at Reznaji, near Fiume, Yugo., by Horvat. Horvat's garden 1959. JET. 
Roberts: collected from a garden in Columbus, Ohio, almost an exact duplicate ofcollectedform only 

yellow edge on F not so pronounced. 2n=24. Dwarfer form with darker spot. 
Werckmeister: ET mentioned "that yellow very late variegata from Werck." TO JGW. 
Witt IA: seed collected in Hungary, from U. of Budapest. 
Witt JH: from Slovenia. 
Witt JG: seed from U. of Upsala, Sweden, from Hungary. 
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Witt JW: seed from Zagreb BG. 
Witt HM: seed from Hort. Bot. Acad., Vocratot, Hungary 
var. pontica Prod., Bul. Grad. Muz. Cluj 14, 173, t. 21, 1934. See 1 mangaliae Prod. (1) (6). 

virescens Delarbre, Red. Lil. 5: 295, 1809. (1) (6-I-30) ( 1 virescens Redoute non Delarbre) (7): as syn. 
of 1. reichenbachii: 1.. virescens B. Reichenbachii A. u. G. Sya III (1907) 476, with var. longifolia Buia 
n. var. , f. ~ Buia, f. major Buia, and var. brevifolia Buia, f. parva Buia, f. altissima Buia. A 
confused term, but the forms in circulation are obviously "chamaeiris" types. Hort. Class: SDB, 2n= 
40. Plants with 10-12-in stems. Type locality at Sion, France. Fletcher, BIS 1954: "Examples of 1 
virescens inadvertently labeled as 1. olbiensis, a stripy yellow, 10 in in height, the F have rather a 
dull greenish tinge. 11 Unident.clones distributed by Gr to ERo, BW, 1955-56. ERo 1956: "Of the irises 
you mention having received from Hans and Gr, I have a virescens from the Geneva, Switzerland BG 
which has 40 chromosomes. Dykes mentioned a virescens from the Rhone valley which he said was 
very similar to olbiensis from Hyeres on the Riviera. 11 Rand. : 11 This is the only 40-chromosome SDB 
found in Switzerland. It is generally assumed that 1. virescens ... was brought here, probably from 
Italy where related species are widely distributed. 11 

Blazek: collected at Tourbillon, Sion, Switzerland, with H. von Stein. 
Randolph A-47: Hans garden, originally from Zeppelin garden, Germany. 
Randolph S-17: Geneva BG, 1954. 2n=40. 
Randolph S-18: Geneva BG, 1954. 2n=40. 
Randolph S-20: Tourbillon, Switzerland. Sion, adjacent to Valere castle ruins: 7 rhizomes, 1959, on 

rocky slope. A, B, D, E, MIS auct. 
S-20D: 11 8 in, S cupped, F tucked, pale cream, greenish lines, yellow beard. One bud, pollen. 11 

Randolph S-21: collected Valere, Sion, 1959, ledges below castle, 5 rhizomes. 
S-21A: BW 1963: "Typical greenish yellow, like the 'chamaeiris."' 
S-21C: YlL, 16 in. (Illus). Denver BG: "1.virescens 21C, France" is probably this clone. RM. 

Randolph V-1: SDB, 2n=40, collected Tourbillon, French Alps. ERo 1959: "Yellow. 11 NC: "9 in, 
cupped and touching S. Cream F with green veining, lemon-yellow beard." 

ADDI TIO NA L REFERENCE CITATIONS 
+ = illustration 
aequiloba Ledeb. - I. pumila v. aequiloba (Ledeb) 

Baker etc. (6-I); (11): 46, 71; BIS 1967: 96. 
alexeenkoi (13): #2, 2; BIS 1967: 96. 
albertii (5): 416; (9):1672; (10): 190; (12): 210; 

(27); AIS 2:21; MIS 8:30; BIS 1967: 96. 
ALBICANS (5):296; (10): 190; (12): 211; (25): iii, 

64:204, 23 Nov.1918; MADONNA (12):211; 
(25): iii, 64:204, 23 Nov. 1918. 

ambertellon (11): 46. 
aphylla (5): 294-5; (6-I): 31; (9): 1671; (10): 192; 

(12):204+; (16); AIS150; MISl:19,20,23; 
2:18,58; 3:86-8~ 5:5-8,69; 6:65-66; 7: 
72-3; 8: 56-66; 9: 61-69; BIS 1967: 97. 

benacensis MIS 7:63; 8: 66. 
bohemica MIS 8:62; see also J. bohemica. 
v. bujoreanui (6-IV) 
Caerulea MIS 8:59 
DACIA MIS 8:59. 
"Dark Violet" MIS 2: 19-21; 8: 5.9, 62, 64-65. 
Germany MIS 8:59 
Gracilis (5): 547; (10): 192; (12): 206; MIS 

8: 60. 
H-7 MIS 8: 59. 
H-17 MIS 8: 59. 
APHYLLA HUNGARY 7: 66+; 8: 59, 62. 
PRODAN MIS 8: 60. 
WINE RED MIS 8: 64. 

THISBE (12): 222; Hist. VIII: 6; MIS 8:60-61. 
White clone (Patton) (13): #2, p. 2. 
attica (5): 164+,289-292, 365; (9): 1670; BIS 

1953: 45-52; MIS 7:69, 74-77. 
Herrick MIS 7: 75. 
R. 61-41 MIS 7: 75. 

babadagica Rzazade & Goln. BIS 1967: 96. 
balkana (5):292-3, 376; AIS 140:56; MIS 1:20, 

27-28; 4 : 17-18; 7: 81-84. 
Darby clone: MIS 4: 17-18; 7: 81. 

barthii - L pumila v. barthii (Prod. & Buia) (6-IV)+; 
(11): 46, 71, 113-114; MIS 7: 63. 

bartonii (25):iii, 64:204, 23 Nov.1918; MIS 8:30. 
belouinii MIS 8: ::JO. 
benacensis MIS 7: 63; 8: 66. 
billiottii (9): 1672; (10): 196; (12): 217; MIS 

8: 30 . . 
binata (6-I): 43; (6-III): 8+; (6-IV): 10+; MIS 8: 

58. 
bohemica (19); MIS 8: 58, 66. 
bosniaca (5): 373+; (6-I); (11): 46, 72; MIS 7: 84, 

85; 8: 69; 
buiana (6-IV). 
cavarnae (6-I):44; (6-II): 11+. 
cengialti (9): 1671; (10): 200; (12): 207. 
chamaeiris (5): 177+, 365, 372; (9): 1670; (10): 

201; (18); AIS 118:50; 138: 41; MIS 7: 72. 
Rand. F-2G MIS 6: 40. F-22H MIS 5: 40. 
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croatica (15); MIS 8: 58; 9: 15. Lemperg C-2 
MIS 8: 58; Rand. Y-22 MIS 6: 62. 

cypriana (9): 1672; (10): 203; (12): 218. 
dacica (11): 116. 
daesitiatensis (6-Ih·14). 
fieberi MIS 8: 58, 66. Rand 61-78A MIS 7: 66+; 

8: 59. 
flavescens (9): 1671; (10): 208; MIS 8: 30. 
FLORENTINA (6-I) (6-III-16)+; (9): 1672; (10): 

212; (12): 216. K-9 MIS 7:66+. 
furcata MIS 8: 58; BIS 1967: 96. 
germanica (6-I): 47+; (9): 1672; (10): 211; (12): 

215,224. Rand. Y-25A MIS7:66+. 
griffithii (10): 215; (12): 203. 
guertieri (6-I)+; (6-IV)+; MIS 9: 71+. 
hungarica (6-I): 31 +; (11): 116; (17); MIS 8: 58, 

64, 66. 
illyrica (12): 207. 1-48B MIS 3: 85; Rand. 61-35 

MIS 7: 66+. 
imbricata (9): 1671; (10): 223; (12): 209; AIS 57: 

94-98+. AIS 105: 78-80; BIS 1967: 96. 
italica (5):294, 296, 297, 365; MIS 7:62. Capra

zoppa MIS 5:40; Rand. 61-19 MIS 6: 40. 
junonia (9) 1672; (10): 225; (12): 217; BIS 1947: 

47; MIS 8: 30. 
kashmiriana (5): 293, 299, 302; (10): 225; (12): 

213; (25): iii, 64: 204 23 Nov. 1918. BIS 1953: 
138. 

KOCHII (9): 1671; (10): 212; (12): 216,223. 
lepida (6-I): 53. 
lurida (9): 1671; (10): 231; (6-IV): 12 . +. 
mellita (5): 379-380; (6-I): 21 +; (10): 232; (12): 

196; AIS 118: 51-2; BIS 1953; MIS 9: 14; 7: 
71-2; 8: 11-18. v. jugoslavica (6-I); MIS 8: 
71. Rand. T-9 MIS 8: 12. MELLITA VAN
DEE MIS 8: 12; 7: 86. Welch clone MIS 8: 
12. 

mesopotanica (10): 233; (12): 218; (25): iii, 73: 
237, 21 Oct. 1922. 

monantha MIS 8: 59. 
narcissiflora (10):234. 
neglecta (10): 235. 
nyaradyana (6-I)+. 
pallida (5): 296, 300, 302, 365; (6-I): 49+: (10): 

. 237; (9): 1671; (12): 206+; MIS 6: 56-60. 
H-5 MIS 6: 62; Y-5A MIS (10): 72; varie
gata MIS 6: 66. 

perrieri (5): 300, 301; MIS 7:68; MIS 9: 28. 
plicata (9): 1671; (25): 40:806, 23 Dec.1876; (23): 

151; (26): iii, 48: 515, 1904. 

polonica MIS 8: 59, 61, o7. 
pseudopumila (5): 289, 382+, 294, 296, 365; (6-I): 

(9): 1670; (10): 245; (11): 113; (12): 202; 
MIS 7: 52+. STATELLAE (5): 511; MIS 7:77-
78. Rand. I-41C MIS 7:77. I-43A MIS 7: 
66+; I-'43F MIS 7: 77; Y-lC MIS 3: 31. 

pumila (5): 369-70, 375, 377-378; (6-I, II, m, IV)+; 
(9): 1670; (10): 246; (12): 195+; MIS 48-50; 
BIS 1953.: 51-2, 58-61, 101-103; MIS 6: 16-
17, 89; BIS 1967: 96. Atroviolacea (5): 545; 
(25); 35:475, 1889; BIB 1953: 92, 103. 
Azurea (24):132, 1903+. Coerulea (23):122+. 
CRETICA BIS 1953: 51-2, 61. HANSEL-
MA YER BIS 1953: 61. Kuban 205 MIS 5:78. 
PUMILA MUNICH MIS 5: 40. Rand. A-13 
MIS 3:40. Rand. A-19C MIS 3:40. Rod. 
2158 MIS 7: 64+. Schacht MIS 9:21. suaveo
lens, see]. suaveolens. Wer. W-15 MIS 
5: 34. 

reginae (5): 300; MIS 6: 14, 57; 8: 69; 9:29. 
reichenbachii (6-I): 25; (6-ID): 14+; (9): 1670; 

(10): 247; (12): 198; BIS 1953; MIS 1: 27; 
7: 78-81. Darby form MIS 7: 76. Rand. 61-
49D MIS 7: 64+. Rand. 61-50T MIS 7: 76. 
Rand. 6012-4 MIS 7: 64+. 

rubromarginata (5): 132+, 370-1; (6-I); (11): 
131; MIS 8: 12. 

sambucina (6-I); (9): 1673; (10): 249; MIS 6: 59. 
Rand. M-11 MIS 6: 61-2. 

scariosa (10): 250; ·(12): 198; MIS 6:31; BIS 
1967: 96. 

squalens (6-I, ID, IV); (9): 16, 73; (10): 254. 
suaveolens (6-I, II)+; MIS 5: 58, 78, 80;. 8: 12. 
subbiflora (9):1670; (10): 255; (12): 203; (25): 

iii, 47: 146, 5 Mar. 1910; BIS 1962: 136; AIS 
169: 37-40+: MIS NL-2:54; MIS 3: 49-50; 
7: 72; 9: 53. 

sulphurea AIS 57: 94-97+. 
swertii (9): 1671. 
talyschii AIS 57: 94-~. 
-taurica MIS 5: 79+; BIS 1967: 96. 
timofejewii (10):258; MIS 5: 25-7+; BL::: 1967: 96. 
trojana (6-IV); (9): 1672; (10): 259; (12): 214. 
varbossania (6-II-13)+; (5): 542; (14) (20) (21). 
variegata (5): 300, 301; (6-I): 35+; (6-IV): 11; 

(9): 1671; (10): 260; (12): 212+; MIS 6: 54,57-
59; Beardsley MIS 6: 62. Cook rem ')ntant 
AIS 125:18+ (probably this form); pontica 
(6-I)+; MIS 6: 54. 

virescens (6-I): 30+. Rand. S-21 MIS 7: 64+. 
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References in Text, by Numbers in Parentheses 

(1) Werckrneister, Peter, Catalogus Iridis 1967, 
Yearbook, Deutsche Iris- und Liliengesell
scbaft e. V. 1967, Tell II. We refer to this 

as a primary source because it is the most recent 
compilation of knowledge concerning iris species, 
with extensive biographical and bibliographical in
formation. 

(2) Dykes, W. R. , The Genus Iris, University 
Press, Cambridge, England, 1913. Although 
outdated by modern knowledge, isstillavalu

able reference. 

(3) Mitra, Jyotirmay, "Karyotype Analysis of 
Bearded Iris," The Botanical Gazette, 117, 
4:265, June 1956. A work of great value in 

determining the relationships among species irises, 
carried out at Cornell University under the guidance 
of Professor L. F. Randolph. 

(3A) Randolph, L. F., and Mitra, Jyotirmay, "Ka
ryotypes of Iris Species Indigenous to the 
USSR, 11 Am. Journ. Bot. Vol. 48, No. 10:862, 

1961. Important studies of bearded species. 

(4) Peckham, Ethel Anson S. , Alphabetical Iris 
Check List, 1939. Invaluable basic listing 
of all known iris species and cultivars up to 
date of publication. 

(5) Randolph, L. F., Garden Irises. American 
Iris Society 1959. Volume written by many 
contributors; includes the current horticul

tural classification of bearded irises, a classifica
tion of bearded species, a list of iris chromosome 
counts, records of species hybrids, and must hor
ticultural and genetic information concerning the 
bearded iris species. 

(6) Prodan, Iulius, Cluj, Romania, The Eupogon 
Iris Species, Translations of the published 
works of Prodan. MIS Press, 1970. Four 

translations, noted as Parts I, II, ID, and IV each 
with individual pagination. E.g. (6-IV-1). 

(7) Societa Italiana dell'Iris, Atti del Simposio 
Internationale dell' Iris, Firenze 1963. In 
various languages with English translations. 

Pertinentarticlesby: Berlin, Blazek, Buia, Rodio
nenko, Stefanoff, and Topa. 

(8) Randolph, L. F., 11 The Geographic Distribution 
of European and Eastern Mediterranean Species 
of Beardediris." The Iris Year Book, British 

Iris Society 1955, p. 35. 

AIS: American Iris Society, quarterly bulletins 
since 1920. By number and page. 

BIS: British Iris Society. The Iris Year Book, by 
year and page. 

DIS: Dwarfiris Society, annual Portfolio. By year 
and page. 

MIS: Median Iris Society, "The Medianite," quar
terly, annual volume. By volume number and 
page .. 

Hist: Historical Chronicles of the Historical Robin 
Division of AIS. Compilations of basic ref
erence material. 

RHSJ: Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society, 
monthly, in annual volumes. 1970 will be 
Vol. 95. 

Additional References 

(8A) Randolph, L. F. and Rechinger, K. H. "Die 
geographische Verbreitung einiger euro
paischer and mediterraner Iris-Arten." In 

Zoologisch-Botanischen Gesellschaft in Wien. 
94: 82-96 (1954). 

(9) Bailey, L. H., Standard Cyclopedia of 
Horticulture. Macmillan Co., New York, 
second edition 1914. Vol. II only cited. 

Iris section wr.itten by Heinrich Hasselbring. 

(10) Grey, Charles H. , Hardy Bulbs. Dutton & 
Co. , New York 1938. Vol. I only cited. 

(11) SIGNA, newsletter of the Species Iris Study 
Group, AIS. Volume I only cited. 

(12) Dykes, William Rickatson. Handbook of 
Garden Irises. Martin Hopkinson .& Co., 
London, 1924. 

(13) BIS Species Group Newsletter. Cited by 
year and page. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Glasnik Zemaljskog Muzeja u Bosni i Her
cegovini I. Sveska (za Prirodne Nauke) vol. 
44: 47-53 (1932). Periodical. 

Biological Abstracts, vol. 47: #3793. 

G. V. Pashina, Sb. Nauchn. Rabat. Tsente. 
Bot. Sad. Akad. Nauk. Belorussk. SSR 2 :217-
219 (1961). Periodical. 
Margittai, A. , Az Magyar Bot. Lapel. 2 7 
(1/12):17-18 (1928) Periodical. 

Lapraz, G., Collectanea Bot. 3(2):163-167 
(1952 ). Periodical. 

Fragmenta Florist et Geobot (Poland). I(l): 
3-6 (1953). Periodical. 
Turrill, Plant Life of the Balkan Peninsula, 
Oxford, 1929, P. 261. 

Fedde, Repertorium specierum rovarum 
regni vegetabilis. 18:44 (1 922) Periodical. 
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(22) The Garden, London. Periodical. Vol. 35: 
475, 25 May 1889. 

(23) Lynch, The Book of the Iris, London and 
New York (1904). 

( 24) Revue Horticole, Paris. Periodical, cited 
by year and page. 

(25) The Gardeners' Chronicle, London. Period
ical. Cited by series, volume, page and date. 

(2.6) Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener; 
London. Periodical. Cited by series, vol
ume, page and date. 

(27) Nikitina, Kascecko, Popova. Flora Kirgiz
skoe SSR, Izdatelatvo Kirgizfan SSR, Frun
ze, 1951. Vol. III only cited. 

EXPLANATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

* Before species name: no clones in distribution. 
AIS: American Iris Society. Publications: Garden 

Irises, edited by L. F. Randolph. Quarterly 
bulletins since 1920. The American Iris So
ciety has a species study group under the di
rection of its Scientific Committee. This group 
publishes a bulletin, 11 Signa. 11 

A&G: Ascherson & Graebner. See (1) 
Astolat: Astolat Nurseries, England. 
auct. ? : author unknown. 
BG: botanical garden. Used throughout text as a 

general term regardless of the actual title of 
the individual garden. In North America the 
following botanical garden~ have collections 
of beardediris species: Berkeley, California· . ' 
Denver, Colorado; Hamilton, Ontario; Seattle, 
Washington (Arboretum., University of Wash
ington. 

BIS: British Iris Society. Has a species group, 
and publishes in its Year Books and news
letters much valuable species information. 

Chromosome number: it is customary to designate 
the base number of chromosomes (the number 
in a single set} as x, diploid 2x, triploid 3x and 
tetraploid 4x etc. As base numbers in iris 
species vary and some · species have differing 
sets (i.e. the chamaeiris complex with four 
sets, 12-12-8-8 and the many natural inter
mediate hybrids with four sets, 12-12-12-8), 
we have used the gametic designation, n = the 
number in male and female gametes (egg cell 
and pollen grain}, and 2n the full somatic com
plement of the seed and plant. 

Classification, AIS: species listed in the six horti
cultural classifications of eupogon irises (5): 
144, are: 

MDB (miniature dwarf bearded}: 1 attica Boiss. 
& Heldr. , 1 balkana Jka. , 1 bosniaca Beck, 
1 binata Schur, I. chamaeiris Bert. , 1 grif
fithii Baker, l· mellita Jka, 1 pseudopumila 
Tin. , 1 pumila L. , 1 reichenbachii Heuff. 

SDB: (standard dwarf bearded}: 1 aphylla L., 
1 benacensis Kern. , J. hungarica W & K, ..1 
italica Parl., 1 olbiensis Hen. , 1 panormi
tano Tod. , 1 subbiflora Brot. , 1. virescens 
Redoute. 

IB (intermediate-bearded}: APHYLLA, of gar
dens; FLORENTINA (1 florentina L. }, GER
MANICA {1 germanica L. } , KASHIVURIANA 

(the 44-chromosome KASillvURIANA of gar-
dens}, KOCHII (.1 kochii Kerner}. 

MTB (miniature tall bearded or table iris}: I. 
cengialti Amb. , J. illyrica Tomm. , J. perrieri 
Sim. (inedit}, 1 reginae Horvat, 1. rudskyi 
Horvat, 1. variegata L. 

BB (border iris}: 1 albertiiRegel, AMAS, acol
lectedclone fromAmasia, 1 bartoniM. Foster 
1 belouinii Bois. & Corn. , 1 imbricata Lindl. ,· 
1 junonia Schott & Kotschy. 

STB (standard tall bearded}: 1. croatica Horvat, 
1 cypriana Baker & M. Foster, I. kashmiriana 
Baker in part, MACRANTHA, a-tallerform of 
AMAS; 1 mangaliae Prod., RICARDII, a clonal 
cultivar perhaps the same as 1. mesopotamica, 
1 trojana Kern. , 1 varbossania K. Maly. 

Color classification: as the official American Iris 
Society color code was in process of revision 
during preparation of this text, color symbols 
for most individual clones have been omitted. 

Color notations: readings from two systems are re
ported in the text: the Nickerson and the RBS 
color fans, q. v. 

Cook: the work of Paul H. Cook in obtaining seed 
of iris species and using them in his work is 
described in some detail because of its im
portance in modern iris breeding. 

Correvon: Henri Correvon, Switzerland. Famous 
Swiss alpine authority who listed seeds of many 
Iris species. 

.CV.: cultivar, a horticulturally designated plant 
variety. Many so-called II species" irises are 
actually natural hybrids that have been given 
cultivar status. 

(d}: died or discarded. 
edit?: unknown where published. 
ER: Edwin Rundlett, designation for his J.cquisi

tions. See Ru in list of contributors. 
F: falls of an iris flower, the outer perianth seg

ments (tepals}. 
f. : forma (pl. formae}: lowest subdivision of species, 

based on some similarity in appearance; in 
modern taxonomy, usually a color form. 

Hort. Class: a horticultural rather than a botanical 
classification. Botanically, bearded irises 
are classes as Pumilae, Intermedae andElatae. 

IK: Index Kewensis. Kew Gardens, England, auth
oritative listing of species forms of all known 
genera. Its entries in the Genus Iris are re
corded by Werckmeister (1). 

• 

• 
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inedit.: notproperlypublishedbyrules of the Inter
national Horticultural Council. 

Latin description: to be recognized as a taxonomic 
unit, description of a new species or other 
taxonomic entity must be published in Latin. 

1. c.: locusclassicus, the"typelocality" from which 
the plant originally described was collected. 

MIS: The Median Iris Society, a section of the Am
erican Iris Society. Publications: Medianite, 
a quarterly. See also reference (6). 

MDB: miniature dwarf bearded. See classification. 
Mitra Jyotirmay: Doctoral student of Dr L. F. 

Randolph's at Cornell. His doctoral thesis 
(3) is a milestone in iris cytology. During 
post-doctoral studies published with Randolph 
further work on karyotypes of iris species of 
which (3A) concerning Russian species is im
portant in the present text. 

morphological: having to do with the form and struc
ture of a plant. 

Neel, Laurence: proprietor of Orpington Nurser
ies, England; long-time chairman of the BIS 
species seed exchange. 

Nick: Nickerson color fan. Munsell color system. 
Nomen nudum: a species binomial published without 

a Latin description. 
NE mtg: descriptions of species from Dr Randolph's 

1954 collectingtrip, made atmeeting in Mass
achusetts in 1956. 
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Presby Memorial Gardens, Montclair, NJ, famous 
iris collection including many bearded species. 

(R):· foilowing chromosome counts, Randolph as 
counter of chromosomes. 

R&M: Randolph and Mitra. See (3) and (3A). Much 
of the modern work on iris chromosome mor
phology and cytogenetics has been carried out 
at Cornell University under the direction of 
Dr Randolph. 

RHS: Royal Horticultural Society, color fan 
readings. 

S: standar·ds, the inner perianth segments. 
(S): Dr Marc Simonet, as counter of chromosomes. 
SDB: standard dwarf bearded, see classification. 
ssp: subspecies. A subdivision of a species usu--

ally based on geographical distribution. 
.Taxon: plural taxa. A group of organisms in a tax

onomic unit, in the present text a species of 
the Genus Iris, or sub-unit of a species, as a 
subspecies, variety or form in descending or
der for which see individual entries. 

Type locality: locus classicus, q. v. 
Type specimen: the original clone described when 

the taxonomic unit was published. 
Var. : variety. The use of this term is confusing. 

In the present text it denotes a taxonomic unit, 
not an individual horticultural "variety," bet
ter known as a cultivar. 

(Y): Freeman Yendall as counter of chromosomes. 

GLOSSARY 

of botanical and biological terms as they apply to the eupogon iris species 

Acuminate: having a long point which diminishes 
gradually. 

Adpressed: of the standards of irises, having the 
tips turned back vertically like praying hands. 
The so-called "tip-lilt" of the Pumilae. 

Amoena: pattern in bearded irises of white stand
ards and colored falls. 

Anther: the pollen-bearing organ of the flower. In 
iris species proportion between filament and 
anther is a diagnostic feature. 

Bearded: furnished with a tuft of hairs, in the true
bearded (eupogon) irises they are multicellular. 

Blade: the expanded portion of leaf or petal. 
Clone: a group of plants composed of individuals 

produced vegetatively from a single original 
plant. 

Dentate: with more or less spreading teeth. 
Domed: of iris standards, rounded and closed. 
Emarginate: having a shallow notch at the apex of 

petal or leaf. 
Ensiform: sword-shaped usually with parallel sides 

and pointed tip. 
Entire: with an evenmargin not toothed or divided. 
Endemic: native or local. 
Fimbriate: fringed. 

Eupogon: a term in common usage first proposed 
by Randolph (AIS 148, January 1958) for the 
true-bearded irises havingbeards consisting 
of multicellular hairs, which are- the subject 
of the present volume. 

Falcate: sickle-shaped. 
Fusiform: tapering at each end, spindle-shaped. 
Glaucous: covered with a whitish "bloom," as is 

the foliage of Iris pallida. 
Habitat: the type oflocality in which the plant grows. 
Herbaceous: green, leafy in texture, not dried out. 
Idiogram: a diagrammatic representation of the 

chromosome complement of an individual or 
species. 

Karyotype: the sum of the number, form and size 
of the chromosome complement of an individ
ual species or cultivated variety. 

Keel: a projecting longitudinal ridge, as the midrib 
of the spathe in certain iris species, a diag
nostic character. 

Lanceolate: tapering at bothends, wider below the 
middle. 

Membranous: of spathes, thin and soft, not green. 
Morphology: the form and structure of an organism 

considered as a whole. 
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Mucronate: having a sharp point at a blunt or round
ed tip. 

Ovary: the structure at the base of the flower bear
ing the ovules whichbecome seeds after fer
tilization. 

Pedicel: the stalk or stem of a flower. 
Perianth tube: the structure between the ovary anci 

the point of attachment of the perianth seg
ments (standards and falls). Relative length 
of ovary and tube is a diagnostic character in 
determining species and species relationships. 

Reflexed: bent abruptly downward and inward. Falls 
of iris species may be abruptly reflexed. In 
vernacular, "tucked." 

Scarious: thin and dry, papery, not green. 
Sessile: without stem or stalk. 
Sheath: folded or sheathing part of a leaf or spathe. 
Spathe: pair of large bracts subtending the inflor-

escence with distinguishing characters which 

make them useful in separating taxa. Usually 
described as herbaceous, membranous, or 
scarious, q, v. 

Style: connecting structure between ovary and stig
ma. In the iris referred to as "arm" or 
"branch." 

Sympatric: species growing together in the same 
natural habitat, sometimes resulting in an 
indeterminate group ofintermediate or hybrid 
forms. 

Taxonomy: the identification, classification and no
menclature of living organisms. In the case 
of the eupogon iris species, a difficult prob
lem to which nofinal solution has beenfound. 

Var.iation: the occurrence of differences among in
dividuals of the same species; or an individual 
which results from such variability. 
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ALBINO DOLL (A Brown '64) Sdg D-253. Cretica 
X self. Wl, white self, white beard. 

ALPINE CHARM (V Grapes '57) Sdg 1555. Nana 
sdg X ? Y3, ivory, yellow-green spot, white 
beard. 

APFELBLUTE (VanNes '59) Sdg J-38-2. Cretica 
X Austrian pumila lemon. V3, orchid bitone, 
white beard. 

APRIL MIST (Robinson '54) Sdg B-101. April 
Morn X pumila. BlL, blue self, white beard. 

APRIL MORN (Welch '52) Sdg J-501. Cook 1546 
X Sulina. BlL, blue self, blue beard. 

Aprilschnee (Hans. '58) Transfer to 1960 sdg. 
APRILSCHNEE (Hans. 160) Austrian pumilas #60 

X #120. Wl, white self. 
APRIL VAR (A Brown 165) Sdg D465-2. Carpa

thia X Serbian pumila #11. Y4RODcm, yellows, 
F red-brown, narrow yellow margin, B ivory. 

ARROWHEAD (Warburton '57) Carpathia X Su
lina. Sdg A-503. BlL, pale blue, deeper blue 
spot, white beard 

ATOMIC BLUE (Welch '60) S-504. My Daddy X 
blue April Morn sdg. BlL, blue self; white 
beard. 

BARIUM GOLD (Roberts '56) Sdg A-502. Carpa
thia X ? Y3, barium yellow, olive-green spot. 
Orange beard. 

BELVEDERE (Hans. 155) Coll. #22. W4, white, 
blue spot. 

BERND (Hans. -Jordan 158) Kuban pumila 201. 
Y4, light yellow, red-brown spot. 

BLUE CAPERS (A Brown 166) Sdg D379. Cute 
Capers X Rosy Carpet. Blem, blue, rose
purple spot, white beard. 

BLUE ELF (Kavan 159) Sdg 1-57. Cretica XS. 
Vl, blue-violet, light blue beard. 

BLUE SPOT (Welch 153) Sdg J-522. Sulina X 
Nana. B3, blue, violet spot. 

BLUE TEAL (Neel '59) Sdg 2-56. !: pumila X 
WelchH-503xHanselmayer. B20, medium blue, 
olive-brown spot. 

BROWNETT (Roberts 157) Sdg A-501. Carpathia 
X ? Y4, yellow, velvety brown spot, white 
beard. 

BUTTERCUP FAIRY (Simonson 166) Sdg 804. 
Welch H-504 X ? Y3cm, ivory, yellow spot, 
ivory beard. 

CARPATHIA (Schreiner not reg.) Coll. seed. 
Y3, yellow, brown spot. 

CHUBBY (Robinson 155) Sdg 113. April Morn X 
(Cook 1546 x Sulina). Y4, yellow, fern-green 
spot. 

CONTENTMENT (Robinson '55) Sdg 105. April 
Morn X (Cook 1546 x Sulina). VB4, violet-blue, 
brown spot. 

CREAMETTE (Roberts 166) Sdg 64R2. White 
Mite X Brownett. YlLcm, cream, lemon spot, 
white beard. 

CRETICA (B. 0. D. '52) Coll. Crete by Atcheley. 
RV-1, smoky red.-,.;urple . . 

CRIMEA (Hans. 105) Coll. Crimean #6. Vl, light 
violet self, yellow beard. 

CUTE CAPERS (A Brown '60) D109-7. Hansel
mayer X Sea O'Blue. Yl, greenish lemon self, 
white beard. 

DROP O'BLUE (A Brown '60) D109-4. Hansel
mayer X Sea O'Blue. BlL, light blue self; 
white beard. 

ENOS ( C & M Bacon 166) April Morn X self. 
BlL, wisteria blue self. 

FLASHLIGHT (Welch '57) Sdg 0-503. Blue Spot 
X Hanselmayer. Y3, yellow, gold spot, white 
beard. 

FLAXEN (Doriot 154) Sdlg 3-54. April Morn X ? 
BlL, light blue self. 

GARNET GLEAM (Sindt '67) Sdlg GlOO. Spring 
Joy X ? RVlF, red-violet self, slightly darker 
falls, near white beard. 

GOLD LOCKET (A Brown 166) Sdg D290-7. Dl-9 
X D135-l. Y3, bright indian yellow, orange
yellow falls, yellow beard. 

GOLD FLUSH (Roberts '57) Sdg A-502. Carpathia 
X ? Yl, barium yellow, gold spot, white beard. 

GREENIE (Welch 160) Sdg 0-511. Blue Spot X 
Morning Fresh. G3, pale green, medium blue
green spot, white beard . 

HANSELMA YER (Hanselmayer '55) Coll. Austrian 
pumila. (Also reg. Welch '55) Yl, pale lemon 
self. 

KARFUNKEL (Hans. '61) Suaveolens X H#50. 
05R, brown-red self, yellow beard. 

KING O'THE HILLS (H Grapes '56) Sdg 54-26. 
Sulina X Nana. Y4, medium yellow, red-brown 
spot, light' yellow beard. 

KING O'THE ROCKS (H Grapes '56) Sdg 56-3. 
Sulina X? VlL, lavender, violet spot, white 
beard. 
~ (Salsman '61) Sdg D-59-10. Carpathia X Aus

.. trian red-violet pumila. VlR, red-violet self. 
LEMON DOLL (Warburton 166) Sdg CE-501. Cre

tica x Carpathia X ? Y3L, yellow, deeper velvet 
patch, white beard. 

LEMON DROP (Robinson '57) Sdg 122. Carpathia. 
X April Morn. Yl, medium yellow, velvet spot. 
White beard. 

LILABLANKA (Kurzmann '60) Coll. Austrian pu
mila. V3, dark lilac S, paler F, white beard. 

LITTLE BALKAN (Welch '53) Sdg K-508. Sulina 
X Nana. RVlD, mulberry purple, violet beard. 

LITTLE BEAVER (Zickler '56) Sdg DI-6-3. Nana 
X Cook 1546. RlD, winered self, white beard. 

LITTLE CHARMER (A Brown '56) Sdg Dl-3. April 
Morn X ? YGl, chartreuse, sage-green spot. 

LITTLE DARKIE (A Brown '60) D36-5. Carpathia 
X Sulina. V3, violet, slightly darker spot, blue 
beard. 

LITTLE DOVE (V Grapes '62) Sdg 360. Nana sdg 
x Cretica X ? Wl, white self, white beard. 

LITTLE SISTER (Robinson '56) Sdg HC-4. Welch 
H-503 X Carpathia. Light violet, deeper violet 
spot, white beard. 

LOLLIPOP (Robinson '56) Sdg 140. Contentment 
X Cook 1546. Yl, Bright yellow, white blaze in 
F, white beard. 

MAGIC SPELL (Robinson '56) Sdg P-104. April 
Morn X Cretica. RVl, red-violet self, white 
beard. 

MARMOT (Simonson '64) Sdg 1003. Welch H-504 
X ? Vl, lavender, darker spot, blue beard. 

MON BIJOU (Fletcher '57) Mixed pumila seed. 
VlM, deep violet self. 

MORNING FRESH (Welch 159) Sdg K-506. Sulina 
X Nana. B3, blue, darker spot, white beard. 

MY DADDY (Welch '57) Sdg N-513. H-503 X Han
selmayer. Wl, ivory white self. 

NANA (Schreiner not reg. ) Sd from Crimea.RV-1, 
red-violet, near-black spot, white beard. 

NOREIA (Hans. '58) Coll. Austria. BlL, lilac
rose, darker spot. 

NOSEGAY (Robinson '55) Sdg 120. April Morn X 
pumila. BlL, light blue, whtte beard. 

ORCHID CHERUB (Mahood 166) Sdg 646. Cretica 
x self X Cretica. V3LD, Slight orchid, F dark 
orchid, darker spot, white beard. 

ORCHID ELF (A Brown '63) Sdg Dl95-3. Cretica 
X Sulina. Vl, rosy orchid, plum-purple spot, 
lavender beard. 

ORCHID SHEEN (Welch '61) Sdg M-508. Pumila 
X pumila. V5, orchid-pink, deeper spot. 

OSTERFEUER (Hans. '60) Austrian #50 X #33. 
R3, red, darker spot, yellow beard. 
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OSTERGRUSS (Hans. '60) Kuban pumila #205 X 
#202. Y4, cream, plum spot, white beard. 

PANNONIA (Hans. '58) Coll. Austrian pumila. 
Yl, yellow self. 

PATRIOT (Robinson '56) Sdg 119. April Morn X 
Sulina. V3, violet, red-violet spot. 

PIROSCHKA (Berlin ) #D-2, Coll. Hungary. 
RVl, reddish-purple, darker spot. Large, 7" 

PUMILA MUNICH (Rand. '60) M-lOB, Munich 
Bot. Gard. Y5B, greenish-yellow self. 

RADEGUND (van Nes '64) April Morn X pumila. 
Bl, blue, blue beard. 

RED AMETHYST (Doriot '54) Sdg 2-54. Pumila 
X ? RVlL, red-violet, deeper spot. 

REMNANT (Cook '55) Sdg 1453. Two blue pum
ila sdgs. B3L, pale blue, deeper blue spot. 

RICH ACRES (Greenlee '64) Carpathia x self X 
Austrian rose pumila. VlD, red-purple, self 
beard. 

ROSA VON PANNONIEN (von Balzar '57) Pumila 
MEKG-1-17 X MEKG-11-25. VlP, orchid
pink self, dark orchid-pink beard. 

ROSE ELF (Doriot '62) Nana X ? Vl, light rosy 
lavender self. 

ROSY CARPET (V Grapes '56) Sdg 153. Sulina X 
Nana sdg. RV3, rosy-lavender, darker spot, 
lavender-white beard. 

SARMATIA (Hans. '55) Collected pumila. Y3, S 
Hght yellow, F darker, yellow beard. . 

SCHLOSS RANNA (Van Nes '64) April Morn X 
self. V3, azure blue, violet spot, white beard. 

SCHWARZAUGLEIN (Van Nes '59) Sdg J-32-2. 
Pumila x Carpathia X pumila RVDoff. Y4, yel
low, blue-black spot; white beard. 

SEA O'BLUE (A Brown '56) Sdg Dl-23. April 
Morn X ? VB!, sea-blue self. 

SKY PATCH (Cook '55) Sdg 1153. Blue pumila 
sdg X ? B3L, pale blue S, light blue F. 

SNOW BABY (Simonson '59) Sdg 430. Cretica X 
? Wl, white self, white beard. 

SNOW FAIRY (Robinson '54) Sdg B-106. April 
Morn X ? Wl, white self, white beard. 

SPRING JOY (Welch '56) Sdg N-506. Blue Spot X 
H-503. V3, lavender, reddish-purple spot, 
white beard. 

SULINA (Schreiner not reg. ) Seed from Rumania. 
VlD, blue-violet, darker spot, blue beard. 

SUN SPARKLE (Sindt '67) Sdg DlOl. ?Carpathia 
X self. YlF, yellow, self beard. 

TARA (V Grapes '56) Sdg 455. Sulina sdg X ? 
R3, pinkish red, rust-red spot, lavender beard. 

THREE COINS (Robinson 155) Sdg 127. Two pu
mila sdgs. Y4, yellow, soft red spot, white 
beard. 

TOM THUMBPRINT (Robinson '54) April Morn X 
? B4, blue, mahogany spot, blue beard. 

TOPA (Berlin ) Turda Schlucht, Rumania. 
TURQUOISE GEM (Simonson '59) Sdg 510. April 

Morn X ? Bl, blue self, white beard. 
UKRAINA (Hans. '55) Coll. V3, violet-red, 

darker spot, yellow beard. 
VINDOBONA (Hans. '58) #53A coll. R3, reddish, 

darker spot, blue beard. 
VIOLETTA (Benbow '56) Cretica X Sulina. RVl, 

rosy-violet, dark spot, blue beard. 
VOLUNTEER (Robinson '56) Sdg 139. Welch H503 

X Carpathia. B3, blue, darker blue spot, white 
beard. 

WEE BLUE (Welch '58) Sdg N-517. Blue pumila 
X blue pumila. BlM, medium blue self, white 
beard. 

WEE TURQUE (Streibich '54) Sdg D-1. Pumila 
X pumila. Bl, light blue, reddish grape spot, 
beard white. 

WHITE MITE (Welch '58) Sdg P-502. (April Morn 
x H-501) x white pumila)) X M-517. Wl, white 
self, white beard. 

WILLIE WINKY (Mahood '65) Sdg 1-61. Rosy 
Carpet X ? WlW, white self, white beard. 

GARDEN RAISED SEEDLINGS OF IRIS PUMILA 

Garden-bred clones of Iris pwnila have been raised. in enormous nwnbers from the seed of collected speci
mens and in advanced generations from the original clones. Among them are important parents of the new types 
of garden hybrids produced within the past 25 years. We include in the listing of seedlings of Paul Howard Cook 
those bred from AZUREA, a natural hybrid pictured in Dykes' (2) plate of Iris pwnila; these are. marked (A). ---Mrs Rex P (Alta) Brown, 

Kirkland, Washington 

Dl-1: April MornX? Deep blue. 
Dl-3: Little Charmer 
Dl-23: Sea O'Blue. 
Dl-12: April MornX? Blue, twin 

spot. 
Dl-13: same. Blue, purple spot. 
Dl-15: same. Light blue. 
Dl-28: same. Blue,· purple spot. 
D2 -21: unknown. Yellow, brown spot. 
D36-3: CarpathiaX Sulina. Violet. 
D36-5: Little Darkie. 
D36-9: Carpathia X Sulina. Light 

blue, purple spot. 
D74: April Morn X Hanselmayer. 

Blue, darker spot. 
D77-5: April Morn X Carpathia. 

Blue, purple spot. 
D77-6: same. Yellow bitone. 
D98-2: CarpathiaXApril Morn. 

Light yellow, tiny spot. 
D99-3: Carpathia X Hanselmayer. 

Yellow bitone. 

Dl00-1: Carpathia X Hanselmayer. 
Yellow with spot. 

Dl00-2: same. Yellow. 
Dl00-6: same. Yellow. 
Dl00-9: same. Yellow. 
Dl00-10: same. Yellow. 
DlOl: Carpathia X Blue Spot. Blue 

with spot. 
Dl02-2: Cretica X Blue Spot. Blue 

with spot. 
Dl09-l: Hanselmayer X Sea O'Blue 

Cream. 
D109-4: Drop o'Blue. 
Dl09-7: Cute Capers. 
Dl09-ll: Hanselmayer X Sea O' 

Blue. Greenish. 
Dl09-12: same. 
Dl55-2: Red Amethyst X Carpathia. 

Red. 
Dll7-l: Red Amethyst X Sulina. 

Yellow, green spot. 
Dll 7-2: same. Dark red. 
Dl 77-5: same. Red-violet. 
D120: Sulina X Hanselmayer. Purple 

D122-1: Sulina X Carpathia. Light 
blue, darker spot. 

D122-2: same. 
D122-4: same. Blue with spot. 
Dl22-5: same. Violet 
Dl32: Rose Austrian X Hansel

mayer. Rose. 
D133-2: Little Charmer X April 

Morn. 
Dl33-4: same. Light blue. 
Dl33-5: same. Light yellow, spot. 
Dl35: Little Charmer X Carpathia. 

Bright yellow bitone. 
D138: Little Charmer X ? Yellow, 

darker spot. 
Dl37-2: Little Charmer X Cretica. 

Color of Cretica. 
Dl37-2 same. Cretica color. 
Dl37-5 same. Cretica color. 
D154-2 Dl-20 X Carpathia. Varie-

gata. 
D154-3 same. Variegata. 
D154-6 same. Variegata. 
D154-8 same. Variegata. 

• 
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D157-2: Sea O'Blue X April Morn. 
Deep blue. 

D159-3: Sea O'Blue X Carpathia. 
Cream S, gold F. 

D161-3: Dl-27 X Carpathia. Light 
blue with spot. 

D161-8: same. Purple, red spot. 
D194 -1: Carpathia X Cretica. Purple 
D194 -2: same. Cretica color 
D194 -3: same. Yellow, brown spot. 
D194 -5: same. Cretica color. 
D195-1: Cretica X Sulina. 
D195-3: Orchid Elf. 
D195-6: Cretica X Sulina. 
D196 -3: Cretica'. X ? Cretica color. 
D199 -l: Little Charmer X King o' 

the Hills. Yellow, green spot. 
D200 -1: Austrian Rose X Little 

Charmer. Rose. 
D201 : Sea O'Blue X Sulina. Violet. 
D204: Silina X Blue Spot. Green. 
D206 : Sulina X Cretica. Cretica 

color. 
D210-2: Wee Turque X Sulina. Near 

white, slight spot. 
D210-4: same . Purple. 
D246-2: April Morn X self. L emon. 
D253: Albino Doll. 
D252: Cretica X Cute Capers. Dark 

blue -violet. 
D255-4: Carpathia X ? Purple. 
D262-l: Little Charmer X D135-1. 

Red-purple. 
D262-2: same . Variegata. 
D262-3; same . Purple 
D266 -3: Red Amethyst X Cute Cap

ers. Rose red. 
D316-6: Cute Capers X Cretica. 

Purpl e . 
D316-ll: same. Red purple . 
D316-12: same . Greenish yellow. 
D316-15: s ame. Light red-purpl e. 
D316-18 : same . Red-violet, blue 

beard. 
D317-l: Cute Capers X Cretica. 
· P ale yellow with spot. 
D317-12: same . Gr eenish cream. 
D317-15: same . Red-viol et. 
D318-18 : same. Violet. 
D318 -1: Cute Capers X s elf. P al e 

cream. 
D3 58: Cretica X My Daddy. Purpl e . 
D359 -2: Cretica X My Daddy. 

Bright variegata. 
D337-3: Dl54- 8 X Dl54-3. Varieg. 
D374-l: Cute Capers X Drop O 'Blue . 

Blue 
D374-2: same . Cream. 
D 374-5: same . 
D374-10: · same. 
D376-2: Cute Capers X Orchid 

Sheen. Red-violet. 
D376- 4: same . Medium blue . 
D376-5: same. Clear blue . 
D379 : Blue Capers. 
D409 : Cute Capers X My Daddy. 

Cream. 
D410 -4: Cute Capers X Sea O 'Blue . 

Gr eenish yellow. 
D410-5: same . Clear blue. 
D410-7: same. White, blue spot. 
D410-8 : same . White, blue spot. 
D411-8: Cute Capers X Red Ame -

thyst. Variegata. 
D411-9: same. Red purpl e . 
D411-10: same. Red purple. 
D411-15: same. Rich red purple . 
D412-l: Cute Capers X Drop O'Blue. 
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D412-2: same. Deep blue , ctarker 
spot. 

D465 - 2: April Var. 
D 467-1: Cr etica X My Daddy. 
D475-l: Rosy Carpet X Cute Capers. 

Blue , r ed -purple spot. 
D475 - 2: same. Red purple . 
D511-3: D154 -8 X Brownett. Varieg. 
D512-4: D337-3 X Br ownett. Varieg. 
D522: Cute Caper s X Rosy Carpet. 

Rich r ed-violet. 
D53 5: Hans . 25 X Cute Caper s . Or

chid pink. 
D574-9 : Crimean pumila X self. 

Pinkis h purpl e , dar ker s po t. 
D574-ll: s ame. Red 
D574-15: same. Orchid 
D620 -9: D210 - 2 X Drop O' Blue . 

Turquoise blue . 
D634 - 2: D376 - 5 X Rosy Carpet. 

L ight yellow . 
D645 -3: D209 -8 X Cute Caper s . 

Red -purple . · 
D 656 -3: Drop O ' Blue X D374-1 0. 

Blue. 
D662 -1: White Mite X Drop O 'Blue . 

P ure white. 
D664 -l : Hans. 25 X D- 410- 7. Dar k 

purpl e , blue bear d . 
D670-1 : Dl00-10 X My Daddy. 

Bright green -yellow. 
D671-l: Dl09 -1 X D374 -1 0. Yellow. 
D671-2: same . Light yellow. 
D 671-4: same. Blue . 
D678 - 2: Orchid Elf X My Daddy. 

P inkis h purpl e. 
D679 -l: Or chid Elf X Rosy Car pet. 

Or chid . 
D679 - 2: same. Light orchid. 
Dti81-1 : Orchid Elf X Hans . 37. 

P ale or chid . 
D681 - 2: same. Medium or chid. 
D681-4: same . Lilac . 
D682 - 2: Orchid Elf X Hans. 100. 

Orchid pink. 
D682 - 3: same: Light orchid darker 

spot. 
D682 - 7: same . Pure white . 
D690B: D262 - 2 X Orchid Elf. Red -

purpl e. 
D695 - 8: D410- 5 X D140- 7. Yellow. 
D695-10: same. Blue with spot. 
D695 -12: same. Yellow, ivor y spot. ---
P aul Howard Cook, Bl uffton, 

Indiana (deceased). 

yellow. (A) 
11 43 : pumila X pumila. Purple , blue 

beard, compact, taller than mos t 
pumilas, 5 to 611

• 

1243 : pumila X pumila. Smooth, pret
ty, deep viole t, whitish beard. 

1343: pumila X pumila. Deep bl ue
viole t, showy white beard, small 
plant. 

1443 : pumila X pumila. Neat violet. 
1543: pumila X pumila. Low bright 

pur ple , white bear d. Attrac tive . 
1643: Violet Gem=Azurea x pumila. 

Dark blue -viole t, blue beard (A) . 

1446: Azurea/pumila X pumila dark 
blue . Amoena. (A) 

1546: Azurea/pumila X pumila dark 
blue. Cream amoena. (A) 

1646: pumila X pumila blue bicolor. 
1 746: pumila X pumila. 
1946: Azurea/pum X pum dark blue . 

147: Azurea/pum X pumila deep vi-
olet. Deep blue -violet , pretty. (A) 

148 : pumila X pumila. Blue , larger 
t han average, slight blotch. Fine. 

248 : pumila X pumila. Yellow with 
fall blotch. Fine, last to bloom . 

348: pumila X pumila. Yellow with 
brownish fall blotch. 

448 : pumila X pumila. Lighter and 
brighter than most purple pumilas. 

1448: pumila X pumila.Yellowbicolor. 
1548: pumila X pumila. Yel. bicolor. 
1648: pumila X pumila. Violet. 
1748 : pumila X pumila. Viole t. 
1848 : pumila X pumila. Blue bicol or . 

5149 : pumila X pumila. Purple 
5249: pumila X pumila. Pale purple . 
5549 : pumila X pumila. Yellow, me -

dium brown blotch. 
5649: pumila X pumila. Pale purple. 

150: Carpathia X pumila violet. Clean 
medium yel. no blotch, 2 flowers. 

250: 248 X 148. Small blue , faint 
blotch. 4 1/2". 3 fls . 

350: 1946 X pumila viole t. (A). 
450: 248 X 148. Small bl ue , faint 

blotch. 4 1/2 " . 3 fls. 
650: Violet Gem X ? Deep violet self 

conspicuous whitish beard. 5" 143: pumila X pum11a. Deep violet 
self, very compact cl ump. 

243: pumila X pumila. Yellow, some 151 : pumila 248 X 146. Blue bitone, 
brown on fall. strong and free . 

343: pumila X pumila. Pale yellow, 251: pumila 643 X Nana. Purple, red-
falls greenish; very l ow . der fal l s and whitish beard. 

443: pumila X pumila. Purple self, 451: pumila 248 X 148. Blue bitone 
compact habit. like 151. Green haft, white beard. 

543: pumila X pumila. Pale blue , 3051 : Viole.t Gem X Carpathia. (A) 
maroon blotch on falls , white beard. 152 : 643 X 1646. Purple pum. X pum. 

643: pumila X pumila. Low purple , blue bicol or . Blue, goodfall blotch. 
blue beard. 352 : 1946 X pum violet. Small smooth 

743: pumila X pumila. Deep viole t, violet, small neat beard, under 4" . 
whi tish beard. 452 : 1648 X 1646. Very small plant 

843: pumila X pumila. Small fl. under 3 1/2" , Tiny gray- blue fls . 
purple , bl ue bear d; neat and pr etty. 552 : 650 X 250. (A) 

943: Azurea X pumila. Small fl. yel- 652 : 1546/pumila blue X ? \A) 
low S, F maroon- brown edged 752 : 1646/? X 250 small bl ue pum. 
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Deep orange-yellow self, under 4" 
852: same. Yellow stands, orange

yellow falls, no blotch. 
1252: 150 X 350: Deep orange-yel

low, no blotch. (A) 
1352: Same. Yellow stands and or

ange-yellow falls, no blotch. (A) 
1452: 650 X 250. Extremely dwarf, 

deep violet, under 3". (A) 
1552: Violet Gem X 348. Medium bi

color slate and gunmetal cast. (A) 
1752: 643 X 1646. Solid deep purple 

pale blue beard. 
1852: 450 X 250. 4 1/2", very blue, 

least blotch. 2 fls. 
1952: same. Very small, small 

blotch, white beard, very blue. 
2052: same. 3 1/2". Medium blue

vioiet, white beard, under 4" 
2152: same. 3 1/2". Clear yellow S. 

greenish-yellow F. , white beard. 
2252: 650 X 250. Deep blue-violet, 

coarse white beard, very small (A) 
2352: Violet Gem X Carpathia. Pale 

blue, dark brown blotch. 4 1/2" (A) 
2452: 650 X 250. Medium blue, 

white beard, good color. (A) 
2552: 350 X ?. Tiny green-yellow. (A) 
2652: Carpathia/pum violet X ? 

Small yellow, good fall blotch. 
2752: 1546 X pum blue. Light yel

low, strong greenish F. overlay (A) 
2852: 1648/1646 X ? Medium yellow, 

deep maroon fall blotch. 
2952: same. Yellow S, maroon F. 
3052: same. No description. 
3152: same. Near white S. maroon F. 
3252: Violet Gem/? X ? Medium 

very blue, w.hitish beard, strong (A) 
3352: Violet Gem X 348. Medium 

very blue, early (A). 
3452: 450 X 250. Same as 18. Very 

blue, pale, bluest. 
3552: 1546/pum. blue X ? Pale blue 

purple fall blotch, under 4". (A} 

153: Violet Gem X 1646. Medium 
blue S, bluish-black F, whitish 
beard. Very free, trimandnear (A) 

353: 1648/1646 X ? Very deep violet, 
whitish beard. Under 4". 

453: same. Very blue bicolor, 4". 
553: 450 X 250. Slightly bi color me

dium blue, white beard. 511 

653: same. Blue bicolor, very blue, 
white beard. 4 11

• 

753: 148/248 X 450. Tiny 3" lemon
yellow, greenish to maroon blotch. 

853: 1946/pum violet X ? . Dwarfest 
2 1/2 11

, tiny flowers, deep yellow. 
1053: 248/148 X 350. Distinct light 

blue self, 4". 
1153: Sky Patch. 
1253: 1648/1646 X ? Light yellow, 

falls overlaid pale green, white be. 
beard. 4 11

• 

1353: 450 X 250. Small medium yel
low, olive-green fall blotch. 31/2". 

1453: Remnant. 

1553: 148/248 X 450. Very blue bi
tone, white beard. Strong plant. 

1653: same. Light blue self. 
1753: 450 X 250. Very blue, half 

fall blotch. 
1853: same. Blue bicolor, 3 1/2" 
1953: 148/248 X ? Tiny medi'inn 

blue, white beard. 3 .1/2 11
• 

2053: 1646/148 X ? Clear lightblue 
self, thin white beard, 311

• 

2153: 1648/1646 X ? Deep violet, 311
• 

Pale blue beard. 
2753: 148/248 X 450. Brilliant me

dium bluest self. 3 1/2 11 

2853: 650 X 250. Deep rich violet 
self, white beard. 3 ". (A) 

3153: 450 X 250. Short blue self, 
very late. 3 1/2 11

• (A) 
3253: 1646/148 X ·? Medium blue 

self, 4". 
3353: same. Rich deep violet. 
3453: 1546/pum blue X ? Medium 

blue, whitish beard, late. (A) 
3653: 1643 X 348. Smallest blue self. 

no green. 2 11 (A) ' 
3753: 150 X 350. Clean light yellow, 

white beard. (A) 
3953: Violet Gem X ? Deep violet, 

brilliant, fine shape. 6 11 (A) 

155: 2053 X LG (Little Greenie, sib 
to Violet Gem) 3 11

, pale greenish
blue, light yellow beard. (A) 

455: 3452 X 2053 . . 5 11
, light blue self, 

white beard. 
555: same. Diminutive 3" white, nice 

shape, white beard. 

556: 1352 X 752. Near approach to 
real orange, self. Beard deeper 
orange. 4". (A) 

656: Sib X 2053. Deep yellow, yellow 
beard. Late. 4 1/2". 

1158: 3753 X 752. Yellow self (A). 
1258: same. Yellow self. (A) 
1358: same. Yellow self (A) 
1458: same. Yellow self (A) 
1558: same. Yellow self (A) 
1658: same. Yellow self (A) 
1758: 853 X 752. Small yellow (A) 
1858: same. Free yellow. (A) 
2058: 3753 X 752. Deep yellow. (A) 

159: 155 X 2053. YG: yellow S, green 
F, small flowers. 5 1/2" ---Mrs Zeh (Dorothy) Dennis, Hot 

Springs, Arkansas 

1J 551: Cretica X self ( ?) Lavender 
blue. 

D 554: Cretica ]t self ( ?) Yellow. 
D 561: Sulina X Cretica. Purple 6" 

long bloom. 
D 571: April Morn X D 554. Lemon 

with green spot. 
D 573: D 553 X April Morn. Tiny 

lavender. 3 1 /2". 
D 578: Sulina X Cretica. S blue

white, blue midrib, F white yellow 
shoulders, blue-green spot. 

D 582: April Morn X D 554. Pale 
yellow, green spot, white beard. 

6001: Cretica X Hanselmayer. 
Purple, no spot, lavender beard. 

6101: Schacht X Cretica. Pale violet 
violet spot, light violet beard. 

6600: Welch H-513 X Blue Spol 
Cream, large brown spot, fuzzy 
white beard. ---Mrs R E (Wilma) Greenlee, 

Chrisman, Illinois 

"Tiny Mite:" White Mite X Rich 
Acres. Tiny blend, red-violet 
and white. 

"Variegata:" Carpathia X H-503 
Superb. 

"Bright Orange:" Welch J -509 X 
Welch J-512 . ---Mrs John (Grace) Guenther, Sioux 

City, Iowa 

D-48-1: Sulina X self, pale orchid· 
white, deeper orchid spot. ---Fred L Nacke, Richland, 
Washington 

#1: H-51lxM-513Welch, yellow, 
yellow tipped beard. 

#2: same, better form. ---David L Reath, Vulcan, Michigan 

14-60: Yellow amoena. 
15-60: Green amoena. 
1-62: (Sib of 14-62) Yellow, green 

spot. Wide falls, domed, white bd. 
5-62: Rose Elf X Hans. 93. Rose, 

purple-rose spot, purple beard. 
13-62: Purple. 
14-62: Sib of 1-62. 
25-62: Welch H-503 X M-548. White, 

pale blue spot, white beard. 
26-62: same. White, blue spot. 
27-62: same. Velvety purple, purple 

beard. 
28-62: J -502 X Flaxen. Cream yel

low, yellow spot, white beard. 
29-62: J-502 X Hans. 164. Deep 

yellow variegata, deep spot. 
30-62: NanaX? Rosepurple, purple 

spot. 
31-62: Rose Elf X J-509. Rose, 

rose-purple spot. Flaring. 
32-62: same. Blue, violet spot. 
33-62: same. Rose pink, rose

purple spot. 
34-62: Hans. 145 X Wee Blue. Blue, 

slightly darker spot, white beard. 
35-62: Hans. 163 X My Daddy. Vio

let, blue beard. 
36-62: same. Blue, violet spot. 
37-62: J-502 X Hans. 138. Cream

white, yellow 13pot, white beard. 
38-62: White Mite X self. Blue, 

white beard. Ruffled, flared. 
39-62: Violet, slight purple cast. 
40-62: Hans 64 X Bu 1 alba. Cream

y white, good shape. 
41-62: Hans.145 X Wee Blue. Blue, 

slight blue spot, pale blue beard. 
42-62: same. Creamy white, match

ing beard. Creped. 
43-62: Hans 93 X 41. Orchid pink. 
44-62: Hans 28 X ? Yellow amoena 

not pure pumila. 



.. 
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45-62: Orchid pink, purple venation 
Red-purple spot. 

46 - 62 : Blue Spot X Flaxen. Cream, 
gr een spot, flaring. 

47 -62: Spunky. 
48 - 62: Rose Elf X Hans 93. Orchid. 
49-62: Hans 93 X 41. Rosy orchid, 

deeper spot. 
50 - 62: Wee Blue X White Mite. Yel

low amoena. 
54-62: White Mite X Rose Elf. Or

chid, s light spot. 
56 - 62: Reath 15-60 X 16-60. Green 

amoena, pure white S, green F. 
(Green is both blue and yellow). ---
Earl Rider, Easton, Pennsylvania 

60C -l: Hanselmayer X April Morn. 
Small yellow self. 

60C-2: same. Light blue. 
60C-3: same. Blue 
64 - 476 -1: 60C-l X White Mite. Ex-

ceptional color blue. 
64-476-2: same. Blue. 
64-476 -3: same. Lemon. 
64-476-4: same. Lemon. 
64-476-6: same. Blue. 
64 -707 - 3: same. Light blue self, 

wonderful color. 
64-232-1: H-501 X self. Yellow with 

spot. 
64-22ff-2: M- 508 X White Mite. 

Flaring, white beard. 3 1/2 11
• 

64-132-1: Reath 13-62 X White 
Mite. Deep violet. 

64-132 - 2: same. Violet. 
64 -132 - 3: same. Same. 
64-132 - 4, 5 and 6: same. Same. 
64-171 -1, 2, 3, and 4: same. Same. 
64 -920- 2: 60C - 2 X White Mite. Blue. 
64-920-3: same. Blue. 
64-931-1: same. Blue. 
64-931 - 6 & 7: same. Blue 
64-930-4: same. Cream. 
64 -930-11: same. White . 
64 -930-15: same. White. 
64-31-1: Blue Spot X White Mite . 

Blue. 
64-475-1: same. Yellow. 
64 -475-2 and 3: same. Blue 
64 -475-4: same. Yellow . 
64-334 -15: Atomic Blue X Welch 

H- 501. White with blue spot. 
64 -362-8: Welch 0 - 502 X H-501. 

Deep yellow, cherry spot. 
64 - 318-4: H-501 X 0 - 502 . Yellow, 

green falls with l/8 11 yellow edge. 
64 -708 - 5: Flashlight X Welch H- 501. 

White with greenish falls. 
64 -266 -3: Atomic Blue X White 

Mite. Pure white, wide parts . 
64 - 266-4: same. Good yellow. 
64 -185- 3: Carpathia X Welch H- 501. 

Deep yellow, brown spot. 
64-101-7: Cretica X self. Good vio-

let, violet beard. 
64 - 100-4: same. Purple, violet bd. 
64 -1 03 -5: same. Purple, blue bd. 
64 -113-3: same. Yellow, white bd. 
64-102-4: same. Violet, blue beard. 
64 - 102-5: same. Yellow, white bd . 
64 -105-6: same. Violet, blue beard. 
64 -120-2: same. Yellow, white bd. 
64 -120-3: same. Violet, blue beard. 
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64-121 -1: same. Light yellow, 
green spot, white beard. 

64 -1 21-3, and 6: same. Violet. 
64-9 - 2: April Morn X White Mite . 

Blue . 
64-156 - 5: same. Creamy white 

white beard. ' 
64-176-3: same. Cream, white bd. 
64 -1-1: Wl6 X Welch H- 501. Yel

low, deep spot, 4 ". 
64-155-2: Sulina X White Mite. 

Blue, white heard. 
64-234 - 3: same. Violet·self beard. 
64-451-1: Wee Blue X White Mite. 

Deep blue, white beard, dainty . . 
64-451-2: same. Deep blue, white 

beard, excellent color. 
64-453-5: same. Light blue, white 

beard. 
64 - 454 -1 : same. Blue, white beard. 
64 - 454 - 4: same. Blue, deeper blue 

spot, white beard. 
64-317-1: White Mite' X Welch H-501 
Creamy white, deep green spot. 

64-317-2: same. Creamy white, 
green spot. 

64-317-3: same. White, blue spot. ---Earl Roberts, Indianapolis, 
Indiana 

A-503: Carpathia X ? Sib Barium 
Gold and Brownett. Yellow be::ird. 

2R63: Serbian W-15 X self. Dark 
lavender - blue, maroon halo, lav
ender-blue beard. 

5R63: Dobrogee 221 X self. Pansy 
purple, deeper maroon halo , 
lavender beard. 

10R63: Cretica X ? Bright yellow, 
lemon flush on falls, white beard. 

63R4 : A503 X Barium Gold. Sunny 
yellow, lemon spot , white beard. 

66Rl: White Mite X Brownett. Ivory, 
yellow spot, white beard . 3 11

• 

66R2: Sky Dot 
66R3: White Mite/Brownett X sib. 

Creamy yellow . 
66R4: same. Yellow, brown spot, 

white beard. 
66R5: same. Clean cream, lemon 

spot, white beard, 4 11
• 

66R9: pumila Dobrogea 221 X self. 
Pinkish lavender, maroon spot, 
light blue beard . 

67R3: White Mite/Brownett X sib . 
Cream, 2/3 greenish spot, white 
beard. 4" . 

67R5: same. Creamy yellow, half 
chartreuse spot, white beard. 3". 

67R6: same. Yellow, brownish
black spot, white beard, 3 11

• 

67R7: same. Creamy yellow S, pale 
chartreuse F, brownish spot. ---
Richard S Rosenfels, Richland, 

Washington 

5820-1: Spring Joy X ? Deep vio
let self, dusty medium violet bd. 

5821-1: Same. 4" violet self with 
frosty pale blue beard. 

5tl21-2: Same. 4-511 powder blue, 
dark purple spot, blue-white bd. 

Mrs Orpha Salsman, Seattle, 
Washington 

D59-2: Streibich D-2 X Little 
Charmer. Ivory, green spot, 
white beard. 

D59-9: Carpathia X tall Austrian 
variegata unnumbered. Tall vari
egata, weak spot pattern. 

D59-10B: Kip sib. Very dark self, 
matching beard. 

D59-ll: Austrian red-violet X 
Streibich D-2 (Wee Turque sib) 
Red violet or fuchsia rose. 

D59-12: Austrian Red-violet X 
Hans. 119. Tall, poor form . 

D59-25: Carpathia X Cretica. Wine 
red, poor form, bd tangerine in 
throat. 

D60-5: H-503 Welch x Carpathia 
Good neglec ta type, like Cook 153. 

D62-1: Sulina X tall Austrian varie
gata. Large neglecta, good pat
tern, poor form. 

D63-1: (H-503 Welch x Carpathia) 
X (Hans #22 x Hanselmayer) Tall 
blue neglecta, white beard. ---David B Sindt, St Paul, Minnesota 

DlOl: Sun Sparkle 
Dl02: sib, Carpathia X self (Kavan). 
GlOO: Garnet Gleam 
G102: sib, Spring Joy X ? Pale 

cream, brown spot, wide, 4". ---
Mrs F W (Bee) Warburton, 

Westboro, Massachusetts 

1953: seed from Welch 

AM-1: April Morn X ? Deep blue, 
navy spot. 

AM - 2: same. Pale true blue. 
AM -3: same. Bigger blue, some 

blending. 
AM- 4: same. Slightly greenish blue. 
AM - 5: same. Small blue, blending. 
AM-6: same. Most blended blue. 
AM -7: same. Coarse blue. 
AM -8: same. Bigger blended blue. 
RV: pumila X ? Red-purple, near 

black in falls. 
RV-1: same. Near small red-purple. 
RV-2: same. Paler red-purple, blue 

hafts, white beard. 
YS: same. Yellow self, wide, faint 

green lines in falls, white beard. 

9A - 503: Arrowhead 
21A - 505: AM-2 X Carpathia. Char

treuse, blended purple in heart. 
21A-507: same. Cream yellow, 

conspicuously fringed styles. 
A- 508: pumila X ?. small laven

der self. 

?B - 500: Blue Spot X ? Blue and 
yellow blended both S and F. 

7B-501: same. White, green spot. 
7B-502: same. Near true blue. 
6B-503 : AM-3 X ? Blue, red spot. 
lOB-512: April Morn X ? Tiny 

greenish white. 
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68C - 500: Sulina/ Nana X ? (Rundlett 
seed). Red - viol et. 

2C - 501: A- 508 X ? Yellow. 
59C - 502: Cretica/ Sulina X ? Blue, 

brown srot. (Rundlett sd). 
66C - 503: AM- 1 X ? Deep blue. 
58C - 504: Lemon Doll. 
62C - 505: Carpathia X Arrowhead. 

Variegata, chocolate brown spot. 
59C - 506: Cretica/ Sulina X ? 

Orchid pink. (Rundlett sd ). 
59C - 507: same. Orchid pink. 
56C - 516: Cretica/ Nana X ? Deep 

purpl e . 
74BC - 523: Viol et Gem X pumila . 

Bl ended viol et. (A) 
74BC - 524: same. Gray and navy. 
60C - 528 : pumila X ? Ivor y suf

fused violet base of stands . (IvFl) 

HD - 500: Schacht X self. Yellow 
self, faint green in F . 

l OD - 501 : RV- 2 X self. Bright red 
violet, redder blotch, white bd. 

34F-500: AM - 2/ Car pathia X Schacht. 
Car oathia type variegata. 

6G-1: Kuban 205 X I. suaveolens 
Prodan. Gold, yellow beard. 

f:iG - 2: same. Brown spot ye11ow, 
yellow beard. 

6G - 3: same. Yellow bear d. 
6GH- 1 : same. Bushy white bear d. 
6GH- 2: s ame . Yellow beard, green 

at hafts . 
6GH- 3: same. Yellow beard. 
6GH- 4; same. Near orange, white 

beard. 
6GH-5: same. Brightest orange 

even bear d. 
6GH-6: same. Yellow beard . 
6GH- 7: same. Bright or3:nge beard . 
6GH- 8: same. Paler, white beard. 
6GH- 9: same. 
6GH- 10: same. Orange, white beard. 
47I- l: 6G - 2 X Welch M-513 . Yel -

low two headed . 
481_{ Hans . 64 x April Morn . Blue . 

32K- 1: 481 -1 X sib . Large ruffled 
yellow, green spot. 

36K - 2: same. Lavender - blue . 
32K- 3: same. Near self blue . 
32K- 4: same. Yellow, green spot. 
32K- 5: same. Greenish. . 
35K-1: Serb. Y X 471- 1. vanegata. 
37K-1 : 6G - l X 471- 1. Near ?range, 

orange beard, wide and br_ight: 
37K- 2: same. Neglecta, white beard 

and reddish spot. 
37K- 3: same. Lemon and olive var

iegata white a t shoulders . 
38K- 1: 471 - 1 X Rosenfels 582~ - 1. 

Blue -violet, F near black , violet 
beard . 

38K- 2: same. Yellow, pale green 
srot, fine form. 

38K- 3: same. Blue-violet, fuzzy bd. 
7JK- l: D- 501 X RV. Red-violet. 
7JK- 2· same. Red - violet. 
7JK- 3; same. RV, deep violet beard. 
7JK- 4: same. Neglecta. 
7JK- 5: same. RV, fine form . ---Walcer Welch, Middlebury, Indiana 

1950 
H- 501: Cook 1546 X Car pathia. 

Cream amoena. 
H-502: same. Yellow. 
H- 503: Sulina X Cook 1546. Clean 

light blue neglecta. 
H- 504: same. Yellow. 
H- 505: same. Lavender. 
H- 506: Sulina X Cook 1546. 
H- 507: Cook 1546 X Car pathia. 
H- 512: same. 

1951 
J - BOl: April Mor n 
J -502: Cook 1546 X Nana. Mix of 

blue and red - violet. 
J - 507 : Carpathia X Nana. Variegata . 
J - 509 : same. 
J - 512: Cook 1546 X Carpathia. 
J -514: Nana X Cook 1546. Purpl e, 

blue beard. 
J - 522: Blue Spot. 

1952!-------:---::-:---:--::-
K- 502: Sulina X Nana. Light pink-

ish bitone . 
K- 504: same. Dark mulberry self. 
K- 505: same. Blue - violet S, dark

er mor e reddish falls . 
K- 506: same. Negl ecta. 
K- 508 : Little Balkan. 

1953 
L - 502: Cretica X ? 
i,-507: J - 506 X April Morn. Near 

white, bluish beard. 
L - 510: April Morn/sib X sib . 
L - 512: J-506 X April Morn. White, 

slight yellow on falls . . 
L - 562: Violet Gem X H- 503. Tmy 

2" normal flowers , violet. (A) 
L - 564: April Morn X ? Pale blue. 
1954 
M- 501: April Morn X H-501. 
M- 505: Cretica X ? Pinkish 
M- 507: April Morn X H- 501. Am -

oena, near white , brown spot. 
M- 508: Orchid Sheen . 
M- 513: Carpathia/self X sib . 
1955 
N- 501: Blue Spot X Hanselmayer. 

Red - violet , blue beard. 
N- bO~: same. Chartreuse, white bd . 
N- 504: H- 502 X ? Light yellow . 
N- 5( 6: Spring Joy 
N- 5( 7: K- 504 X Hanselmayer . Deep 

viuet, violet beard. 
N- 508: pumila X ? Variegata. 
N- 509: Blue Spot X H- 503 . White 

with spot, white beard , some yel. 
N- 510: pumila X ? Pink, ~agenta 

spot , white beard. 3 _1/2 . 
N- 511: pumila X ? '!'hite S, _green 

F white beard, wide , flaring. 
N- 512 : H- 503 X Hanselmayer . 

White with spot. 
N- 514: pumila X ? Pink, light spot, 

white beard. 
N- 515: same. Magenta, whit~ beard. 
N- 516: same. Purplish or chid, bd . 

1 ight violet, 3" . 
N- 517: Wee Blue 
N- 519 : Blue Spot X Hansel~ayer . 

Green white, spot , big whi_te bear d. 
N- 520: pumila X ? Yellow bitone, , 

white beard. . 
N- 522: K- 505 X Hansel may~; · White , 

green srot, good shape, 3 . 

N- t:>23: April Morn X Hansel mayer. 
White, some green, white beard. 

N- 545: Cretica /H- 502 X ? Amoena. 
N- 546: same. White pumila. 
1956 

0 - 502: Sulina/Nana X white pumila . 
0 - 503: Flashlight. 
0 - 504: H- 502 X white pumila . Yel

low, white beard. 
0 - 506: K-502 X M- 501. Violet blue , 

violet beard . 
0 - 507: April Morn X ? Deepest blue 

bl ue bear d. 
0 - 509: M- 501 X white pumila. White 

pumila. 
0 - 511: Greenie. 
0 - 513 : L - 512 X ? Medium blue self. 
0 - 514: Variegata. 
0 - 515: April Morn X ? Yellow self. 
0 - 520: H- 503 X Hanselmayer. White 

pumila. 
0 - 522 : Apr il Morn X pumila. Orchid. 

1957 
P - 500: record lost. F ine dark purple 
P - 502: White Mite. 

1958 
R - 503 : H- 503 / J - 522 X N-517.--P ure 

white, white beard. · 
R - 504: Spring Joy X 0 - 502. Amoena. 
R - 509: My Daddy X 0 - 50£. Ivor y. 
R- 511: pumila/? X N- 509 . White. 
R - 514: L - 510 X self. White. 
R - 518: pumila X ? Dar k red -purpl e, 

violet beard . May be P-500. 

1959 
S-501: N- 503 X N- 517. Lavender 

self, white beard. 
S- 503: J - 508 X ? Purpl e, bl ue bear d. 
S- 504: Atomic Blue . 
S- 506: N-503 X Wee Blue . 
S- 507: N- 503 X N- 517. Violet blue 

self, blue -violet beard. 

1960 ·------------
T - 501: pumila X pumila . Pure vio 

let self, violet beard. 4 ". 
R - 507: Pumila Bisamberg X ? Red 

spot, 5", flare. 

1961 
U- 501: Hanselmayer 163 X H-501. 
U- 502: 0 - 516 X S- 504. Ivor y , white 

beard, shape. 
U- 503: R- 509 X Kuban 203 . Yellow 

self, white beard. 
U- 504: R- 509 X R- 517 . White self, 

white beard. 
U- 505: Red Austrian/L - 508 X R - 509 . 

Pinnacle type. 
U- 506 : Vindobcna X Crimean dar k 
violet. Almost black. 
U- 507: 163 X H- 501. Green amoena. 
U- 512: Spring Joy X 514. Variegata 

amoena. 

1962 
W- 501 : Atomic Blue X ? Pure white . 
W- 502: pumila X ? Yellow . 
W- 505: Orchid Sheen X R - 509 . S 

cream white, F yellow . 
1963 
Y- 502 : M- 529/H-510 X H- 501. 

Cream amoena, white beard. 




